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Abstract

Since the first demonstrations of laser cooling of atomic vapors in the late 1970s, the field of ultracold atoms has seen rapid advancements in the preparation, control and measurement of atomic gases. Ultra-cold atomic systems, either as individual atoms or in larger ensembles, provide a powerful tool for experimenters. Their large deBroglie wavelengths make them particularly useful for interferometric applications, and their isotropic properties when unperturbed make them ideal candidates for frequency standards. A recent drive has seen experimenters looking to develop scalable, portable and robust atomic systems as a metrological tool outside of the typical laboratory environment. This could see unprecedented sensitivities made available for areas as diverse as GPS-free navigation, biomedical imaging and non-invasive underground mapping.

Over the course of this thesis we explore additive manufacturing (3D printing) as a production technique for quantum technology. 3D-printing offers unrivalled design freedom and rapid prototyping, allowing us to develop a number of printed structures to test the viability of selective laser melting as a technique to produce metallic components that survive within, and also hold, the ultra-high vacuum environment necessary for ultracold physics. The technique has the potential to improve the efficiency and compactness of devices.

We begin first by printing an Al-Si-Mg vacuum flange, which is then solution heat treated in post processing and milled to have a standard vacuum-sealing knife edge on its surface. By installing the flange on a test vacuum set-up, baking out over a week at 200°C and pumping down, a pressure of $10^{-11}$ mbar is achieved. In the same material, a conductive structure called the cylinder trap is printed as a proof of concept ultracold atom source producing the fields necessary for a magneto-optical trap. A complete cold atom experiment is constructed to test the device, including a simple microcontroller-based control system. Dissipating as little as 20 mW electrical power, the atom trap generates $10^8$ atoms with an average temperature on the order of $(20.1 \pm 0.2) \mu$K, whilst having no measurable effect on the vacuum pressure, measured as $< 10^{-10}$ mbar.

A next-generation device is then investigated, building on the work of the cylinder trap and consideration of contemporary work on cold-atom sources. This device would output an even colder source of atoms, with a tapered design to both act as a differential pump and for atom compression for transport to a secondary trap. With calculations on optimal trapping regimes, an Ioffe-Pritchard style magnetic trap layout is created to efficiently capture atoms from the magneto-optical trap. Atoms would then be transported through a three-dimensional funnel structure into a secondary magnetic trap where fast, evaporative cooling could occur. Simultaneously the next thermal cloud can be captured to improve the average cycle time. Encouraged by collaborative work on an additively manufactured chamber, called the coral trap, a prototype design is developed and presented consisting of the funnel structure split across a multi-chamber printed architecture.
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**Roman Symbols**

- $c$: Speed of light in a vacuum inertial system
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- $h$: Plank Constant

**Acronyms / Abbreviations**

- **AM**: Additive Manufacturing
- **AOM**: Acousto-Optical Modulators
- **BB**: Baseball (trap)
- **BEC**: Bose Einstein Condensate
- **CAD**: Computer Aided Design
- **CF**: Con-flat (flange)
- **FWHM**: Full Width Half Maximum
- **GM**: Grey Molasses (cooling)
- **GMOT**: Grating Magneto-Optical Trap
- **HSF**: Hyper-Fine Splitting
- **IGBT**: Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor
- **IP**: Ioffe-Pritchard (trap)
- **LIAD**: Light Induced Atomic Desorption
- **MOT**: Magneto-Optical Trap
- **OPM**: Optically Pumped Magnetometers
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- **Rb**: Rubidium
<table>
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<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Root Mean Squared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHT</td>
<td>Solution Heat Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLM</td>
<td>Selective Laser Melting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQUID</td>
<td>Superconducting Quantum Interference Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>Transistor-Transistor Logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHV</td>
<td>Ultra High Vacuum, $&lt; 10^{-10}$ mbar</td>
</tr>
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Ultracold Atoms Intro

This thesis is written at an exciting time for the relatively new field of ultracold atoms, which is now a broad title covering a diverse number of disciplines with distinct aims. It would be ill-convinced to try and cover each of these sub-fields in detail. However, they all have one common theme, which is the manipulation of individual, or ensembles, of atomic systems with lasers, microwave and electromagnetic fields. Atoms make the ideal tool for physicists, being universal in their unperturbed behavior, and readily addressable with visible-light that is producible with cheap laser diodes. This makes them an ideal candidate for sensing and metrological applications where accuracy and consistency is critical. Conversely, the precise control of atoms, and their interactions, through magnetic or electrical manipulation has shown promise to use them as a toolbox for quantum simulation and computing applications.

The distinction between sub-fields has become more complex with a recent drive to begin developing experimental atomic systems as tools to be used outside of tightly controlled laboratory environments. Common elements between experimental laboratories are being re-evaluated, collated and streamlined to lay a pathway towards a truly portable atomic, and quantum, based device. The work presented in this thesis is part of this new wave of work, spanning the divide between purely fundamental physics and more applied systems engineering. Specifically we will consider the pursuit of a cold atom source through novel manufacturing processes. This source would be used as a first-step in an atomic, or quantum, device, providing a high flux of $10^7 - 10^8$ sub-millikelvin atoms directed towards a science chamber without being a detriment to its extremely-high vacuum (XHV, sub $10^{-11}$ mbar) environment.

This introductory chapter describes a brief historical timeline of the physics leading up to the development of ultracold atoms as a field. Following this, the general application of atomic systems as tools for sensing and metrology is discussed, outlining some of the current proposed techniques and implementations. This cannot rightly be considered alone, and as such a discussion of other applications of quantum systems is presented. Finally, an outline of the thesis is given to help guide the reader.
1.2 Historic timeline

The choice of where one chooses to begin an historic overview of the physics around ultracold atoms is somewhat arbitrary. I choose to begin at the turn of the twentieth century to coincide with key experimental work on the nature of radiation pressure on light [1]. The idea of light having a measurable effect on matter was not at all novel, with references as far back as the 1600s speculating that part of the dust tails of comets were caused by light from the sun [2]. The contemporary measurements of the force imparted by light arrived in the context of a broader revolution in the understanding of thermodynamics, with Kirchoff’s and Wien’s discovery of the nature of blackbody radiation, and the debate over the nature of light itself. This debate saw the first twenty five years of the century being dominated by the ‘household’ names in physics such as Planck, Bohr, Compton and Einstein. This work saw the first theoretical framework for the discreet nature of light, coming in packets of $h\nu$, with $\nu$ being the frequency of the light and $h$ being Planck’s constant, which we now call photons. Parallel to this, experimental work on atomic systems suggested that atoms themselves have similarly discreet properties, both in their energy levels and angular momentum [3–7].

Further complicating the mixture of theoretical models and experimental work, Louis de Brogile suggested, in his PhD thesis no less, the wave-like nature of matter in 1924. This was quickly experimentally confirmed through electron diffraction and interference measurements [8]. It took the work of Heisenberg, Schrödinger and Born to weave together the patchwork of models and experimental data to form what we now refer to as Quantum Mechanics. The two formalisms presented, which are commonly referred to as the Heisenberg or Schrödinger pictures, gave the final keys to understanding the phenomena seen so far, and still form the backbone of quantum theory today [9, 10].

The relevant story for ultracold atoms jumps forward to the development of laser technology by Schawlow, Townes and Maiman [11] in the early 1960s. The technological advancement of a coherent and narrow-linewidth source of light was instrumental in many scientific fields, though for particular relevance to atomic physics it won Schawlow the joint Novel prize in 1981 with K. Siegbahn and N. Bloembergen for the precision determination of atomic energy levels.

Schawlow, Hänsch and Askin saw the early potential of lasers for use in trapping and cooling [12] of atomic systems in 1975, see also Wieman’s review of diode lasers for atomic physics [13]. Askin first trapped micron-sized particles using counterpropagating beams [14], and proposed an atomic velocity selector [15], then finally suggesting a, now called, optical dipole trap for trapping individual atoms or gases [16]. This was followed by a surge of work first considering and then realizing the cooling (or de-acceleration) of atomic vapors using lasers [17–20]; however, critically this was not the trapping of atoms. The ‘viscous confinement’ reported in Ref. [20] became known as optical molasses, generating volumes of slow-moving atoms which would gradually escape the region through Brownian motion. This being the slow, random walk of particles experiencing random kicks resulting from the medium it occupies. It was soon proposed by Phillips, Metcalf and Prodan [21] to use a mixture of laser light paired with electromagnetic potentials in order to both cool and trap atoms, being achieved a few years later by Raab et al. in 1987 [22]. This construction of lasers and magnetic fields, which we now designate the magneto-optical trap (MOT), and the molasses method alone, achieved temperatures much lower than expected. Atoms were measured to
be only several microkelvin, far lower than the theoretically-predicted Doppler limit. Understanding
and then making use of the sub-Doppler temperature effects became a key field of research [23–25];
however atoms in optical fields were still temperature-bound by the fundamental recoil-limit due
to their spontaneous emission. Parallel research into sub-recoil techniques through more complex
optical arrangements, such as through velocity selective methods or polarization gradients, were
and still are an active field of research. [26, 23]

Transferring atomic ensembles into purely magnetic traps allowed for evaporative cooling
methods to be carried out [27], where in a crude picture the hottest atoms are ‘blown’ away through
the manipulation of the trapping potential with radio frequency fields. Given time to re-thermalize,
the average ensemble temperature drops as a result. Evaporative cooling allowed for phase-space
densities not accessible within MOTs, and was the last keystone in the seventy year puzzle of
creating a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) with a weakly interacting gas. 1995 saw not just the first
evidence of such a state of matter, but three separate groups achieving Bose-Einstein condensation
with rubidium [28], sodium [29] and lithium [30]. The production of BEC with a weakly interacting
system paved the way to explore new microscopic phenomena, and provided the tools necessary to
better understand how inter-atom interactions behave and, critically for us, the potential to better
exploit atomic systems for sensing and metrological purposes, which is the topic of the next section.

1.3 Sensing and metrology

Whilst the historic timeline above has taken us to the first demonstration of Bose-Einstein condensa-
tion in weakly interacting gases, it is worth now taking a step back to discuss the potential of atomic
systems in the context of sensing and metrological measurements. The discussion will provide
motivation to the importance of the work that follows in the later chapters. Further, the division
between the fields is arguably artificial, and in reference to atomic sources there is a lot of overlap
as much of the experimental apparatus is comparable, and so too are many of the applications. I
direct the reader to some of the more recent reviews of the topic [31–33].

Time standard We first consider time measurements, and the development of optical frequency
atomic clocks. The pursuit of a stable frequency reference, and so a fixed basic unit of time,
has been historically driven by navigation on oceanic trade routes. Mechanical oscillators such
as pendula, springs and later the vibration of quartz crystals became standard. The nineteen
century saw the demand not only for much greater precision, but also a more universal standard
with which to measure against. Precision devices could see applications not only in improving
navigation, via the global positioning service (GPS), but also in questions as to the nature of the
fundamental constants, forces and the accuracy of general relativity. Atomic systems, isotropic in
their unperturbed properties, were proposed in the late 1800s [34, 35], where it was clear that the
universality of atoms in regards to their ‘vibrational modes’ would make them ideal candidates.

It took until the 1950s for an atomic based reference to become more accurate than contemporary
quartz standards [34, 36, 37], based on addressing the unperturbed hyperfine ground state transition
of cesium 133 (∼ 9.19 × 10⁹ Hz), which now forms the standard by which we still define the
second\textsuperscript{1}. The basic principle, see [34, 38], of the clock is based on Ramsey spectroscopy, whose accuracy is, in very simple terms, improved in accordance with Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. This is to say that the measurement uncertainty is reduced as the measurement time is increased, where the ratio of the two is loosely given by some factor of Planck’s constant. The atomic reference experiences a two-stage microwave interaction separated by a time, $\Delta T$ and a resultant frequency uncertainty, $\Delta \nu$, of the measurement, which are related by $\Delta T \Delta \nu \sim L$, where $L$ is the spatial length of the interaction area. Attempts to increase the interaction time and so lower the uncertainty on the frequency, led to initial developments into atomic fountains, where atoms are projected upwards and allowed to fall under the influence of gravity, almost simultaneously to the first cesium clocks [34]. However these were unsuccessful, being limited by the thermal distribution of the source atoms, which in turn also reduced the number of atoms returning in the second interaction phase. More recently atomic optical transitions, rather than microwave, are considered to be the next phase of national standards [35], where the achieved quality factor (Q-factor) has direct effects on the final clock stability and accuracy [38].

The relevance of atomic clock systems to this work, and a key step-change for the field, was the introduction of optical molasses to cool the ensemble prior to launching in fountain-based Ramsey spectroscopy techniques, first successfully implemented in the late 1980s [34, 39]. This method reduced the Doppler broadening effect on the cloud due to its overall temperature and so improve the final clock measurement. The ultimate lifetime of the launched ensemble, which is limited both by inter-atomic collisions in the cloud itself but also by background atoms, is a critical factor and is indirectly related to the cloud temperature.

**Atomic interferometry and inertial measurement** Parallel to the development of atomic clocks, the field of atomic interferometry has rapidly expanded in the last several decades, with a number of significant reviews into the topic being available [33, 40, 41]. Heavy atom interferometers, typically alkali metals, required similar developments in cooling mechanisms, such that their deBroglie wavelengths became significant enough (i.e. larger than the atomic radius) to make wave-like properties accessible to experiments. Optical based atom ‘beam splitters’ based on Raman transitions, first carried out by Chu [42], allowed for matter waves to be split coherently in two. After some interrogation time, $T$, the matter waves are made to recombined, having picked up a phase difference, leading to interference detectable through measurement of the population of one of the atomic states, see Ref. [33] for details. The imparted phase can be a result of a vertical path different due to gravitation effects, in which the gravitation-related phase difference, $\Delta \Phi_g$, goes as $\Delta \Phi_g \propto g T^2$ where $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity [33, Sec. 2.1]. Similarly a rotational phase can be imparted, as is the case with Sagnac interferometers where the split matter waves are sent counterpropagating about a guided loop. Rotational motion in the plane of a ring around which the matter waves are sent can be found to scale as $\Delta \Phi_{rot} \propto \nu \Omega T^2$, where $\nu$ is the atoms linear velocity and $\Omega$ is the rotation rate of the Raman lasers [40].

Many of the applications of atomic clocks are similar to interferometric measurements, such as investigations into fundamental forces; however they have a particularly critical role in navigational precision, see the quite extensive state of the art review in Ref. [32, 33]. Similar too are the typical

\textsuperscript{1}I could not rightly mention this definition of the second without also pointing out that now, since 2019, all Système International d’Unités (SI units) are derived from this and fixed definitions of fundamental constants.
Fig. 1.1 A plot of different magnetometer’s sensitivity vs resolution. Image edited from [51].

hurdles, in particular increasing the interrogation time under which the ‘split’ matter waves can be considered coherent and without significant losses due to collisions. Signal-to-noise ratios can be improved too through increasing the atom number. These examples are not at all exhaustive of methods to improve interferometric measurements specifically, but share a common link to our discussion on optical clocks.

**Magnetometry** The applications of non-invasive magnetometers are vast, having been a pivotal industrial and navigational tool long before more modern and widespread application in detecting sea mines in the 1940s. Modern magnetometry techniques are equally as broad in their realizations and I direct the reader to some of the more recent reviews on the topic [43, 44]. We can for our purposes categorize devices into those which typically measure the total scalar magnetic field strength, such as optically pumped magnetometers (OPMs) [45, 46], nuclear/proton precession magnetometers [43], nitrogen vacancy (NV) centers [47], or magnetic force microscopy [48]; or devices which can measure the vector components of the field, e.g. flux gates, microelectromechanical magnetometry systems (MEMS, e.g. microscopic mechanical oscillators), hall effect sensors [44, 49], or superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) [50].

The above examples are not at all exhaustive, however they provide the necessary context in regards to their sensitivity and resolution, best summarized in Figure 1.1, to introduce the use of Bose-Einstein condensates as a more recent tool for measuring magnetic fields [51–53].

Bose-Einstein condensates offer a powerful improvement across all of the sensing and metrological applications discussed above. In regards to magnetometry, they can achieve both high resolution and sensitivity when compared to other techniques. The ultra-cold temperatures required by BECs

---

2Strictly many of the devices and techniques mentioned can be constructed to be either scalar or vector magnetic field sensors.
make them ideal for interferometric and frequency-time metrology [31], simply because they have a larger deBroglie wavelength. Getting to a BEC is technically challenging, with the typical hurdles experienced in metrology (collisional loses, temperature, signal-to-noise, to name a few) being completely destructive to the process. Portable, cold atoms sources, as we will consider in the next few sections, offer a potential solution to these issues both for BEC and cold atomic-vapor based technology.

1.4 Towards portable devices

The significant body of experimental work done since the development of laser cooling, slightly over forty years ago, would make it unfeasible to discuss every variation on the procedures used to experimentally realize atomic vapor-based devices. We will restrict out consideration to more recent work which attempts to develop complete atom-based systems which are portable. This drive has required experimenters to rethink the experiments that, up to now, have had the benefit of laboratory infrastructure to support and house equipment. The result is that one must account for the whole experimental apparatus, including supporting electronics, vacuum structures, laser systems, computer/software control and power supplies.

It is ill-advised to take the leap directly from a laboratory-based experiment to a fully realized portable device, and so we will consider here the miniaturization efforts of a number of sub-components of a typical cold-atoms experiment. Namely, the reduction in optical components; the design of magnetic trapping geometries and vacuum technology. This discussion will form the basis on which we will then introduce cold-atom sources. This source will not aim to be a fully operative quantum sensor, but will be a sub-assembly with a specific functional aim: the output of a steady source of cold, or ultra-cold, atoms. This is distinct from the source of the atoms within the device, which is commonly a heated alkali dispenser.

Optical confinement A reduction in the number of optical components required is perhaps the simplest first-step one can take for miniaturization, as beams can be almost completely reflected with modern mirrored surfaces. In its simplest form, a magneto-optical trap typically requires three pairs of counter propagating beams, and so reflected three-beam MOTs are common place, and early work demonstrated a four-beam MOT [56]. However, single-beam realizations have been demonstrated. In these the beam is retro-reflected such that, with the correct reflector shape, all the necessary beams for a MOT are generated with the correct optical polarizations. Concave conical, pyramidal and tetrahedral single-beam reflectors have been shown to work well [57–60], with both interferometers [61] and gravimeters [62] being demonstrated. Where atom chips provide a significant simplification in the design of conductor geometries to generate magnetic potentials, single beam designs offer a similar simplification in the optical requirements on the overall device.

Microfabricated diffraction gratings are a natural successor to three dimensional reflectors and have shown great promise in the trapping and cooling of atomic species [63–66]. Diffraction gratings, like atom chips, are significant as they are very amenable to modular and scalable designs by being easier to produce in bulk than large macroscopic conductor structures. Although they

---

3The full breadth of the technological and industrial implications I will leave to Refs. [33, 32, 54, 55].
do suffer in their achieved atom numbers, often only reaching $\sim 5 \times 10^6$ atoms. Magnetometry measurements have been carried out in Refs. [66], and gravimetry measurements planned in this same reference suggest that such devices may be ‘good enough’ for a first generation proof of principle.

**Magnetic trapping structures**  With the establishment of laser and evaporative cooling of atoms, there was then a rapid development of bespoke magnetic potentials with which to manipulate the clouds. The first attempts were free standing wires [67–70], which in their proximity to the atoms in comparison to large mounted coil systems would be better suited to the design of complex magnetic geometries. This process truly took off with the development of what we now call \textit{atom chips}, in which metallic conductors are layered in two-dimensional geometries generating magnetic potentials only sub-millimeters from the surface. See Refs. [71–73] for a more in-depth review of the field.

Atom chips fall incredibly well into the goals of a miniaturized device, being able to produce highly-confining, complex traps with only modest currents when compared to older BEC experiments. Advances in manufacturing methods have seen bespoke atom chips designs better fitting the various sensing and metrological applications we have already discussed [74]. Modern atom chips typically employ a staged series of traps, initially capturing atoms from a magneto-optical trap, whose magnetic potential is provided by a separate coil structure, then bringing the now purely magnetically trapped atoms in closer to the chip surface to be transferred to tighter confinement traps. Correct arrangement of this sequence of traps has allowed total BEC formation cycle times to shrink below one second [75]. However, in having the MOT in the same volume there still exists a detrimental background pressure to contend with. Nevertheless, such chips are likely to be a critical component in any future BEC-oriented experiment, being the final stage of manipulation and interrogation atoms experience until imaging.

**Vacuum systems**  As systems get smaller, the typical processes used to ‘pump-down’ the interior volumes of quantum devices from air pressure to ultra-high vacuum (UHV), $\sim 10^{-11}$ mbar, become more constrained. Vacuum pumping is of course not necessary for all applications; hot-atom OPMs for example make use of buffer gas effects on the sensing atoms such that they can operate at room temperatures and pressures, sometimes even being heated to increase the pressure. Miniaturized UHV chambers have restrictive volumes, by design, with only narrow connecting passaging to which vacuum pumping devices could be connected. Novel pumping processes based on passive adsorption elements paired with smaller active pumps could be a solution [76]. Conversely there has been work in improving the atom source, typically hot dispensers, either through redesigned dispensers [77] or through ultra-violet light driven emission [78] of atoms into the chamber.

**Cold atom sources**  Attempts to miniaturize systems have obvious cross-overs with attempts to develop a reliable source of (ultra-) cold atoms, as the cooling of atoms from a hot atomic vapor to sub-millikelvin temperatures requires a significant volume of equipment. The methods used are often identical across research labs, and so many experiments are either maintaining systems that have been in place for many years or re-inventing the same solutions for newer experiments. A
modular device which outputs a flux of cold atoms, in a crude plug-and-play analogy, would be a remarkable simplification to the typical cold-atom experiment.

Reflector- and grating-based systems are a noteworthy example a potential modular source of atoms [59, 64]. This method has been extended with attempts to create a grating-Zeeman slower hybrid [79], showing a three-fold increase with respect to just a grating. A controllable ‘atom faucet’ where a continuous push beam ejects atoms from a three-dimensional MOT shows some promise [80], as well as compact and low-optical power two-dimensional MOT systems [81, 82].

The common theme of these latter cases being the production of MOT-temperature atoms in a specific region, to then be transported or pushed to another area. Magnetic guiding of atoms from a MOT has been proposed too, either using permanent magnets [83, 84], with the potential benefit being overcoming the laser-imposed recoil limit on the temperature. A noteworthy example of a BEC source, rather than a thermal atom cloud, is in Ref. [75] where a 1.6s production rate is achieved from vapor to condensate with a multi-staged atom-chip design.

1.5 Additive manufacturing as a tool for quantum technologies

Collating the different approaches to miniaturization of ultra-cold atom based devices, it becomes clear there are still a significant number of hurdles to overcome. There is, however, some very encouraging work on complete experimental packages, especially in the field of space-based applications [85–88].

Outside of large international collaborations, one promising avenue of research is the exploration of new manufacturing processes to replace, or augment, existing technology and techniques. Having set the contextual framework of the field of ultra-cold atoms in precious sections, we now introduce additive manufacturing (AM) as a novel method for the creation of quantum devices. Additive manufacturing, or 3D-printing which we will use interchangeably, has the potential to be incredibly disruptive to the manufacturing industry. The most common benefits being material savings, ease of customization and the production of complex, almost arbitrary geometries not easily possible through traditional manufacturing methods. Please see Ref. [89] for an in-depth review.

3D-printing has now become an umbrella term to capture quite a broad range of processes, from the production of nanoscale devices to the printing of whole components for aerospace or industrial applications. The choice of technique sets practical limits on the dimensions of the device, but also on the available materials. The application to ultra-cold atom experiments imposes further criteria: structures must not outgas, that is desorb particles into the vacuum, and must be dense enough to restrict particles diffusing through the material; structures must also survive temperatures up to 200°C and be ridged enough to be self supporting. As one of the key methods in producing components for aerospace applications, selective laser melting (SLM) presented itself as a strong contender to fit our requirements. This technique, in brief, is the construction of monolithic components through melting of successive layers of a power-based metallic alloy, producing objects with a resolution in the range of 100 – 250µm. It became an interesting avenue to pursue as the materials currently available fit into the ‘tried and tested’ material library of typical experiments, that being titanium, stainless steel, silver and aluminum.
We consider this technique for two applications within quantum technology. One being the production of bespoke monolithic vacuum-containing structures, i.e. vacuum chambers, with unique and complex features not achievable through standard processes. Similar attempts to create UHV-sufficient chambers were unable to reach the level of vacuum required for typical cold and ultra-cold experiments [90–93]. The second application is the more novel use of AM structures as conductors within UHV environments producing magnetic fields, which has not been carried out before as far as the author is aware. Conductors printed with complex geometries fitting around, or within, the bounds of miniature devices could provide significant benefits in terms of overall system size and electrical power consumption to produce magnetic trapping potentials. Whilst the previous work to produce UHV quality devices with AM technology suggested it may not be feasible [92], we benefitted from a collaboration with an additive manufacturing research group within the University of Nottingham who suggested that newer developments in printing technology may prove fruitful.

1.6 Applications of AM in portable quantum technology

So far the discussion of atomic systems and additive manufacturing has outlined applications in physics and engineering. However, one of the major driving forces in atomic research establishments, and the agencies which fund them, is the potential of atom-based technology as an enabling tool for fields well outside of the traditional sphere of influence associated to physics. Precision timekeeping is fundamental to financial institutions, electrical distribution grids and tamper-free GPS navigation to name a few. Similarly, measurement and sensing devices are hidden, yet keystone technologies in nearly every industrial field, e.g precision metallurgic analysis, civil engineering, geological exploration.

The true revolutionary potential of atom-systems really comes to light in devices which have the same, or similar, accuracy of lab-based experiments but are portable, robust and reliable. The author points the reader to reviews such as in Refs. [32, 55], though there exists similar politically-aimed reports for the EU, the United States and elsewhere. Researchers and engineers have speculated about atomic sensors which can be mounted onto drones to map landscapes, oceans, or even measure the heartbeat of farm animals. Archeological digs could measure minute gravitational irregularities to detect structures, while submerged craft would be more able to navigate underwater hurdles and even remain submerged longer if their measurement equipment were more precise. This work explores additive manufacturing as a stepping-stone towards such a device. As a novel production technique there is the potential to make significant mass reduction, while integrating complex geometries to create a space-efficient measurement device, potentially even reducing power consumption. Researchers typically do not have to worry about the mass, power consumption or size of their experiments; however, real-world applications require a thorough understanding of how to reduce each.

1.6.1 Thesis overview/structure

The investigation of additive manufacturing in the context of quantum devices is the focus of the work in this thesis. One publication is derived from it directly, *3D-printed components for*
quantum devices [94], and a second paper written in collaboration with the University of Nottingham and industry partner Added Scientific is pending acceptance, with a preprint available under the title *Additively manufactured ultra-high vacuum chamber below $10^{-10}$ mbar* [95]. These papers demonstrate, for the first time, additively manufactured material used within, and containing, a UHV environment. In application to quantum devices, these publications open the door to drastically improve integrated structures, which will further reduce size and assembly complexity.

- **Chapter 2: Cooling and trapping of atomic species** In this chapter an outline of the necessary physics to understand the cooling and trapping of atomic species is given. This begins with a review atomic structure and the nature of light and matter interactions, followed by a discussion of the principles of optical molasses, magneto-optical trapping and finally magnetic trapping. Magnetic trapping structures, in particular how we calculate simple and more complex geometries, will be reviewed such that a comparison can be drawn between trap types, seeding the design of additively manufactured conductors.

- **Chapter 3: The cylinder trap** As a proof of principle, we first consider the production of a 3D-printed structure designed to exist in a UHV environment and producing the fields required for a magneto-optical trap. This chapter covers the design process and considerations of the device which we call the cylinder trap, which is eventually printed via SLM in an aluminum-silicon-magnesium alloy. Following this, a simple cold-atom experiment is outlined and constructed to test the performance of the cylinder, both in terms of the achieve atom number with respect to the power consumption, but also if there are measurable vacuum pressure effects due to the material.

- **Chapter 4: Blueprint for a cold-atom source** Building on the results of the cylinder trap, I then discuss a next-generation device which is designed to output a colder, high-number cloud of atoms at a increased cycle rate than the cylinder trap. A series of calculations are carried out in order to maximize the efficient transfer of atoms as they are manipulated between trapping stages along a three-dimensional funnel structure, before they are rapidly cooled and then ejected into a secondary science region. The coral chamber, a additive manufactured vacuum chamber, is presented along side these calculations. A prototype design is presented, combining the funnel like structure with a 3D-printed two-staged vacuum chamber.

- **Chapter 5: Summary and outlook** The main results and findings from the thesis are presented for reference, with an outline of some of the challenges encountered in the experimental work. Prospective for additive manufacturing in quantum technologies are discussed in the context of these findings.
Chapter 2

Cooling and Trapping of Atomic Species

In this chapter will provide an overview of the theoretical concepts required to understand the cooling, trapping and manipulation of atom species in reference to the production of magneto-optical traps (MOTs) and magnetic traps. The very basic models and physical processes described are not novel, and so the descriptions will be concise when appropriate as now countless textbooks, review articles and lecture series provide a broader picture, a selection of which will be given for reference. I will begin with an overview of the atomic structure of rubidium, followed by the interaction of atoms in magnetic and optical fields. These lead naturally into a discussion of the Doppler cooling, molasses effects, and the production of MOTs; this of course necessitates a description of sub-Doppler effects. Calculations of magnetic trapping potentials for various structures will be considered and compared for their use as magnetic traps for atomic species. As the aim of this work was the production and development of a cold-atom source, the above provides the necessary background. Only a very brief discussion of Bose-Einstein condensation will be given to paint the prospective landscape and motivations of the work.

2.1 Atomic structure

Alkali atoms have become the dominate choice for (ultra-)cold atomic experiments due to their relative ease in being cooled and trapped [96, Sec. 4], as well as having conveniently accessible energy levels via now standard off the shelf laser diode systems. Further, introducing such atoms into an experimental volume is readily achievable with heated atomic dispensers providing a reliable and consistent source of thermal atomic vapors. The multi-electron alkali atoms do not have exact analytical solutions to their Schrödinger equation, making it difficult to accurately capture their full dynamics. However their main attraction from other many electron atoms is their ready approximation to a hydrogen-like system[97, Sec. 10]. While having a number of electron shells, each designated by the principle quantum number $n$, alkali metals have all but one of these shells filled, leaving a singular electron in an outer shell. The inner core of filled shells are spherically symmetric when time averaged, resulting in a net atomic core that is effectively neutral, allowing for the outer electron to dominate the overall atomic properties. The extend of the core is small enough in this model that one need only consider a slightly approximated version of the Coulomb potential [98, Sec. 6.3] when calculating interactions. In the case of rubidium, as will be the sole
considered atomic species in this work, we can then consider only its outer electron designated 5s in standard electronic configuration notation.\footnote{The full electron shell configuration is 1s\(^2\)2s\(^2\)2p\(^6\)3s\(^2\)3p\(^6\)3d\(^10\)4s\(^2\)4p\(^6\)5s where the notation \(n\ell^e\) gives the principle quantum number, \(n\), the angular momentum, \(\ell\), and the exponent is the shell occupancy [99].}

Similar to the route standard texts follow for hydrogen, we can then understand the various atomic energy levels of alkali systems within an adjusted formalism. The single electron in our Rubidium ‘hydrogen-like’ system, omitting the nucleus for now, is completely determined by its orbital angular momentum \(l\) and spin angular momentum \(s\). As the closed shells are disregarded we can go ahead and consider the total orbital and total spin angular momentums as \(\vec{L} = \vec{l}\) and \(\vec{S} = \vec{s}\), respectively, where we define the total electronic angular momentum of all electrons as \(\vec{J} = \vec{L} + \vec{S}\). These allow us to now introduce the standard Russell-Saunders notation [96] where \(n^{2\lambda+1}L_J\). It is the coupling interaction between the electrons orbital motion and its internal magnetic moment, aka the spin-orbit interaction, which generates what we refer to as the fine-structure of the atom, lifting the degeneracy on states that have differing orientation of the vectors \(\vec{L}\) and \(\vec{S}\). More explicitly, we have states of values \(J\) between \(|L - S| \leq J \leq L + S\). The most common occurrence of this splitting are the D lines which result from transitions between states with \(\vec{L} = 0\) and \(\vec{L} = 1\) [9, Sec. 6.5.2], as are shown in Fig. 2.1 for the case of \(^{87}\text{Rb}\).

With non-Doppler-limited measurement techniques it is possible to resolve atomic structure with a much finer separation than the fine-structure produces, denoted as the hyperfine structure.

---

**Fig. 2.1** The D1 and D2 lines for \(^{87}\text{Rb}\) including both the fine and hyperfine structure, see check for details. Depicted too is the main laser cooling transition and the two commonly used Grey Molasses cooling transitions used for sub-Doppler cooling, see Sec. 2.2.4.
This results from the as-of-yet disregarded atomic nuclei’s angular momentum, $I$, also called the nuclear spin, related to a nuclear magnetic moment. This nuclear magnetic moment interacts both with the internal magnetic field generated by the nuclear electrons (those in filled shells), and with the single outer electrons magnetic moment [98, Sec. 5.7]. As a result we introduce a new term, the total atomic angular momentum $\vec{F} = \vec{I} + \vec{J}$ which can take the values $|J - I| \leq F \leq J + I$. In the case of $^{87}$Rb, $I = 3/2$ and so the ground state $J = 1/2$ splits in to two levels, $F = 1$ or $F = 2$; similarly the $S^2P_{3/2}$ level splits into four sub-levels between $F = 0 \rightarrow 3$, both cases are shown in Fig. 2.1.

2.1.1 Zeeman splitting

The majority of this work considers atomic species in the presence of externally-applied optical and magnetic fields. We will not explicitly deal with the effects of optical fields on atomic energy levels, i.e. the Stark shift, but will touch on it later when we consider sub-Doppler cooling effects in atomic vapors. Magnetic fields specifically can be shown to lift the degeneracy of the so-called Zeeman sublevels of the atomic structure [96], which for each fine structure level can be shown to be made up of $(2J + 1)$ sub-states. Considering, just for now, the effect of an externally applied magnetic field one reaches the regime of the so-called (anomalous) Zeeman effect. At low field the Zeeman interaction energy can be written as

$$\Delta E_{\text{Zeeman}} = m_F g_F \mu_B B,$$

where $m_F$ is the projection of the angular momentum along the vector $B$ which is the magnetic field strength; $\mu_B$ is the Bohr magneton; and $g_F$ is the Landé g-factor which is a correction to the usual $g_J$ which accounts for the nuclear spin, given below. We define low fields here in terms in interaction energy, such that the Zeeman interaction energy $\Delta E_{\text{Zeeman}} < \Delta E_{\text{HFS}}$ where the latter term in the hyperfine structure interaction energy [98].

$$g_J = 1 + \frac{J(J + 1) + S(S + 1) - L(L + 1)}{2J(J + 1)}, \quad (2.1)$$

and

$$g_F = g_J \frac{F(F + 1) + J(J + 1) - I(I + 1)}{2F(F + 1)}. \quad (2.2)$$

For $^{87}$Rb, the Zeeman effect is approximately linear for fields $\lesssim 300\, \text{G}$ [100]. For fields greater than this, where $\Delta E_{\text{Zeeman}} > \Delta E_{\text{HFS}}$ the coupling between the electron and nuclear spin becomes negligible and the levels are completely determined by the electron spin interaction with the external field. This is the Paschen-Back effect, and will in general not be approached in this work [10].

2.2 MOT principles

2.2.1 Forces on an atom

The ability to manipulate large numbers of atoms in order to then probe fundamental physics, or as a tool to measure other systems, is a non-trivial achievement. It requires the confinement of...
atoms within a region of interest for a sufficiently long time, free from interactions with other systems or particles such that significant measurements can be taken [98]. Experimentally these requirements mean that atoms must not be too hot, i.e. have a low average velocity, such that their preparation and interrogation time within a bound experimental region is sufficiently long. They must also exist within an environment free from contaminants or stray electromagnetic fields. These stray fields are removed experimentally through special consideration of materials and in some cases shielded environments, while contaminants are removed through vacuum pumping and bake-out techniques. In regards to atom temperature, the preparation of, or more specifically the cooling of, atoms is underpinned by the realization that light itself imparts not only energy but also momentum onto matter, which was considered in the early nineteenth century [1, 2]. However it took the development of reliable coherent laser sources to truly begin to speculate that particles and then atoms could be manipulated with this radiation force [14–16]. It is this, paired with an understanding of the nature of spontaneous emission [96], which has formed the keystone of the laser cooling of atoms and in turn subsequent work on the cooling and eventually trapping of atomic species [101]. We will first consider the basic forces of an atom within a radiation field, naturally leading on to a brief discussion of the Optical Bloch Equations (OBEs) which will be required to then discuss how spontaneous emission can be understood within the OBEs formalism through the introduction of a damping term. The solutions of these then go on to inform our understanding of the production of a magneto-optical trap and sub-Doppler cooling processes.

**Atom in a radiation field**

We begin our consideration with the semi-classical model of a quantized two-level atom within a classically considered radiation field, which adequately describes most of the physics used in this work [99]. The oscillating electric field acts as a perturbation on our atomic system, coupling to the electric dipole, \( \mathbf{d} \), of the atoms single electron, and can be written as a plane wave with (angular) frequency \( \omega_L \) and polarization vector \( \mathbf{\varepsilon}_0 \) in the form \( \mathbf{E}(t) = E_0 \mathbf{\varepsilon}_0 \cos(\omega_L t) \). Our atomic system is described as two energy states, using Dirac notation, a lower ground state denoted \( |g\rangle \) and an upper excited state \( |e\rangle \); these are separated in energy by \( \hbar \omega_0 \), where \( \omega_0 \) is the atomic transition frequency between the two levels. The interaction energy between the induced dipole and electric field can then be shown to be [96, Sec. 1.2] as

\[
H_{\text{int}}(t) = -\mathbf{d} \cdot \mathbf{E}(t),
\]

where \( \mathbf{E}(t) \) is the electric field, \( \mathbf{d} \) is the dipole moment, and \( \hbar \) is the reduced Planck constant. This interaction energy is given by the dot product of the dipole moment and the electric field. The solutions, not given here, demonstrate so-called Rabi oscillations between the population of the excited and ground states, which is determined both by the detuning of the laser from resonance and the Rabi frequency, \( \Omega = -\frac{d \cdot E_0}{\hbar} \), which characterizes the strength of the coupling between the atom and field.\(^3\) This Rabi

\[^3\]\( \Omega = -e \frac{\mathbf{E}}{\hbar} \langle e | \mathbf{r} | g \rangle \) where the dipole momentum \( d = e \mathbf{r} \) is along the same polarization direction as the field, and has been substituted into the expression. Outside the bra-ket, \( e \) is the usual charge on the electron. \( \langle e | \) is the excited state bra vector, and \( | g \rangle \) the ground state ket vector.
behavior is not predicted by the classically derived rate equations, and can allow for almost perfect population inversion between the ground and excited state of a two-level system.

So far we have not dealt the incoherent process of spontaneous emission, however this process is essential to the understanding of laser cooling. These incoherent effects do not fall out of the simplified semi-classical mode, but require a full quantum picture of both the atomic system and the incident radiation field, i.e. a Quantum-Electro-Dynamic model, however this is too heavy handed for our needs. In order to integrate spontaneous behavior into our atom-light system, we first must introduce the density matrix, $\rho$, which for a simple two-level system in an initial pure state $|\Psi_i\rangle$ can be written as,

$$
\rho = |\Psi\rangle \langle \Psi| = \begin{pmatrix}
\rho_{gg} & \rho_{ge} \\
\rho_{eg} & \rho_{ee}
\end{pmatrix},
$$

(2.3)

where the main diagonal elements are the populations of the ground and exited states respectively, and the off-diagonal elements are generally called the coherences, providing phase information about the superposition of different components [102]. The power of such a description is that we can readily describe an initially defined pure state transforming into a statistical mixture of final states. Such a model is required for spontaneous emission as, by its nature, the light is isotopically emitted with arbitrary polarization, effectively being infinite in modes. Although to be precise, we have not yet introduced spontaneous emission mathematically into our formalism. Thus only a statistical representation is practical. The statistically defined density matrix is then written as $\rho = \sum p_i |\Psi_i\rangle \langle \Psi_i|$, where $p_i$ is the probability to be in some state $|\Psi_i\rangle$. Now considering the detection of a two-level atom, which is in an initial pure state $|\Psi_i\rangle$ which has undergone spontaneous emission, we can write its new statistical mixture of states in the form $\rho_{atom} = \text{Tr}_{\text{photon}} |\Psi\rangle \langle \Psi|$, having taken the partial trace over system with respect to the photon. While we have lost information through the trace about the photon, this method allows us to describe the behavior of the atom in this statistical model. Without going into the gritty details [96, 99] one can then introduce spontaneous emission into the density matrix formalism through the addition of a damping term $\Gamma$, and in turn derive a steady-state ($t \gg \Gamma^{-1}$) equation for the excited state population as follows:

$$
\rho_{ee} = \frac{\Omega^2}{4 \delta^2 + \Omega^2/2 + \Gamma^2/4},
$$

(2.4)

having now introduced the detuning, $\delta = \omega_L - \omega_0$. We can finally relate Eq. 2.4 to the rate of spontaneous emission, or the scattering rate, $\Gamma_{\text{scatt}}$ by realizing that the decay rate from the excitation population is the natural linewidth of the transition in question, $\Gamma$. The total scattering rate in the steady state limit where the photon excitation rate is equal to the decay rate is then,

$$
\Gamma_{\text{scatt}} = \Gamma \rho_{ee} = \frac{\Gamma}{2} \frac{\Omega^2/2}{\delta^2 + \Omega^2/2 + \Gamma^2/4}.
$$

(2.5)

Scattering force

In order to relate the total scattering rate in Eq. 2.5 to an expression for the scattering force, we slightly re-construct our expressions to relate the Rabi frequency $\Omega$ to the more experimentally understandable relative saturation intensity $I/I_{sat}$ [98]. Considering circularly polarized light, one...
then can write $I_{\text{sat}} = (\pi/3)(hc/\lambda^3)\Gamma[99, 103]$ which is purely determined by the atomic species and transition being addressed, and the ratio $I/I_{\text{sat}} = 2\Omega^2/\Gamma^2$. While we have made the assumption that our light field is strictly non-quantum, we can assume a photon based description such that each absorbed photon has a momentum $\hbar\vec{k}$ [99, Sec. 9.1] 4. Once the atom undergoes spontaneous emission the photon is isotropic in direction and polarization and imparts a recoil on the atom as per Newton’s laws. Over many emission cycles the average momentum given to the atom by this recoil is a net zero, and so the only change in the final momentum is given by the initially absorbed photon interaction. The resultant force on the atom is then the product of the photon momentum and the scattering rate (in steady-state), such that,

$$F_{\text{scatt}} = \hbar\vec{k}\frac{\Gamma}{2 + 4\delta^2/\Gamma^2 + I/I_{\text{sat}}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

Note that we now consider the detuning $\delta = \omega_L - \omega_0 + \omega_D$, where $\omega_D = -\vec{k} \cdot \vec{v}$ is the Doppler shifted frequency seen by the moving atoms. From Eq. 2.6, we can quickly see that in the case of large saturation intensities, $I \to \infty$, the force tends to $F_{\text{max}} = \hbar k/2$.

The expression in Eq. 2.6 above is for the general case of an atom passing through a beam of any direction. Let’s now consider atoms leaving some thermal bath at some temperature $T$ moving along a single axis counterpropagating to a laser. We can then find a maximum linear deacceleration for an atom of mass $m$, i.e. $a_{\text{max}} = F_{\text{max}}/m = v_r/2\tau$. Here we have defined the recoil velocity as $v_r = \hbar k/m$, which is the photon momentum over the atomic mass, and $\tau = 1/\Gamma$ is the excited state lifetime. We have also dropped our vector notation for this one dimensional situation. In the ideal case where atoms experience a constant deaccelerating force, one can then calculate a minimum stopping length [96, Sec. 6.2] assuming an initial velocity of the rms value for atoms, such that

$$L_{\text{min}} = \frac{v_{\text{rms}}^2}{2a_{\text{max}}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

where $v_{\text{rms}} = \sqrt{3k_B T/m}$, in which $k_B$ is the Boltzman constant, $T$ the average temperature and $m$ the mass of the atoms. This minimum stopping distance is not at all appropriate for our needs in the case of a mostly monochromatic beam, as in the case where the light used is narrow in regards to a transition linewidth. Atoms in such a light field quickly leave resonance as they slow down due to the change in their Doppler shifted frequency. The expression for $L_{\text{min}}$ however will provide an estimate for calculations later. To achieve significant continuous cooling the varying Doppler effect must be accounted for, either by varying the laser frequency or by changing the atomic resonance frequency through a inhomogeneous magnetic field, as per the Zeeman effect in Sec. 2.1.1, experimentally known as a Zeeman Slower [12, 18, 19]. Zeeman slowed atoms may at first appear to be an appropriate source of cold atomic species; however, if one calculates the required stopping distance $L_{\text{min}}$ for a diffusive source of $^{87}\text{Rb}$ atoms from an oven ($T \approx 600$K) in its $D_2$ transition and irradiated with a counter propagating laser of frequency of 780nm, $L_{\text{min}} \sim 0.8$ m. Such a length is completely inadequate for compact and/or portable systems.

4Strictly speaking, we have not broken our assumption but rather chosen to describe the absorption of energy using the physically imprecise, but convenient, terminology of photons whilst keeping in mind it is the atom itself which is quantized.
2.2.2 Optical molasses

Extending the idea of a single laser scattering off a diffusive atomic source, consider now the effect on our atoms of two counter-propagating beams with identical characteristics. Each beam will act on the atoms with a force described by Eq. 2.6, such that atoms at rest will have a net zero force due to the equal and opposite force of each laser. However, for any velocity greater than zero, the atoms will see a different Doppler-shifted frequency relative to the propagation direction of the atoms against the beam axis. If the laser light is specifically chosen to have a detuning below the atomic resonance, atoms moving with a velocity vector direction opposite to the beams $k$ vector see blue-shifted light, which is closer to resonance, whilst the other beam is further red-detuned. The result is, for atoms which small velocities, an imbalanced force that is velocity dependent and, in effect, induces a damping force. When three sets of counter-propagating beams are used the technique generates a volume of slow moving atoms, usually referred to as Optical Molasses (OM), see Fig. 2.2. This technique was a step change in the manipulation of atoms and earned the Nobel Prize in 1997 [18, 20, 21, 104]. The theory presented here below is well documented within many standard textbooks [96, 99], and quite neatly outlined by Phillips and others in reference [25].

Sticking to our one dimensional case, we take Eq. 2.6 where each has a Doppler shifted frequency $\delta \pm kv$ where the positive (negative) case is closer (farther) to resonance as it is against (co-propagating along) the velocity direction. One can write a net force as follows, in the regime of small velocities,

$$F_{\text{molasses}} = -\alpha v = 4\hbar k^2 I I_{\text{sat}} \frac{-2\delta / \Gamma}{\Gamma + (2\delta / \Gamma)^2} v,$$

(2.8)

where we assume $kv \ll \Gamma$, and so higher order terms are ignored [25]. We see directly from Eq. 2.8, that the damping term $\alpha$ is only positive for the red detuned case when $\delta = \omega - \omega_0$, confirming the above. The result of Eq. 2.8, is that any atoms which enter along the axial direction will be slowed and cooled, within some timescale to be discussed, without the need for a spatial variation to induce a Zeeman or Stark shift in the energy levels, nor without a similar frequency shift in the
laser light. However, the expression in Eq. 2.8 does not describe a restoring force; atoms will be cooled but will not be trapped within the beam volumes.

This 1D description can be readily scaled up to a three dimensional case, taking the more physically realistic model of atoms moving within a volume defined by three counterpropagating beams, each pair along the three cartesian axis. Each cartesian pair of beams, as in Fig. 2.2, can be considered to have a similar force profile as described in Eq. 2.8. Calculating the removal of kinetic energy along each cartesian coordinate, one can then find an estimate of the total energy removed. From this one can calculate the damping time $\tau_{\text{damp}} = m/2\alpha$ [99, Sec. 9.3], which is the time to approach zero velocity within the volume of the beams. Paired with our expression for $L_{\text{min}}$ in Eq. 2.7, this defines an upper limit which we call the capture velocity, $v_c$, below this atoms will be cooled within the effective length the atom sees. Atoms at or below $v_c$ will be, by the description of the dynamics given by Eq. 2.8, slowed to exactly zero velocity, or temperature $T = 5$, which is of course non-physical, or impossible more accurately.

There are a number of hidden dynamics to the system of atoms trapped by optical beams which have not so far been discussed that avoid this unphysical result. The first of which is the so-called Doppler limit, which naturally is most conveniently defined by a Doppler limited temperature $T_D$. Without going into the derivation, a physical intuition for this limit can be given as it results for both the random Brownian motion induced by spontaneous emission, as well as the variation in times atoms actually remain in the excited state [25, 99]. The result is a description of the minimum temperature achievable via Molasses cooling to be described as $k_B T_D = \hbar \Gamma / 2$, which for $^{87}\text{Rb}$ is $T_D = 146 \mu \text{K}$. It is worth clarifying that Eq. 2.8 is truly a description of the effects of an average force, and so in turn describe the effects of an average velocity. The Doppler limiting temperature then provides a way to describe the rms velocity of our atoms which, even when their average velocity is zero, undergo Brownian motion which allows a slow diffusion out of the molasses region. In order to trap atoms, we require a position-dependent trapping force.

2.2.3 The magneto-optical trap

The optical molasses technique can generate an accumulation of slow moving atoms within the volume of the overlapped beams, where cooled atoms have a transit time that can be on the order of several to tens of seconds for beams of radius of around a centimeter. What it does not provide is a trapping force with which to contain the atoms, or in other words the system so far lacks a positional dependent restoring force. However, we can achieve this with the proper choice of polarization and the addition of a linear magnetic field gradient, where the basic principle is shown in Fig. 2.3, and we commonly refer to as the magneto-optical trap (MOT). Critically, as we will see later, the applied magnetic field itself is not alone sufficient to trap alkali species as it does not provide enough force against gravity, however it is enough to lift the degeneracies of some of the magnetic sublevels as discussed in Sec. 2.1.1.

To begin the discussion of a MOT, consider a simple system in 1D where we have the atomic transition scheme $J_F = 0 \rightarrow J_e = 1$ being addressed by a red-detuned beam. In the presence of the linear magnetic field with a direction aligned to the beams as in Fig. 2.3, as one moves away from

---

5 This fast and loose switching between velocity and temperature, especially for a system which does not have a strictly defined thermodynamic temperature should be worrisome. A good discussion of how we get around (or ignore) this issue can be found in [96, Chp. 5] and [25]
Fig. 2.3 The Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT) schematic, which makes use of six counterpropagating beams paired with a quadrupole field to both cool and trap atoms. (a) The basic layout of the trap, where the beam polarization on each axis depends on the relative field direction. Atoms coalesce in the center of the trap in a tight cloud several millimeters in diameter. (b) A combination of the Doppler shift and Zeeman-shifted energy levels cause atoms to preferentially scatter from either polarization of the light, experiencing both a dispersive cooling force and a restoring force pushing atoms to the trap center.

The geometric center the three sublevels \( (m_J = 0, \pm 1) \) of the excited state \( J_e = 1 \) split linearly and proportionally to the local field magnitude, in the limit of low fields. Taking specifically the case along the z-axis, for positive distances the Zeeman splitting puts the \( \Delta m = -1 \) transition closer to resonance, and the \( \Delta M = +1 \) further from resonance with the laser. By proper choice of laser polarization, \( \Delta M_J = \pm 1 \) transitions can be driven. Some care much be taken in the convention used here, as atoms follow the local direction of the magnetic field, the relative orientation of the atoms quantization axis against the electric field vector of the incoming light will change. In Fig. 2.3 we adopt the convention that light which drives the \( \Delta M_J = +1 \) \( (\Delta M_J = -1) \) transition will be denoted \( \sigma^+ \) \( (\sigma^-) \). Atoms will see both polarizations of light, however they will favor absorption from light which drives transitions closer to resonance, in the positive displacement regime this means light of circular \( \sigma^- \) polarization, and the reverse is true for negative distances. In either case the atoms experience an imbalanced scattering force which pushes them back towards the center of the trap.

We can formulate this model mathematically beginning with Eq. 2.8. We write the total force \( \vec{F} = \vec{F}_+ + \vec{F}_- \) experienced by atoms in the MOT as follows,

\[
\vec{F}_{\text{MOT}} = \frac{\hbar k^2}{2} \left[ \frac{1/I_{\text{sat}}}{1 + 4\delta^2 / \Gamma^2} + \frac{1/I_{\text{sat}}}{1 + 4\delta'^2 / \Gamma^2} \right]
\]

where we have now defined \( \delta_{\pm} = \omega \mp k \cdot \mathbf{v} - \left( \omega_0 \pm \mu' B / \hbar \right) \), which now includes the Zeeman shifted frequency term and we strictly define the magnetic sublevel separation \( \mu' = (g_e M_e - g_g M_g) \mu_B \) but in general for our situation this difference between the hyperfine structures is unity, so \( \mu' \simeq \mu_B \).

When we have the case where both the Doppler and the Zeeman shifted frequencies are small compared to the detuning \( \omega - \omega_0 \), the above equation can be expanded and then written as, dropping the vector notation for simplification,
\[ F_{\text{MOT}} \simeq \frac{8\hbar k}{\Gamma} \frac{I/I_{\text{sat}}}{1 + 4\delta^2/I^2 + I/I_{\text{sat}}} \delta(kv + \mu_B B'z/\hbar) \] (2.10)

Using the \( \alpha \) as defined in Eq. 2.8 and \( \beta = \alpha(\mu_B B'/\hbar k) \), when we consider only the linear region of the Zeeman shifted effect such that \( B(z) \simeq B'z \), we can write this in the much more intuitive form of \( F_{\text{MOT}} = -\alpha v - \beta z \). We quickly see that this new force has an effective damping term, with a damping rate given by \( \Gamma = \alpha/m_{\text{atom}} \) and an effective ‘spring constant’ \( \beta \) where the trap oscillation frequency is given by \( \omega_{\text{MOT}} = \sqrt{\beta/m_{\text{atom}}} \), which provides the restoring force.\(^6\)

Typical operating procedures in laser cooling are in the regime of an over-damped system, such that atoms are quickly slowed and then pushed towards the center by the trap without oscillation, where the time to approach the trap center can be shown to be \([96, \text{Sec. 11.4.2}]\) on the order of \( 2\Gamma_{\text{MOT}}/\omega_{\text{MOT}}^2 \sim \text{ms} \).

Experimentally, the MOT is incredibly robust and forgiving. The first experimental realizations used sodium [22], and have now been demonstrated for many alkali species and molecular combinations, albeit in more exotic MOT regimes [105, 106]. Traps can be created without precisely balancing optical powers in counterpropagating beams, nor are perfect polarizations required. Typical field gradients are on the order of \( 10 - 20 \text{ Gcm}^{-1} \), which is readily achievable with externally mounted coils which can be air cooled, i.e. no cryogenics nor very high power sources are needed. The \( D_2 \) transition for alkalis is very convenient for the now prolific and reliable commercial laser diode systems, providing the cooling cycle for the Doppler cooling process.

There are some distinctions and insightful calculations that can be made to gain some clearer context and intuition as to typical MOT regimes. We can get a rough estimate of the size of a cloud by \( k_B T = m v_{\text{rms}}^2 = \beta z_{\text{rms}}^2 \), using the equipartition function [96], which for \( T = T_D \) gives sizes on the order of several millimeters. The shifting of the atomic resonance by the MOT magnetic fields is equitale to the case of a Zeeman-slower, which we only briefly touched on in Sec. 2.2.1; however the field profile for Zeeman-slower spatially vary as \( (1 - z)^{1/2} \) such that the shift exactly matches the Doppler shift as the atoms slow, which is clearly different from the linear gradients of the MOT. Nevertheless we can use \( L_{\text{min}} = v_{\text{rms}}^2/2a_{\text{max}} \) from Sec. 2.2.1: for the case of \( ^{87}\text{Rb} \) in the path of a laser of \( \lambda = 780 \text{nm} \), such that it addresses the \( D_2 \) line, where the beam diameter is on the order of \( L_{\text{min}} = 50 \text{mm} \), giving an approximation to the maximum capturable velocity as \( v_c \approx 100 \text{ms}^{-1} \).

Even as an estimate, it is still significantly higher than the capture velocity for the molasses method, which for \( ^{87}\text{Rb} \) is \( v_{\text{Molasses}} \simeq 4.7 \text{ms}^{-1} \) [99, Sec. 9.3]. This \( v_c \) for rubidium-87 is significantly lower than the most probably velocity of a typical oven-source atomic vapor of around 700K, which is roughly 500ms\(^{-1} \); however, we are still left with more than enough atoms from this tail end of the Boltzmann distribution describing the temperature to capture and cool atoms, when we are loading from a heated vapor source. The expected Doppler temperature for our specific optical transition is \( T_D = 146 \mu \text{K} \), which we will show in the next section is often surpassed. A final speculative note is made for the MOT; real atoms are unlikely to have the pure closed transition required for the molasses cooling technique, meaning atoms quickly escape into so-called dark states which are not addressed. Generally convenient transitions are selected which have repumping transitions.

\(^6\)Any simple damped harmonic system can be written in the form \( F = -av - kx \), where \( k \) is the spring constant and \( a \) is from the damping force.
where atoms are redistributed, via additional lasers, back to the main $D_2$ cycling transition. We will discuss this more in the next chapter.

### 2.2.4 Sub-Doppler Sisyphus

One of the most surprising findings of the very first MOTs and optical molasses came from measurements of the temperature of the atom clouds, which was found to be significantly lower than the Doppler-limited temperature predicted [23, 24, 107]. This of course required further investigation and over the several decades since many so-called sub-Doppler cooling mechanism have been discussed for various experimental configurations. Experimenters typically discuss mechanisms in which atoms experience a spatially varying potential which induces a state-specific shift, including effects such as Sisyphus cooling. The thermodynamic ‘rule of thumb’ is that any such mechanism which is both dissipative and irreversible can be arranged to overall cool the atomic ensemble.

In our optical system atoms experience a $\sigma^+ - \sigma^-$ polarization gradient as they move along the main axis of two counterpropagating beams. In this configuration the magnitude of the electric field is constant however its direction rotates exactly $2\pi$ radians every wavelength radially about the axis, and is precisely linear in polarization everywhere along this axis. Unlike in linear polarization gradients (i.e. two counterpropagating linear opposite polarization beams), we do not have the traditionally defined valleys and hills of electric field shift used to describe moving atoms [96, 108]. What instead occurs is a preferential redistribution among the magnetic sublevels of the ground state as a result of the differing scattering strengths of moving atoms as per the sublevel Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. That is to say, atoms moving against the $\sigma^+ (\sigma^-)$ beam are loaded into the $M_g = +1 (M_g = -1)$ sublevel, and due to the increased scattering strength in this level for $\sigma^+ (\sigma^-)$ beams, atoms experience a significant scattering force against their motion direction. This is distinct from the Doppler effect as it is described by motion-induced sublevel population difference, which results in an imbalanced scattering, or radiation, force and is not due to an imbalance of Doppler shifts between the two beams [96, 108]. While this regime is quite different from the linear-linear polarization descriptions found elsewhere [96, 99], the final equilibrium temperatures falls into the same order of magnitude for both types. For our needs it is worth noting that the scaling of this temperature goes as $T_{eq} \propto 1/\delta$, for large detuning magnitudes $\delta \geq 3\Gamma$ [108].

Grey molasses cooling As an enhancement to the cooling of atoms apart from sub-Doppler effects, grey molasses (GM) cooling makes use of a combination of Sisyphus-like cooling effects paired with velocity-selective coherent population trapping (VSCPT) [109–111]. The GM configuration makes use of light which is blue-detuned away from the $F \rightarrow F' = F$ or $(F \rightarrow F' = F - 1)$ transition, and so results in atoms being coupled into almost dark states of the ground level manifold in which interactions with the light tend to a minimum depending, critically, on the atomic velocity class. The spatial modulation of states [110, 112] is particularly sensitive to the motion of atoms. Slow atoms remain within the dark state with their polarization adiabatically following the polarization of light, while faster atoms are shuttled back into bright states by diabatic transitions, which are more likely to occur for blue-detuned light, only to then spontaneously emit [113]. On average atoms lose kinetic energy and gradually accumulate into the dark states [112]. Rigorously
speaking, this states are not truly dark as there is some probability for slow atoms to undergo a transition back to the bright state and so the gray molasses name-sake was gradually accepted.

The experimental landscape involving so-called gray molasses, or gray MOT, cooling needs some clarification before we go on to discuss our own realization. For many alkali species it is less experimentally troublesome to use the $D_1$ line for GM cooling, as the corresponding $D_2$ transition is difficult to isolate closed transitions from open ones [112, 113]. Nevertheless, it has been shown in Ref [114] that not only can GM cooling be used on the $D_2$ line of potassium, but also in the regime of red-detuning from the $F \rightarrow F' = F + 1$ transition, however this specifically required a Raman transition to generate sufficient dark states for the otherwise blurry hyperfine levels of K’s $D_2$ transitions. In our case, as we will see in Chapter 3, we induce rough gray-molasses cooling by far red-detuning from the $F' = F + 1$ state such that it is considered far blue-detuned from the lower $F' = F$ state, thus somewhat meeting the conditions of similar work in rubidium [113].

**Temperature limit** As a final point of note for the sub-Doppler cooling effects, and before moving on to magnetic trapping, it is worth reflecting on the various temperature scales and limits we are considering when we are cooling out atomic system. Alluded to several times, first we consider the kinetic energy of atoms of mass $m$ within a gas of average temperature $T$ which directly from the equipartition function we know then can be equitable to an root mean square (rms) velocity such that, $v_{rms} = \sqrt{3k_BT/m}$. For $^{87}$Rb this gives $v_{rms,Rb} \approx 17\text{ms}^{-1}K^{-1/2}$, which for the case of a hot ($\sim 450^\circ\text{C}$) alkali dispenser gives $v \approx 460\text{ms}^{-1}$. The significant range of Eq. 2.6 allows for an estimate of the capturable velocity of in the molasses technique, $v_c \approx \Gamma/k$, or in terms of temperature $k_BT_c = m\Gamma^2/k^2$. The Doppler limited temperature, $k_BT_D = \hbar\Gamma/2$, which for $^{87}$Rb is $146\mu\text{K}$, is naturally next. This is then allows a calculation for the most probable velocity at such a temperature, $v_D \approx \sqrt{\hbar\Gamma/m}$. Finally, we come to the limit of the sub-Doppler techniques as considered above, the so called recoil limit or equivalently the one-photon recoil energy. As the name suggests, it is the energy associated with the recoil of the atom when emitting a resonant photon, or in other words the kinetic energy of the atom in the emission process which has an exact recoil velocity of $v_r = h\kappa/m$. This can then be considered as a recoil-temperature limit, such that $k_BT_r = h^2k^2/m$; for $^{87}$Rb irradiated with $\lambda = 780\text{nm}$, $T_r$ is $0.36\mu\text{K}$. The above temperatures can be then related, such that $T_r = 4\epsilon T_D = 4\epsilon^2 T_c$ where $\epsilon = h\kappa^2/2\Gamma m$, which for our case $\epsilon \approx 6^{-4} [96, 99]$.

### 2.3 Magnetic trapping

The origins of manipulating atoms with magnetic fields can be traced back to the famous Stern-Gerlach experiment [3, 115]. While we have already dealt with the manipulation of atoms with magnetic fields in the discussion of the MOT, the trapping of atoms with just magnetic fields was simply not possible as the fields used were simply not strong enough. We begin by considering an atom with a magnetic moment $\vec{\mu}$ interacting with a magnetic field of strength $\mathbf{B}$, with a force described by $\mathbf{F} = \vec{\nabla}(\vec{\mu} \cdot \mathbf{B})$. This of course then can be described by a potential of the form $V = -\vec{\mu} \cdot \mathbf{B}$, as we have already encountered in Sec. 2.1.1.

In order to generate a magnetic potential which traps atoms for long periods of time, limited by other experimental effects, there are a few subtleties to consider. For an atom in a particular state, say where $g_F M_F > 0$ for example, the energy above becomes $V = g_F M_F \mu_B |\mathbf{B}|$ and critically
the energy depends only on the local magnetic field magnitude. The force experienced for this specific state pushes atoms towards low-field regions, and as such we denote $g_F M_F > 0$ states as low-field-seeking, and similarly the reverse is true for states where $g_F M_F < 0$, which are pushed towards high-field regions. Overarching in all of this is the implicit assumption that the magnetic dipole of the atoms follows the local field direction adiabatically. Specifically the Larmor frequency $\omega_L = g_F M_F \mu_B B / \hbar$ must be much greater than the timescales $(t vs \omega_L)$ under which atoms move around the trap; in a case where stable atoms are trapped in orbits around the trap center, the latter timescale can be roughly considered as $\omega_T = v / \rho$ where $\rho$ is the radius and $v$ the linear orbital velocity. This leads to a potential loss mechanics for atoms which are trapped within a magnetic landscape, as at low fields where the effective orbits are very small, the adiabatic condition is no longer met. These Majorana losses see the $M_F$ states mix as fluctuations, or even just degeneracy at the exact center of the trap occur, shuffling atoms into and out of high-field-seeking states. The loss effect is often described as a hole within a funnel which atoms pass through. The calculation of magnetic potentials generated by the flow of current, followed by common magnetic trap designs and the ‘plugging’ of the magnetic hole will make up the majority of the remainder of this chapter.

### 2.4 Magnetic Field Calculations

The general form for the induced magnetic field $\mathbf{B}(\mathbf{r})$ at a point $P(\mathbf{r})$, see Fig. 2.4a, generated by a steady infinitesimal current density $\mathbf{j}(\mathbf{r}^\prime)$ flowing through a conductor is given by the Biot-Savart law [116],

$$\mathbf{B}(\mathbf{r}) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \int_{V'} \mathbf{j}(\mathbf{r}^\prime) \times \frac{\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}^\prime}{|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}^\prime|^3} \, dV'. \quad (2.11)$$

Fig. 2.4 Simple coordinate definitions for elementary components for use in Biot-Savart calculations.

For our purposes we will generally be concerned with line elements of current integrated over a current loop or circuit, such that $\mathbf{j}(\mathbf{r}^\prime)$ becomes $I d\mathbf{r}'$, where $d\mathbf{r}'$ is pointing in the direction of current flow, and $I$ the current, see Fig. 2.4b. The result is an integral now defined over the circuit $C$, 

$$\mathbf{B}(\mathbf{r}) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \int_C I d\mathbf{r}' \times \frac{\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}'}{|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}'|^3} \, dl'. \quad (2.12)$$

Fig. 2.4 Simple coordinate definitions for elementary components for use in Biot-Savart calculations.
Before moving on, we note that we strictly consider Eq. 2.12 as only defined along a continuous circuit. You will find yourself in a violation of Maxwell's equations if there were regions where current suddenly appeared and disappeared. Further caution must also be taken when one attempts to derive the expressions above using a superposition of individual moving charges, as you would naturally then leave the bounds of magnetostatics. In the former case one considers, as we will below, finite segments of current as simply segments of some other circuit [117, Chapter 2], and in the latter case a full relativistic [116, Chapter 5] consideration is required to derive the same results.

In the following sections we demonstrate several known calculations of the magnetic field generated by simple structures. Three examples are shown, all in the infinitesimally thin conductor regime: a finite wire, an infinitely long wire, which is just a limit of the finite case, and finally a circular loop. In later sections we will use these to calculate common trapping structures, going on to show how we can then calculate trapping frequencies and depths.

### 2.4.1 Finite and Infinite Wires

We first consider the case of a wire of length, $L$, carrying a steady current, $I$, which induces a magnetic field $B(r)$ at some point $P(x, y, z)$, as shown in Fig. 2.5a. Defining the vector from the current element to the point $P$ as $r_l = r - r'$, we rewrite Eq. 2.12 as,

$$B(r) = \frac{I\mu_0}{4\pi} \int_c \frac{dl' \times \hat{r}_l}{|r_l|^3}. \quad (2.13)$$

We then solve this system between the limits of $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$, where $R$ is the magnitude of the distance between the center of the wire and the point being evaluated, giving,

$$B(r) = \frac{I\mu_0}{4\pi R} (\sin \theta_2 + \sin \theta_1) \hat{n}, \quad (2.14)$$

where the direction of the unit vector $\hat{n}$ is found from the right-hand rule, i.e. from the cross product $dl' \times \hat{r}_l$. We can quickly derive the case of an infinite wire from Eq. 2.14 as the limiting case where $\theta_1, \theta_2 \to \pi/2$, resulting in

$$B(r) = \frac{I\mu_0}{2\pi R} \hat{n}. \quad (2.15)$$

Here we have not made any assumptions regarding the direction of the current carrying wire, but assume a cylindrical coordinate system defined along the axial direction of the wire and whose directions are determined by the standard right hand rule. In principle any arbitrary wire can be converted to a more convenient basis through a standard coordinate transform, from cylindrical to cartesian, and then coordinate rotation and translation to the desired cartesian unit basis.

### 2.4.2 Circular Loops

The magnetic field induced from a infinitesimally thin circular loop has a known analytical solution, whose exact general form can be readily found from textbook sources [116, section 5.5]. In brief,
the result is calculated from the integration of the vector potential, $\mathbf{A}$ across the current elements. The magnetic field found by applying $\nabla \times \mathbf{A} = \mathbf{B}$ \cite{118, 119} using whichever geometric choice of coordinate system is convenient. Below, for reference, I give the magnetic field solutions for a single loop of radius $R$ perpendicular to the $z$ axis, centered at $z = 0$,

$$B_z = \frac{\mu_0 I}{2\pi} \frac{1}{\left[(R + \rho)^2 + z^2\right]^{1/2}} \left\{ K(k^2) + E(k^2) \frac{R^2 - \rho^2 - z^2}{(R - \rho)^2 + z^2} \right\} \hat{e}_z , \quad (2.16)$$

$$B_\rho = \frac{\mu_0 I}{2\pi\rho} \frac{z}{\left[(R + \rho)^2 + z^2\right]^{1/2}} \left\{ -K(k^2) + E(k^2) \frac{R^2 + \rho^2 + z^2}{(R - \rho)^2 + z^2} \right\} \hat{e}_\rho , \quad (2.17)$$

where $K$ and $E$ are the complete elliptical integrals of the first and second kind, respectively, whose argument is determined by,

$$k^2 = \frac{4R\rho}{(R + \rho)^2 + z^2} . \quad (2.18)$$

For further reference on elliptic integrals please see \cite{120, 121}, otherwise the reader may take these as known mathematical outputs which are readily calculable by common numerical software.

### 2.4.3 Simple Systems

As a cloud of atoms is trapped and cooled from a thermal gas of many hundreds of kelvin to a Bose-Einstein condensate of nanokelvin, its average temperature spans roughly ten orders of magnitude; whilst its spatial extent can range from several millimeters to tens of micrometers. To account for this range, typical experiments implement several stages of trapping starting with the magneto optical trap\footnote{I am, of course, ignoring optical-trapping experiments.} then often moving into purely magnetic traps. These regimes are realized by different structures whose inputs, electrical current being the most relevant for the generation of
static fields, are chosen to be tunable enough such that the generated trap magnetic potentials can be mode-matched to ensure the efficient transfer of atoms between regimes.

In this section I will explore some of these trapping architectures and compare them for various common experimental properties. First, however, I will consider how we can calculate such properties in the case of an ideal two-dimensional quadrupole magnetic trap with a non-zero offset, to provide a zero-order benchmark for comparison.

Our two-dimensional quadrupole only generates magnetic field gradients in its plane, whilst the non-zero offset provides an effective plug to avoid zero-field losses in the trap center. Defining the quadrupole in the x-y plane we can infer \[\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0,\] from Maxwell’s relation \(\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0\), the gradients along each axial direction are \(\partial_x B_x = -\partial_y B_y = b'\), where we have defined \(b'\) as the magnitude of the gradient along the x and y axis. The total form of the magnetic field, including the constant field along the z-direction, \(B_z = B_0 \hat{e}_z\), is,

\[
\mathbf{B} = b'(x \hat{e}_x - y \hat{e}_y) + B_0 \hat{e}_z.
\] (2.19)

The most commonly quoted property of a magnetic trap is its trapping frequency, \(\omega_{x,y,z} = \frac{2\pi}{f_{x,y,z}}\). A high frequency typically implies a high collision rate\(^8\) between atoms, as it has a direct correspondence to the spatial extend of the atomic cloud. For traps considered in this work, we can make a harmonic approximation within the trapping region and so equate the energy potential experienced by the atom to that of a harmonic oscillator,

\[
V = \mu \cdot \mathbf{B} = g_F \mu_B m_F |\mathbf{B}| \approx \frac{1}{2} M \omega^2 r^2,
\] (2.20)

where \(M\) is the mass of the atomic species, \(\omega\) the angular frequency, and \(r = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2}\). We have also implicitly chosen an atom in the Zeeman sub-level \(|IJFM_F\rangle\). Note that we define the frequency at the center of the quadrupole field, where \((x,y,z) = 0\). In order to marry the energy description of the field from Eq. 2.20 and Eq. 2.19, we take the second spatial derivatives of both evaluated at the center, i.e. \(\partial^2 |\mathbf{B}|(r,z = 0)\), and then rearrange for \(\omega\) giving,

\[
\omega = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_B M_F g_F}{M}} \frac{b'}{\sqrt{|B_0|}}.
\] (2.21)

For the case of \(^{87}\)Rb in a state such that \(m_F g_F = 1\) \((m_F = 2, g_F = 1/2)\), and in units of Gauss and mm, we can collapse Eq. 2.21 to give,

\[
\frac{\omega_i}{2\pi} = f_i = 12.7 \frac{b'}{\sqrt{|B_0|}} \text{ Hz.}
\] (2.22)

The above equation gives us an intuitive picture of how the trap frequency scales with respect to the two-dimensional gradient, \(b'\) and the field offset \(B_0\). Note that as we consider the z-field as a constant offset, its frequency and gradient are naturally zero in this model. Physically this would mean atoms would eventually escape from the trap along this axis and so our model is only practical as a qualitative benchmark.

\(^8\)See [Section Ref] for the discussion of this
In systems where the simple pure quadrupole approximation is no longer appropriate, we instead consider the full magnetic field potential and, in the cases where there is a minimum in the origin of the trap geometry, calculate the field curvature $\partial^2 B(r(x,y,z) = 0)$. From Eq. 2.20 one can then show the following,

$$\frac{\omega_i}{2\pi} = f_i = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{\mu_B M g F}{M}} \sqrt{\partial^2_{ij} |B_i(x,y,z) = 0|}. \quad (2.23)$$

In much the same way as we have compared the magnetic energy to the harmonic potential energy, we can do the same with the average kinetic energy, i.e. temperature, $T$, of the cloud. Letting the spatial extent of the cloud, $r$ in Eq. 2.20 tend to the FWHM $\sigma$, we can then write,

$$\frac{\omega_i}{2\pi} = f_i = \sqrt{\frac{k_B T}{M \sigma^2}}, \quad (2.24)$$

where $k_B$ is the standard Boltzman constant.

In general, the frequencies described above in Eq. 2.23 can be directly calculated and read off from a diagonalized Hessian matrix whose elements are the mixed partial derivatives of the (scalar) magnetic field magnitude whose general form is given by,

$$H = \begin{pmatrix} \partial^2_{xx} |B| & \partial^2_{xy} |B| & \partial^2_{xz} |B| \\ \partial^2_{yx} |B| & \partial^2_{yy} |B| & \partial^2_{yz} |B| \\ \partial^2_{zx} |B| & \partial^2_{zy} |B| & \partial^2_{zz} |B| \end{pmatrix} \quad (2.25)$$

For cases where the cartesian axis of the lab are equal to the eigenaxis of the Hessian, $H$, the off-diagonal elements are exactly zero and the three spatial field curvatures at the trap minimum are found from the main diagonal elements. Then, as per Eq. 2.23 the eigenfrequencies of the trap can be found. The power of such a formalism is allowing for complex field profiles, which may not align to the lab frame, but still generate a sufficient trapping profile for our atoms.

### 2.5 Towards Bose-Einstein condensation

**Evaporative cooling** Laser cooling is powerful tool for experimenters, cooling atoms captured by the MOT by six orders of magnitude from hundreds of kelvin to just microkelvin temperatures. However, as we have seen, the recoil limit sets a fundamental floor to this temperature. Atoms which are trapped in harmonic magnetic-only potentials, that is traps without any optical confinement, can benefit from evaporative cooling.

In the common analogy evaporative cooling is compared to blowing steam away from a hot liquid; by removing only the hottest fraction of the particles, the average ensemble temperature is lowered. Losing the analogy, atomic ensembles are cooled through a combination of two processes: the selective removal of the hottest end of the thermal distribution ‘tail’; and the elastic collisions of atoms which redistributes energy, lowering the average ensemble temperature in a process known as rethermalization [27]. In the right conditions runaway evaporation can occur, where the loss of atoms is overcompensated by a reducing in the volume, increasing the phase space density. This can only occur for harmonic traps, where cooler atoms sink down the potential.
The practical implementation is through the application of RF radiation, often called an RF-knife, which drives transitions between the $\Delta M_F = \pm 1$ states. The RF field is spatially selective, only occurring where the condition $g_F \mu_B b' r = \hbar \omega_{RF}$ is met, where $b'$ is the field gradient at the radius $r$ away from the trap center [99, Sec. 10.3]. As the trap is harmonic only hot atoms which can oscillate up to and past this radius will escape, and then by sweeping the RF frequency down the average ensemble temperature is lowered. There are complications to the process. One may assume that a narrow high RF frequency would be preferable as only the very hottest atoms would be removed, albeit slowly, however collisional losses from background atoms and the production of alkali-molecules through three-body collisions set a time scale to the how slow one can carry out the process. Calculating the threshold to achieve optimal cooling is well presented in Ref. [122, Sec. 4.6] and Ref. [27], however one key result is that linear potentials are significantly better than harmonic ones. We will see later when the Ioffe-Pritchard trap is introduced that atoms can experience such a linear quadrupole field along its radial direction, which is important for the first stages of evaporative cooling [99, Sec. 10.3].

**Bose-Einstein condensation**  
Bosons, as integer spin particles, may occupy the same state. For the case of dilute vapors of alkali metals in a magnetic trap, the correct application evaporative cooling allows the ensemble to reach a critical phase-space density. At this point a phase-space transition occurs and atoms cascade into the ground state [99, Sec. 10.4], and the deBroglie wave-lengths of the individual atoms become equitable to the interparticle spacing. One can calculate the transition temperature, $T_C$, at which this transition occurs for the case of a harmonic trap of frequency $\bar{\omega}$ to be $k_B T_C = C_1 \hbar \bar{\omega} N^{1/3}$, where $N$ is the number of particles, $\bar{\omega} = (\omega_x \omega_y \omega_z)^{1/3}$ is the geometrical mean of the trap frequency and $C_1$ is a numerical factor which is approximately $C_1 \approx 0.94$ [122, Sec. 1.1]. For our purposes, we note that by increasing the average trap frequency and the number of atoms increases the critical temperature, and so in rough terms makes the transition more accessible.

### 2.6 Magnetic Trapping Structures

So far we have discussed the fundamentals of how atoms interact with fields, and how we can calculate the characteristics of trapped atom ensembles from the magnetic potential landscapes. Here we will now discuss the realization of such magnetic potentials. Broadly speaking, the various magnetic fields used in our experiments are generated by passing electrical currents through different architectures, as mathematically formulated by the Biot-Savart equation. Many idealized systems, some of which will be considered below, neglect to take into account the final applications and experimental constraints; nevertheless, they provide useful benchmarks to compared against experimental realizations. We will first consider these, and then eventually consider more experimentally oriented designs.

In a simplified description we can somewhat crudely separate the choices of current carrying geometries into, often complementary, camps: three dimensional (3D) geometries, such as Helmholtz coils or Ioffe-Pritchard traps; and two dimensional (2D) geometries, e.g. printed circuit boards (PCBs), atom chips, and atom chip understructures. Of course 2D structures must have three dimensions in practice, but until the case where the atoms size and distance from the structure
approaches the dimensions of the structures themselves, we can generally consider them as truly two-dimensional. The magnetic fields generated by each architecture vary significantly enough that they are often chosen and form a sequence of overlapping trapping potentials which manipulate atoms in each bespoke stage of the experimental method.

2.6.1 2D vs 3D Structures

![Diagram of 2D and 3D structures](image)

Fig. 2.6 Comparison of two quadrupole field generating structures whereby two current loops are placed in two parallel planes (3D) or a single plane (2D). Streamline plots show the field produced from the 3D system (a) and 2D system (b).

The power consumed in generating magnetic fields is often a low-priority when laboratory-based experiments are designed. In contrast the reduction of the overall power is a primary driving force for any system which hopes to be portable, and so also a major consideration of this work. To this aim, we begin our discussion of magnetic field generating structures below by demonstrating a toybox calculation comparing the 3D and 2D architectures, specifically investigating the potential for power reduction when compared like-for-like. Even in this toybox model we do not strictly have true three-dimensional shapes, but more accurately infinitesimally thin structures either sharing the same plane or distributed across two parallel planes.

In the 3D scenario we choose two infinitesimally thin current loops in the anti-Helmholtz configuration; where two parallel loops with equal radius $R_{AH}$ carrying equal currents $I_{AH}$ are placed at a distance $d = R_{AH}$ from each other, Fig. 2.6(a). This is compared to two in-plane concentric current loops, defining the 2D scenario, as shown in Fig. 2.6(b). The in-plane loops have radii $R_1$ and $R_2$ and carry currents $I_1$ and $I_2$, respectively.

The anti-Helmholtz configuration has a field zero as a consequence of the equal and opposite currents, which from the system symmetry we see naturally occurs at the geometric center along the axial line connecting the two loops. Explicitly, at a distance $R/2$ from either loop. To generate a reasonable comparison with the 2D case, we fix the 3D system geometric parameters and current, and define a set of boundary conditions to allow us to determine the currents and radii required to generate a similar, with respect to its geometric characteristics, quadrupole field in the 2D planar scenario.

Consequently, we impose the following conditions: A) that the position of the field zero forms at $R_{AH}/2$ along the center line perpendicular to the plane; B) that each system has equal power consumption, i.e. $R_1I_1^2 + R_2I_2^2 = 2R_{AH}I_{AH}^2$; C) we require the field curvature to vanish at the field zero, so that in approximation of the ideal quadrupole field the field varies only linearly at the
center; D) finally we calculate for a maximal field gradient magnitude at the field minimum. Note that without loss of generality it is sufficient to only consider the field along the loops’ symmetry axis $z$, where the field is always oriented along $z$. We demonstrate the conditions mathematically below.

\begin{align*}
\text{Condition A)} & \quad B_{z,2D}(z = 1/2) = B_{z,3D}(z = 1/2) = 0, \\
\text{Condition B)} & \quad R_1I_1^2 + R_2I_2^2 = 2RI^2, \\
\text{Condition C)} & \quad \partial^2 z B_{z,2D}(z = 1/2) = 0, \\
\text{Condition D)} & \quad \partial R_1 | \partial z B_{z,2D}(z = 1/2) | = 0,
\end{align*}

(2.26) (2.27) (2.28) (2.29)

where we enforce the maximum gradient magnitude condition, D), by finding the zero-crossing of the function when differentiated with respect to the remaining free variable over a natural variable range. In this case we have chosen this to be the radii $R_1$, which is only real for values greater than $R_1/R > 1$.

![Fig. 2.7](image1.png)

Fig. 2.7 (a) Magnetic field strength along the symmetry axis $z$ of the 3D current loops (due to symmetry radial fields vanish). The magnetic field of one loop (blue) is compensated exactly by the other (red) in both configurations at the same zero-field position, $R_{AH}/2$. At equal power consumption, the magnitude of the total field gradient (yellow) for the 3D system is stronger than that in the 2D case by a factor of 7.37. To reach the same gradient with the planar 2D assembly, the current needs to be scaled up by the same factor (dashed green line). This corresponds to an increased power dissipation by a factor of 54.3. (b) as in (a), the field strength along the symmetry axis for the 2D planar current loops, without the scaling.

We find that under the above constraints the maximal gradient is achieved in the planar configuration when $R_1 = 1.14 R_{AH}$ and $R_2 = 2.51 R_{AH}$ with the currents $I_1 = 0.46 I_{AH}$ and $I_2 = -0.84 I_{AH}$. Even in this optimal configuration, the resultant 2D-case gradient is reduced by a factor greater than 7 when compared to the 3D anti-Helmholtz configuration. Calculated field configurations are shown in Fig. 2.7(a) for a 3D structure and Fig. 2.7(b) for a planar structure.
2.6.2 The Ioffe-Pritchard trap

Beginning with this section, we will now discuss several common three dimensional realizations of magnetic traps, generally only considering designs which have a non-zero field minimum in their trapping volume. We will calculate the magnetic field, where possible, in the most general terms allowing for expressions of the trap frequencies as per Eq. 2.23 to be found. At the end of this section we will compare the considered structures in a test-best case, to simplify any remaining degrees of freedom. In particular considering relative power consumption, trapping frequencies and trap depth.

The Ioffe-Pritchard, or IP, trap is the most experimentally realizable architecture directly relatable to the field profile described in Eq. 2.19. Here we calculate a toybox IP trap consisting of four infinite parallel wires, separated in the x-y plane by a closest distance of $s_0$ on a regular quadrilateral square, each carrying a current of magnitude $I_w$, who’s direction is given in Fig. 2.8.

To cap the field along the z-axis, we use two loops whose symmetric axis lies along z and provides total field magnitude at the center $(x, y, z = 0)$ of the trap of $B_0$.

In this simple case, the field generated by one wire at position $(x_0, y_0)$ can be readily derived from Eq. 2.14 in cartesian coordinates where $\phi = \arctan[(y - y_0)/(x - x_0)]$ giving,

$$B_{x,y}(x,y) = \frac{\mu_0 I_w}{2\pi} \left\{ -\sin \phi(x,y) \hat{e}_x + \cos \phi(x,y) \hat{e}_y \right\}. \quad (2.30)$$

[Diagram of a typical symmetric Ioffe-Pritchard magnetic trap with labeled wires and field components.]

The total x-y plane component of the field from all four wires can then be readily calculated from Eq. 2.30, it is not given here as it is somewhat bulky. Since the trap minimum will appear on the axial symmetry line, we need only consider the axial components generated by the capping loops.

---

9 Each wire sits on the corner of a square such that $s_0 = 2x_0 = 2y_0$. 
Helmholtz coils. Thus we can write Eq. 2.17 for a single loop carrying a current of $I_{AH}$ at an axial distance of $z_0$ from the trap center as,

$$
B(z) = \frac{\mu_0}{2} \frac{I_{AH}R^2}{[(z-z_0)^2+R^2]^{3/2}} \hat{e}_z.
$$

(2.31)

Calculation of the three cartesian trapping frequencies is somewhat straightforward using Eq. 2.23. We will also take the experimentally convenient convention where SI fields and lengths are converted as follows $[T,m] \rightarrow [G,mm]$. In the center of the trap we quickly see that $B_0 = 4\pi I_{AH}R^2/((z_0^2 + R^2)^{3/2})$, where $z_0$ is the center-to-center separation of the two Helmholtz loops. Using this form of $B_0$, we can then find the following,

$$
f_z = 12.7\sqrt{-3K(R,z_0)B_0},
$$

(2.32)

$$
f_{x,y} = 12.7\sqrt{\frac{3}{2}B_0Q(R,z_0) + \frac{16I_{AH}^2}{B_0^2}}.
$$

(2.33)

Here we have defined the parameter $Q(R,z_0) = (R^2 - 4z_0^2)/(R^2 + z_0^2)^2$. Real solutions of Eq. 2.32 require that $z_0 > R/2$, where $z_0 = R/2$ is the recognizable Helmholtz condition. In this regime, and in the case where we generally want at least $B_0 = 1\text{G}^{10}$ to avoid losses at the trap center, the first term in Eq. 2.33 is much smaller than the second, such that we finally have,

$$
f_{x,y} \simeq 12.7 \frac{4I_{AH}}{s_0\sqrt{B_0}}.
$$

(2.34)

It is somewhat straightforward in this system to then calculate the resultant trap depths, which are as follows in terms of temperature,

$$
\text{Depth}_{x,y}[\mu K] = \sqrt{2} \frac{3^{3/4}I_{AH}}{s_0} \times (67\mu \text{KG}^{-1}),
$$

(2.35)

$$
\text{Depth}_z[\mu K] = 2\pi I_{AH} \left[ \frac{R^2}{(R^2 + z_0^2)^{3/2}} - \frac{2R^2}{(R^2 + z_0^2)^{3/2} + 1/R} \right] \times (67\mu \text{KG}^{-1}).
$$

(2.36)

In later sections we will bound some of the degrees of freedom for the expressions above, allowing for a comparison of like-for-like traps to be carried on.

### 2.6.3 The QUIC Trap

The QUadrupole Ioffe Configuration (QUIC) Trap, unlike the IP trap, has the key advantage that atoms can first be trapped in the traditional MOT configuration using anti-Helmholtz (AH) coils, as in Fig. 2.9, but then smoothly transferred to a non-zero magnetic trap by superposition with an additional third, QUIC, coil. Other than this QUIC coil, no additional trapping structures are required, whereas the IP trap would in principle need an initial overlapping MOT coil for the initial cooling and confinement. As the current in the QUIC loop can be ramped gradually and smoothly,

$^{10}$More rigorously, this condition is that $0 < \sqrt{(32/3)I_{AH}^2/(s_0^2K'(R,z_0))} \ll B_0$, where $K'(R,z_0) = -K(R,z_0)$.
there will in principle be less thermal shock on the atoms as would be the case when trapping potentials are rapidly changed. This would allow atoms to be transferred with a higher efficiency, and experimentally the arrangement overall requires fewer control parameters.

Fig. 2.9 Schematic of a typical QUIC trap. Atoms are initially confined with magnetic gradient, provided by $I_{AH}$, and optical fields as in the traditional MOT. By ramping $I_{QUIC}$ from zero, a non-zero field minimum is generated whose position and offset are determined by the ratio of $I_{AH}/I_{QUIC}$.

Numerical calculations of the traps basic parameters are quite straightforward using Equations 2.16 and 2.17, following the same procedure as in Sec. 2.6.2. However simple analytical formulae are more difficult to derive as the QUIC trap system has a, by design, broken symmetry along the x-axis. For the IP trap the cylindrical symmetry of the system results in the trap center being exactly along the cylindrical axis, i.e. the case $\rho = 0$, meaning the elliptic integrals $E(k^2)$ and $K(k^2)$ reduce to $\pi/2$ in both cases [123]. While for the QUIC trap the position of the trap center as the current, $I_{QUIC}$, is increased will drift away from the center of the AH loops towards the QUIC loop.

Fig. 2.10 The QUIC trap: the x components of the magnitude of the magnetic field strength along the x-axis in (a) the case of a linear field gradient as in Eq. 2.37 and (b) the full elliptical calculation as in Eq. 2.38. $I_{1,2,3,4}$ denotes the ratio $I_{QUIC}/I_{AH}$, where $I_i = (0, 0.5, 1, 1.5) I_{AH}$ respectively. In (b), $I_{AH} = 1$A, $I_i = (0, 0.5, 1, 2) I_{AH}$, $R_{AH} = 1$ mm, $R_{QUIC} = R_{AH}$ and $d_{QUIC} = 1.5 R_{QUIC}$. For (a), the term $g_x$ is found from a calculation of the gradient at $x = 0$ in the elliptic case, (b).
In order to get an understanding of the trap formation we will instead approximate the QUIC trap system along the x-axis as defined in Fig. 2.9. Along this axis the QUIC coil generates a magnetic field in x only, and we will simplify the 3D-quadrupole generated by the AH coils as an ideal 1D-quadrupole centered at the origin. The magnetic field along this axis will be,

\[ B_x(x) = g_x \hat{e}_x + \frac{\mu_0 I_{QUIC} R_{QUIC}^2}{2 \left[ (x - x_0)^2 + R_{QUIC}^2 \right]^{3/2}} \hat{e}_x, \]  

(2.37)

where \( g_x \) is the field gradient of the ideal quadrupole and \( x_0 \) is the position of the QUIC loop along the x-axis. Compare this to the elliptical expression for the x-component of the magnetic field along the x-axis,

\[ B_x(x) = \frac{2I_{QUIC} R_{QUIC}^2}{[R_{QUIC}^2 + (x - x_0)^2]^{3/2}} \hat{e}_x - \frac{2I_{AH} R_{AH} [(5R_{AH}^2 + x^2)E(k^2) - K(k^2)]}{\sqrt{\frac{x_{AH}^4}{4} + (R_{AH} + x)^2}} \hat{e}_x. \]  

(2.38)

Fig. 2.11 Contours of the field magnitude in the XY plane of the QUIC trap, as the current in the QUIC coil is increased. Here \( R_{QUIC} = R_{AH} \) and \( d_{QUIC} = 1.5 R_{QUIC} \), and \( I_{QUIC}/I_{AH} = (0, 0.5, 1, 2) \) from (a-d). The ramping of the QUIC current morphs the field geometry, pulling the zero-field minimum at the origin towards a second zero-field point, seen aligned with the QUIC coil itself in (b). These merge and the minimum is raised from zero, until case (d), where the value of the field minimum is 1G. Fields are calculated using the full elliptical form, as in Eq. 2.38.

Whilst the field in Eq. 2.37 is simpler than the elliptical expression, it is not alone suitable to calculate trap properties as there still remains a position dependence. The choice of trap position was implicit in previous calculations as the trap was always found at the origin of the system.
Further complicating the calculation is the expression in Eq. 2.37 is not uniquely solvable. Multiple minima can be found whose position and appearance are dependent on the geometric and current choices made, which for the QUIC coil architecture leaves three degrees of freedom, if we assume the anti-Helmholtz coils are fixed.

Fig. 2.10 shows how the two systems evolve for a generic choice of variable when $I_{\text{QUIC}}$ is varied. In both cases one sees the movement of the trap position, initially at the origin, towards the QUIC loop as the current $I_{\text{QUIC}}$ increases. Further zero-field minima occur as the current rises until a critical point where the original trap position minima merges with another, causing the field offset to rise. In the linear potential case of Fig. 2.10(a), an offset $B_0 = 1\, \text{G}$ is achieved for $I_{\text{QUIC}}/I_{\text{AH}} = 1.5$, whilst the more realistic elliptical case requires $I_{\text{QUIC}}/I_{\text{AH}} = 2$ showing the importance of the simplification used when accurate power consumption models are desired. Fig. 2.11 shows the two-dimensional (magnitude) magnetic field strength contours of the QUIC trap in the full elliptical case, clearing showing the appearance of two minima. As $I_{\text{QUIC}}$ is increased, the field profile is warped until the minima merge.

In Section 4.5.1 we will discuss different trapping regimes for the various architectures, in such regimes it is possible to restrict the spatial degree of freedom and so derive some analytical equations for useful trap properties.

### 2.6.4 The Baseball Trap

The final trap we will consider here is the so-called Baseball trap, whose name origin is perhaps evident from Fig. 2.12 where the current path follows the route of a baseball (or tennis ball) seam. This trap is a reconstruction of the IP trap configuration however with the potential benefit of being one monolithic structure, and so requiring less control parameters. When originally discussed as a trap for neutral atomic species [118] there was some doubt as to the feasibility of actually producing an accurate realization of the current path, however we consider it here in the context of the development of additive manufacturing as a feasible production method.

The construction of the trap has the fewest variables, but bares some care in its definition; the current path is defined to exactly follow along the surface of a sphere of radius $R_{\text{sph}}$ and is subdivided into four arcs, each of which exists in a plane which segments the sphere. The start and end points of each arc are pinned to the x-y plane, defined as per the axis in Fig. 2.12, such that the closest edge distance of each pair is solely determined by the variables $R_{\text{sph}}$ and either the angle $\theta$ or $\psi$. The result is a continuous path in which each knitted to the next without overlap along the paths. For the regime where $\theta = \psi$ the trap symmetry means the relevant field minimum will be always at the trap center. We then can define the four arcs as follows,

$$r_{\text{arc}} = \frac{R_{\text{sph}}}{\sqrt{2} \cos \alpha},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.39)

$$d_{\text{arc}} = \frac{R_{\text{sph}} \cos \alpha}{\sqrt{2}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.40)

$$\chi_{\text{arc}} = \pi + 2 \arcsin \left[ \frac{\sin \alpha}{(2 - \cos^2 \alpha)^{1/2}} \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.41)
Here \( r_{\text{arc}} \) gives the radius of each arc, defined on the plane on which the arc is drawn which intersects the main sphere; \( \chi_{\text{arc}} \) is the total arc length; and \( d_{\text{arc}} \) gives the displacement projection onto the x-y plane of the arc defined from the arc origin to the center of the main sphere.

Fig. 2.12 Schematic of the Baseball trap as for magnetically trapping atomic species. The current flows continuously between four arcs, which reside on a sphere of radius \( R_{\text{sph}} \).

The fields calculations for the individual arcs are a more general classification of what we have discussed in Sec. 2.4.2, where the complete elliptic integrals are instead a limit of the incomplete elliptical integral formalism [119, 124]. As may be expected this complicates the calculation of analytical formula for all but the most simplified regimes, or in specific locations. Nevertheless, we define the field measured at a point \( P(x, y, z) \) in Cartesian coordinates as, [124]

\[
B_x = \frac{2r_{\text{arc}}(z - d_{\text{arc}})}{R^3} \left( A \sin \arctan \frac{y}{x} + B \cos \arctan \frac{y}{x} \right) \hat{e}_x, \quad \text{(2.42)}
\]

\[
B_y = \frac{2r_{\text{arc}}(z - d_{\text{arc}})}{R^3} \left( A \cos \arctan \frac{y}{x} + B \sin \arctan \frac{y}{x} \right) \hat{e}_y, \quad \text{(2.43)}
\]

\[
B_z = \left[ e^{2k^2(r_{\text{arc}}^2 + r_{\text{arc}}^2 \rho)} - 2r_{\text{arc}}^2 \rho \right] - \frac{4r_{\text{arc}}^2 \rho}{R^3 k^2} F(k^2, \phi_1, \phi_2) \hat{e}_z. \quad \text{(2.44)}
\]

In the above equations, we have defined, \( \rho = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} \), the elliptical integral factor \( k^2 = 4r_{\text{arc}}^2 \rho / R^2 \) and the distance \( R = \sqrt{(\rho + r_{\text{arc}})^2 + (z - d_{\text{arc}})^2} \), and the following terms,
\[ A = \frac{2}{k^2} \int_{\phi_1}^{\phi_2} \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - k^2 \sin^2 \phi}} \, d\phi, \quad (2.45) \]

\[ C = \frac{k^2}{k^2 - 1} \left[ \frac{\sin \phi \cos \phi}{\sqrt{1 - k^2 \sin^2 \phi}} \right]_{\phi_1}^{\phi_2} - \frac{1}{k^2 - 1} E(k^2, \phi_1, \phi_2), \quad (2.46) \]

\[ B = \frac{1}{k^2} \left[ C(k^2 - 2) + 2F(k^2, \phi_1, \phi_2) \right]. \quad (2.47) \]

In which \( F(k^2, \phi) \) and \( E(k^2, \phi) \) are the incomplete integrals of the first and second kind [124], respectively. Finally, we define \( \phi = (\arctan(y/x) - \chi + \pi)/2 \). In the limit where \( \theta = \psi = 0 \), the arc planes become exactly parallel to the z-y or z-x plane, with respect to each pair, and the arcs themselves become half circles of \( \chi = \pi \). The field magnitude in the center of the trap collapses to a surprisingly simple expression,

\[ B(x, y, z = 0) = \frac{4I}{R_sph} \mathbf{e}_z. \quad (2.48) \]

Along each Cartesian axis one can then calculate the effective trap depths. Unlike for the IP trap, we will not be able to write exact analytical expressions for these values and will need to instead define some geometric common ground to compare the trap types. We can however find the location of the peak of the field magnitude along each cartesian line as \( \pm x_{max} = \pm z_{max} = (2/3)R_{sph} \) and \( \pm y_{max} = R_{sph}/\sqrt{3} \). Using these, the depths can be roughly found to be,

\[ D_y \simeq \frac{3I}{5R_{sph}} \times (67 \mu \text{KG}^{-1}), \quad (2.49) \]

\[ D_xz \simeq \frac{2I}{R_{sph}} \times (67 \mu \text{KG}^{-1}). \quad (2.50) \]

### 2.6.5 Trap characteristics comparison

In this section we will look at a rough comparison of the magnetic traps discussed, which requires a somewhat similar geometry to be established. As the system with the fewest number of variables, we will use the Baseball trap definitions to then correspondingly define the fix other trap parameters. In the \( \theta = \psi = 0 \), we set \( R_{sph} = 1 \text{mm} \) which we will take as just unity for now, since we are already working in the Gauss and millimeter assumption. This is experimentally challenging, but will provide an initial understanding of the problem. For the QUIC and IP traps, we then assume that the primary feature should match the size of \( R_{sph} \), that is to say we set \( R_{QUIC} = R_{AH} = 1 \), for the QUIC trap, and similarly for the IP trap set \( s_0 = 2/\sqrt{2} \) and \( R_H = 1.5 \). Moving to then define the final desired trap properties, a field minimum of at least 1G is generally necessary to avoid Majorana losses. In regards to the trapping frequencies we look to contemporary work in high-rate portable systems [75], in which a tunable range up to 1kHz is useful for fast evaporative cooling.

Implementing the geometric and desired trap characteristics into the systems described above, we find the following for the Ioffe-Pritchard trap: For a field minimum of 1G, the axial frequency \( f_z \) has a maximum value of \( f_z = (20/R) \text{[Hz]} \), which occurs when \( z_0 = 1.23R \) and \( I_H = 0.317R \),
and gives a final depth of $D_z = 67 \, \mu K$, independent of $R$ itself. Thus for the case of $R_H = 3/2$, one finds $f_z = 13\, \text{Hz}$, $z_0 = 1.8$ and $l_H \approx 0.5\, \text{A}$. The radial components are bound only by the provided current, with $f_{x,y} \approx 36 l_W \text{textHz}/\text{A}$ and $D_{x,y} \approx 220 l_W \, \mu K$. Typically the trap depth is given as the smallest cartesian depth calculated, and so the quoted depth for the IP trap is $D_{IP} = 67 \, \mu K$.

For the Baseball trap, to ensure a trap bottom of $1 \, \text{G}$, the current must be fixed at $I_{BB} = 0.25 R_{sph}$ directly from Eq. 2.48. The frequency dependencies can then be found numerical approximations of the field to scale as, $f_{z,x} = 12.7 \sqrt{21 I / R_{sph}^3}$ and $f_y = 12.7 \sqrt{8 I / R_{sph}^3}$. Fixing the field minimum fixes the dependent $I$ and so in turn for our case where $R_{sph} = 1$, we find the smallest depth, which occurs along the y axis, $D_{BB} = 10 \, \mu K$. Trapping frequencies are then $f_{x,y,z} = (30, 18, 30)\, \text{Hz}$.

Finally we consider the QUIC trap, which is somewhat unsatisfying to calculate as no simple formulae become apparent. The simplifying approximation in the other cases in which we can assume, for all presented variables, the field minimum is at the geometric origin is no longer possible. Using the rough geometric equivalent variables as above, we can find numerically the following trap properties for a field minimum of $1 \, \text{G}$, which occurs along the x axis at $x_{min} = 0.73$: the trap frequencies are $f_{x,y,z} = (38, 95, 98)\, \text{Hz}$ with the smallest trap depth calculated to be $D_{QUIC} \sim 430 \, \mu K$.

A quick comparison of the three traps shows that none of them are truly ideal. Enforcing a field minimum of exactly $1 \, \text{G}$, as well as maximizing the field curvature (and directly then the trap frequencies), severely limits the traps experimentally. A clear case in point are the achieved trap depths. An atomic ensemble’s average temperature after sub-Doppler cooling processes is likely to be on the order of $5–20 \, \mu K$, depending on the alignment and balancing of laser beams. As the distribution of atoms is of a Maxwell-Boltzmann type, there will be a significant fraction of hot atoms greater than this average. To ensure these hotter atoms are captured, it is typical to have the trap depth to $10 T_{avg}$, where $T_{avg}$ is the average temperature of the Boltzmann distribution of the atomic ensemble. From our calculations, we see only the QUIC trap has a comfortable minimum trap depth. This trap however suffers in its flexibility, and high trap frequencies are not possible with the same geometry, limiting its application for high-rate evaporative cooling, which will be discussed more in Chapter 4.
Chapter 3

The Cylinder Trap

3.1 Cylinder trap motivations

The field of quantum technologies has undergone a rapid expansion in the last decade. Quantum sensors in particular, as a sub-field apart from quantum computing and quantum simulation, has seen notable strides forward in device sensitivity and resolution [33, 73]. However much of the state of the art is restricted to laboratory based experiments consisting of meter-scale laser-preparation tables (optical tables), bulky vacuum chambers and associated pumps, and numerous supporting electronics and computer systems. This is a significant technological bottle-neck to the ever increasing number of potential applications for a device which makes use of the high sensitives and resolutions achievable, whilst being robust, low-footprint and low-power.

There is no obvious singular direct technological or scientific leap to such a device. That being said, it is possible to isolate sub-components which are common among these sensors and investigate novel techniques to build on the progress so far. This chapter presents work done to this aim: an additively manufactured device providing a quantum resource through the production of trapped cold atomic gases. Such a device would provide an initial source of cold atoms which would then be transported or integrated into a secondary region, depending on the desired experimental/sensing regime.

The passive capabilities of the specific material and production method used are arguably secondary to the main active performance benchmark of a quantum resource: the production of a significant magnetic trapping field for the capture and cooling of atomic species. Nevertheless, one of the key goals of this work was to investigate the viability of additive manufacturing, in general, as a method for producing whole, or parts of, quantum devices. Specifically, we first considered whether components produced would survive in an ultra-high vacuum environment at all. Leading from that, it was logical to consider then if a structure made via 3D-printing would be able to contain a UHV environment for an appropriate amount of time.

Here we will first discuss the design choices and methods used in creating the so-called cylinder trap, followed by a brief overview of the additive manufacturing considerations required and processes used in creating the device. Finally, results for the trap will be presented in comparison to what is achieved by standard techniques. The main results of this chapter form the publication in Reference [94].
3.2 Cylinder trap design aims

With the overall goal being the production of a quantum resource which makes use of additive manufacturing as a production method, more technical design aims had to be outlined for a quantifiable metric of the final device performance to be established. Below lists a selection of criteria for the device, which are roughly ordered in terms of relative importance.

- Production of $\sim 10^8$ cold atoms
- Minimal electrical power consumption.
- Produces a close approximation to a quadrupole field.
- Design achievable with standard 3D-printing capabilities.
- Connection to electrical feedthroughs.
- Adequate thermal mass to minimize deformity from joule heating.

**Atom number** The quantum resource would sit as a first-step as part of larger experimental or sensing apparatus, and so the target atom number it should produce depends on the specific end-goals. However, across nearly all regimes there are inevitable losses for numerous experimental reasons, but critically during the cooling and compression of the atomic vapor. Thus a higher initial atom number is almost always desirable.\(^1\) The value ($\sim 10^8$ cold atoms) given is one from empirical observations from our peers\(^{[125]}\) but serve only as a guide.

**Power consumption** Most laboratory experiments need not worry about the power consumption of their devices, up to the limit of what is achievable with their local power grid. It is perhaps obvious that the same cannot be said for any device which hopes to be portable. Critically we are only considering the electrical power consumed in generating the magnetic trapping field required by the device; we are ignoring the power consumed/required by lasers, computer control systems and vacuum maintenance. We are careful to distinguish this work apart from any efforts to theoretically derive a truly minimized power consumption, and we simply wished just to reduce the required power by some significant amount rather than use iterative algorithms to find a true global power minimum.

**Field properties** The model of efficient trapping and cooling of atoms in a magneto-optical trap assumes that within the trapping region the magnetic fields vary linearly and are aligned correctly to the polarization of the laser fields. This linearity is only true for the case of a pure quadrupole field. Higher order field components will reduce the overall trapping force and cooling effect, as well as reducing the exact alignment of the laser and magnetic field axes. An ideal infinite linear field is of course not possible, but a close approximation will have cascading benefits for the final atom cloud properties, specifically in terms of trapping efficiencies and final atom numbers.

**3D-Printing suitability** Additive manufacturing, or ‘3D printing’, has a strong disruptive potential to traditional manufacturing method. However, there are limitations to what is it capable of, more thoroughly discussed in Section 3.3, which must be taken into account when a design is

---
\(^1\)To avoid upsetting my ion-trapping colleagues, I’m only considering atomic vapors/clouds.
made. Ideally our design would be complicated enough to make traditional manufacture somewhat inconvenient, without overcomplicating the design to the point that printing is no longer feasible.

**Power/electrical connection** This requirement is arguably experimental convenience than a necessity; the structure must be able to be connected to off the shelf power connections (also known as power feedthroughs) which pass through the vacuum chamber wall. In principle a bespoke connection could be made to clamp the structure to such a feedthrough; however, with the freedom of additive manufacturing, as discussed next, it was hoped that the structure itself could be designed to readily fit onto a commercial device.

**Thermal mass** The expected outcome of the work was the production of a small, i.e. cm, scale object carrying current. Larger scale externally mounted coils often require 10 – 100 A which can generate a significant amount of joule heating and can often require water cooling, even with the benefit of convective air cooling. The deformations in the magnetic field profile due to this heating are negligible with respect to their overall affect on the atoms. However in a much smaller system, where thermal deformations may occur on the same scale as the object size, it may be possible to observe a change in atom number or shape. The final device must either then be sufficiently passively cooled, or have enough thermal inertia that induced mechanical stress/strain are minimal on the timescale of measurement.

### 3.3 Additive manufacturing considerations

Additive Manufacturing has the potential to provide a step-change for both prototyping and mass-production of devices and structures. The ready paring with commonly found CAD packages and the availability of open-source software and hardware provides a wealth of both highly academic and hobbyist knowledge to produce almost arbitrary designs. Nevertheless, there are restrictions. In this section we discuss the design considerations required by these restrictions for our specific printing technique, in regards to the production of a quantum device.

Selective Laser Melting (SLM) was the chosen technique to 3D-print our device [126]. This method employs a high-power (200W) laser beam to melt a fine metallic powder, layers of which are added successively by a mechanical sweeper within an inert gas environment. Structures are formed ‘bottom-up’, beginning first with several layers which are melted directly onto a large build-plate. This method allows for numerous alloys to be printed: aluminum, titanium, stainless steel, steel and silver [127]. The variables for printing method, material and environment leave a staggering amount of parameter space to be explored by those who work in the field, meaning some materials in particular are more well understood and their printing more reliable than others. Further, choice of material and the post-treatment processing defines a common range of final mechanical, thermal and, critically for the generation of magnetic fields, electrical properties [128].

The layering of successive materials requires a distinct approach when structures are designed. Traditional techniques create the desired shape(s) through milling or cutting out material from solid blocks. Tools must be manipulated on numerous degrees of freedom to achieve this, and when paired with computer guided software leaves an impressive parameter space for machinists to work with. SLM, and other similar methods, construct components as successive layers which,
after the initial base-plate layer, must be self supporting. The designer must carefully consider overhangs, regions where material protrudes away from the main structure, that require a scaffold of additional material to be removed in post-processing. Internal voids, which are difficult to manufacture traditionally, can be created but, as in the case of SLM, any un-melted alloy powder will be trapped unless holes are included in the original design or drilled in after. Further, the appearance of stress-induced warping is a common problem. Thin layers experience high thermal gradients and mechanical strain from layering which make un-supported parts highly prone to warping during manufacture.\(^3\)

\(^3\)Whilst our experience of this field is academic, a great number of amateur and professional guides exist for similar problems in polymer printing and can provide some insight [129]

---

![Fig. 3.1 Images of a CF16 3D printed vacuum flange. (a) Post-printing, top surface of the flange. (b) Post-printing, bottom surface of the flange. Ridges where the support structs were printed and then removed are clearly visible. (c) Glancing view of flange post-processing, showing the knife edge on the internal ring. (d) Top view of post-processed flange.](image1)

![Fig. 3.2 Optical microscope images showing typical surface patterning of SLM-printed structures, specifically an Al-Si10-Mg alloy. (a) An as-printed structure immediately after manufacture; darker grey regions are separated by channels of lighter material which form during printing. (b) After solution heat treatment (SHT) a more uniform distribution of silicon pools in a mesh of dark grey is seen. The scale bar depicts 50\(\mu\)m.](image2)
In regards to the microstructure produced, powder based printing methods raised a number of potential impediments for our application as the grainy nature of the powered layers and resultant surface finish are generally incompatible with ultra-high vacuum-based technologies[90, 91, 130]. It was also speculated that the melting pools of powder may form air pockets where gases could leak from within the vacuum or even cause micro-craters if they are near the surface. In Fig 3.1 (a) and 3.1 (b) we show a CF16 vacuum flange-like structure which was printed via SLM in an aluminum-titanium-silicon alloy. In the first figure you can clearly see the grainy surface profile of the flange, whilst in the second the ridges are from the, now removed, structural supports which are cut from the printed surface a with wire erosion technique. The grained surface demonstrates the threshold for the smallest surface feature possible with SLM, and is not at all suitable for a CF-style knife formed (printed) as part of the monolithic component, as was the original intention. In order to solve that and to get an understanding of the internal structure, material was milled away in post-processing in order to create a knife-edge profile, as can be seen in Fig 3.1 (c) and 3.1 (d). From these images the material seems mostly uniform and without visible air pockets.

Once printed, there exists a growing tool box of post-processing techniques [89] with which mechanical properties such as stress, strain, elasticity and durability can be tuned. Solution Heat Treatment (SHT) is one such method [131–133]. Fig 3.2(a) shows an optical micrograph of a material printed in SLM, specifically in this case an aluminum-silicon-magnesium alloy. As successive layers of material are added and melted, heterogeneous boundaries form which directly impact the macroscopic mechanical response of the structure; typically the response is direction dependent, e.g. differing perpendicular or parallel to the print direction. It was suspected that these irregular formations may also affect the flow of current. The SLM process restructures the material into a more homogenous distribution of silicon particulates suspended within an aluminum matrix, akin to a raisin pudding, see Fig 3.2(b). The clearer pathway for current to flow would hopefully improve electrical conductivity, whilst the resultant mechanical changes would likely be negligible for our applications. This electrical result was so far untested.

### 3.3.1 Printing details

With the general design aims given in the previous sections, along with the broad additive manufacturing considerations, we are still left with a vast parameter space of variables to chose from. However the choice of material was limited by external constraints on the machinery used, which left us with just one option, an Al-Si10-Mg alloy. Whilst not the most conductive material available for printing, with a silver alloy being possible, it left us with enough scope to trial as a prototype quantum resource to test our design criteria. Given that, what follows is the specific printing methodology and post-processing used.

A Renishaw AM250 selective laser melting (SLM) machine is used to produce Al-Si10-Mg samples from a powder-alloy of chemical composition Al 88.9 wt%, Si 10.7 wt%, Mg 0.5 wt% (particulate sizes 15 µm to 100 µm)[126, 133]. Structures are created by melting the successive layers of powder with a 200 W Yb-Fiber (λ = 1064 nm) laser. Here Al-Si10-Mg, as opposed to other alloys, is used for the convenient electrical properties and low cost.
Once printed, the structure is heated at 520°C for 1 hour, followed by water quenching and artificial aging at 160°C for 6 hours with both steps carried out in a pre-heated furnace with an air atmosphere [131].

### 3.4 Cylinder trap design iterations

With the considerations outlined in Section 3.3, we began to form the basic shape of the atom trap. One of the primary guiding principles is to maximize the volume of the current carrying material, i.e. maximizing the current density, around the trapping region and so reduce the required electrical power. The trap region defined a restricted volume where no material can exist, and is given by the crossing of six laser beams of diameter $D$ forming a tri-cylindrical region. Our sister labs commonly accommodate beams of diameter between 25 – 50 mm, which is a product of the most readily available optics, and so we aim to have a system using beams of 15 mm. There is no strict upper limit to how large our device could be; however, our prototype should fit well within the internal volume of off-the-shelf components which from our available stock allowed for a maximum volume of 35 cm$^3$ with a largest dimension of 5 cm. Further, the device’s smallest features cannot be such that the structure warps during printing, from empirical deduction this suggested cross-section areas of no smaller than $2 - 4$ mm$^2$.

Our aim is the generation of a magnetic quadrupole with the trap. The exact path of the current flow which best uses this volume could have been algorithmically optimized. By defining limiting behaviors, such as optimal power consumption, low heating, minimal structural deformity, low inductive response, high magnetic field linearity and higher order field suppression, one could envision how enough parameters may be defined in order to minimize an appropriate cost function. However the ratio of relative effort to output for such an analysis in this project is limited, as there is still significant uncertainty as to the viability of any printed material in UHV. To simplify the process, the current path around the available volume was shaped by cutting the conductor into separate monolithic components, approximate to one of the common geometries seen in magneto-optical (and magnetic) trapping, see Sec. 2.6. The result leaves a shape which is subjectively similar to the Ioffee-Pritchard scheme, see Sec. 2.6.2 and Fig 2.8, with mismatched currents in the straight arms, as shown in Fig 3.3(a).

Translating this path into a printable structure, we worked towards a design which would be simple and small enough such that the printing time would be minimal, i.e. on the order of eight to twelve hours. To converge our design features and aims into a final printable device an iterative process took place in which CAD models were fed back into finite element simulations. The final printed structure is shown in Figure 3.3(b), with a digital render with laser beams shown in Figure 3.3(c). The full design iteration process is described in detail below, here we list the brief key features.

The trap, commonly referred to here on as a cylinder trap, consists of two monolithic components SLM-printed and heat treated as per the details in Section 3.3.1, in an AlSiMg alloy. Electrical isolation between the parts is maintained by air (or vacuum) gaps, and electrical contacts to commercial power feedthroughs are made through two clamping structures on each ‘half’ of the device; these are the rectangular forms in Fig 3.3(b). These connecting arms also serve as
the structural anchor for the two pieces, and as heat-sinking pathways via the feedthrough pins. Bearing in mind the limits of additive manufacturing, we chose a shorter feedthrough connection to avoid warping during manufacture, as well as having a cross-section large enough that the material would be self supporting after printing struts were removed. Excessive material, where little current flows, was left on the top and bottom (z-axis) of the structure to provide more thermal mass to the device. In addition, having the electrical connections/arms further from the central trapping region minimized any contributions these may have had in the final magnetic field.

**Iteration Process** By quantifying the aims in Sec. 3.2 we evaluated various iterations of the cylinder trap to make a justifiable choice of final design. This analysis is of particular importance as the final structure will occupy a fraction of the volume when compared to traditional externally mounted coils, and the distance atoms are from the material surface will be equitable to the devices feature size. The result is that any divergences away from an ideal quadrupole due to non-ideal geometry or irregularities in printing will have a much greater effect, as the field such irregularities produce could be non-negligible when compared to the bulk-field of the device.

We show a selection of the design iterations in Fig 3.4, each of which were attempts to understand how the magnetic field responds to changes in the structures architecture. Fig 3.4(a) shows the initial form designed following the rough current paths of an Ioffe-Pritchard trap (Sec. 2.6.2), this later became the core structure which formed the final trap design, shown in Fig 3.4e, with the addition of electrical clamps. In Fig 3.4(b) widely spaced connective arms were added as a precursor to the electrical clamps in order to test their perturbative effect on the final
Fig. 3.4 Iterations of the Cylinder Trap design. A selection of designs generated within a CAD package, and then simulated in finite-element software environments. (a) Core final design. (b) Addition of connecting arms and support structs. (c) Removal of internal material to create more uniform current density. (d) Shrinking of internal volume to conserve power. (e) Final design, with feedthrough clamps. (f) Increasing surface area for great radiative thermal emission. The evolution of the trap was driven by the cylinder trap design aims, see text for comparison and results.
magnetic field. Narrower arms were added with the intention of providing structural support, although they could also be used as alternative electrical contacts. Figures 3.4(c) and (d) show attempts to generate more uniform current densities through the whole path of the device, in a tall (c) and short (d) form case. Finally, Fig 3.4(f) shows the design as in (e), but with fans and protrusions in order to increase the total surface area to improve the rate of radiative cooling.

**Current flow** It was natural to assume, based on our understanding of anti-Helmholtz coils, that the strong axis of the magnetic field produced by the schematic in Fig 3.3(a) would align with the z-axis. This was quickly found not to be the case once the design in Fig 3.4(a) was proposed. The cause is best demonstrated by first extracting data from a electrical current finite element (COMSOL) calculation and then choosing the highest percentiles of the current elements it outputs. The resultant current-elements are normalized, for visual aid, and plotted in Fig 3.5, effectively showing the highest concentration of current density. We see, most prominently in Fig 3.5(b), that the structure forms effectively two anti-Helmholtz loops along its x-axis, which dominates the incomplete loops oriented along the z-axis.

Retrospectively this result was not surprising as the current will always take the path of least resistance, which in our case, where material density and microstructure has been homogenized, is equitable to the shortest distance. The regions where relatively small amounts of current flow could in principle be removed, which guided the iterations as in Fig 3.4(c-d), where the current density was made uniform through the device by ensuring a roughly constant device cross-section, see Fig 3.5(c). Once the field characteristics are taken into account, however, we find that trying to maximize only the current density is not sufficient.

**Field gradient** As we have seen in Chapter 2, it is the strength of the linear magnetic field gradient, when paired with correctly prepared laser fields, which determines the upper capture velocity limit and the cooling distance required for a specific species of atom. To produce any gradient the structure must consume electrical power, scaling as $P \propto I^2$, and so we can rank the performance of our designs in terms of the field gradient per amp, $G_{\text{mm}}^{-1} A^1$. For the designs (a-e) in Fig 3.4 we find $d_x B_x / A = (-7.5, -7.2, -5.8, -7.7, -7.8) \times 10^{-2} G_{\text{mm}}^{-1} A^1$, which gives the magnetic field gradient for the x-axis component of the magnetic field along the x-axis itself, which for all cases is the strong axis of the field, as per the coordinate definition in Fig 3.3. The calculated values of $d_x B_x / A$ are comparable, with a clear exception in (c). This is most likely a result of the long and rectangular form of the current path given by iteration (c), where the dimensions no longer adhere to the ideal anti-Helmholtz configuration of $d = R$, where $d$ is the center to center distance of two loops of radius $R$.

We expect that the strong field gradient should have the ratio $-2 : 1 : 1$ with respect to the two other axial components, which is the characteristic signature of a ideal quadrupole field, and equally of an ideal anti-Helmholtz configuration. We get the following ratios for cases (a,b,e) $\left(2.00 : 1.01 : 1.01\right), \left(2.00 : 1.06 : 0.94\right), \left(2.00 : 0.97 : 1.03\right)$ and for (c,d) we find $\left(2.00 : 1.57 : 0.40\right), \left(2.00 : 0.60 : 1.40\right)$, having grouped together similar structures. We clearly see that cases (c,d) are not at all adequate. In particular for case (d), the current paths along the prongs have a greater effect on the field within the main trapping volume simply due to their proximity. This additional, and non-negligible contribution is detrimental to the quality of the final quadrupole field.
Fig. 3.5 Variations in majority current flow in the Fig 3.4(a) and Fig 3.4(d) designs, each case shows normalized current magnitudes. Arrows indicate current flow direction. (a) Path of largest 40% of current magnitudes. (b) Path of largest 10% of current magnitudes. (c) Path of largest 40% of current magnitudes, in the standard configuration. (d) Path of largest 40% of current magnitudes, in a Helmholtz configuration using the alternative electrical contacts.

**Linear region** In order to provide an estimate for the linear region extent for each design, we compare \( d_i B_i \) \((i = x, y, z)\) calculated at the origin \((x, y, z = 0)\) to the magnetic field gradient component along each axes. Calculating the divergence of the respective field gradient along each axes with respect to the gradient at the origin, we set a threshold of 20% past which the field is no longer considered linear and thus has an increasingly negligible contribution to the efficient cooling and trapping of atoms. This approximation is rough, but we can justify disregarding the field after this threshold as the gradient tends to zero away from axis as the point of interest approaches the current carrying structure. In the 20% threshold, the linear regions are \((\Delta x, \Delta y, \Delta z) = [(5, 5, 5), (6, 6, 8), (5, 6, 3), (6, 6, 6), (6, 6, 9)]\) mm for cases (a-e) respectively. The ratio of the linear extends is a direct reflection of the field gradient magnitude ratio, and so in cases (a,b,e) which are effectively identical, with each having the same core architectural features, we see rough agreement from the field gradient result. While for cases (c) and (d) we again see how the geometry of the device causes a significant divergence from the required quadrupole field.

**Effective volume** As an extension to the axial linear region, we can take the values calculated further, and calculate an effective trapping volume, where we are assuming a cuboid volume whose three spatial dimensions are given by the values \((\Delta x, \Delta y, \Delta z)\) found above. This volume would ideally match perfectly the overlapping region defined by the six laser beams. This in itself requires clarification: the symmetric cuboid volume whose length (and width, height) is given by the beam diameter, \(D\), has a value \(V_{cuboid} = D^3\); while the true tri-cylindrical volume (a so-called tricylinder...
Steinmetz solid) defined by the three beams is \( V_{\text{Steinmetz}} = 8(2 - \sqrt{2})D^3 \approx 4.7D^3 \). For the case of a 15 mm beam size, this gives \( 16 \times 10^3 \text{ mm}^3 \) and \( 9 \times 10^3 \text{ mm}^3 \) for the cuboid and Steinmetz volumes, respectively. Compared to the effective linear volumes supported by the geometries in Fig 3.4 one gets, in order (a-e), \( V_{\text{linear}}/V_{\text{Steinmetz}} = (0.21, 0.21, 0.07, 0.14, 0.24) \). These ratios provide a guideline to compare how the far the linear field gradient region extends across the total volume defined by the overlapping beams. Larger values are desirable for our design.

**Thermal behavior** Joule heating is a natural consequence of passing a current through any material with non-zero resistance. Generally a low steady state temperature is required, with the device in question losing heat through contact with thermal baths, convective air flow or, to a lesser extent, radiation. Coil systems typically rely on liquid cooling systems, or implement cooling-down times between cycles allowing for heat to dissipate. Increasing the overall cycle time goes against the principle of a device with a high atom output rate. Heat removal in vacuum environment is further complicated as there is no air to induce convective cooling, and water cooling has the risk of flooding the vacuum chamber. The result is that device has to rely solely on the thermal contact provided by the electrical feedthrough connections, and so the simplest way to reduce the final device temperature is to ensure a low a current as possible is used to generate the magnetic field.

### 3.5 Cylinder trap characteristics

#### 3.5.1 Cylinder thermal and electrical properties

Following printing, the cylinder trap’s electrical and thermal properties were characterized in order to test and verify the effects of solution heat treatment, and create a benchmark for analysis for when the cylinder is no longer directly accessible, i.e. mounted within the vacuum system. The resistivity of the material before and after SHT was of particular interest. Four point current-voltage (I-V) measurements across a treated structure yielded a cold resistivity of \( 5 \times 10^{-8} \Omega \text{m} \) or a resistance of \((640 \pm 4) \mu\Omega \) for our geometry which is a 20% reduction when compared to the as-printed structure (non-treated) resistance of \((800 \pm 20) \mu\Omega \). A direct comparison of pure aluminum puts the conductivity of this Al-Si10-Mg alloy at 70% of the value for bulk material at room temperature. Whilst there seems to be a clear correlation with the heat treatment process and the resultant conductivity, the exact nature of the improvement is still under investigation [94].

The dominant cooling mechanism of the mounted device is thermal conduction through the electric feedthrough simultaneously serving as mechanical mount. The body of the vacuum chamber serves as a secondary, much larger, heat sink to this. Convection (air cooling) is irrelevant in this set-up, however in-situ measurements were not possible in our setup. To estimate the thermal behavior of the device when installed we performed air-side measurements of the steady-steady temperature resistance for various applied currents, up to 50A. This would allow for a calculate of the temperature coefficient \( \alpha \) described as \( R = R_0[1 + \alpha(T - T_0)] \), where \( R_0 \) and \( T_0 \) are the room temperature resistance and the room temperature, respectively. A value of \( \alpha = (3.6 \pm 1) \times 10^{-3} \text{T}^{-1} \), which puts it within the region of bulk Aluminum [134]. At 50A, the highest steady-state temperature in air was found to be 36°C, measured at the corner of one of the cylinder arms.
Fig. 3.6 Plot of calculated (finite-element) versus measured magnetic field magnitude along each axial direction. Dotted lines here show ideal $-2:1:1$ ratio between strong and weak axes. Along all three optical axes, the linear field region extends over the full cylinder aperture, ensuring optimal laser cooling.

### 3.5.2 Field characteristics

For MOTs using $^{87}\text{Rb}$ a trapping magnetic field gradient of $\sim 10\text{G/cm}$ along the strong axis is typical. In the ideal case fields would be perfectly linear within the trapping region, which for the cylinder is roughly defined as the region of the six overlapping laser beams. The finite element calculation of the predicted magnetic field profiles, for the design shown in Fig 3.4, along each cartesian axis is shown along side measurements along the same axis in Fig 3.6. Field measurements are taken using an axial field probe on a Hall effect Gaussmeter (Hirst GM08). The fields produced by the cylinder are a close fit for the fields which would be produced by an equivalent anti-Helmholtz configuration, having both the $-2:1:1$ ratio between the strong and weak axes as well as the same field geometry. A subtle, but important, observation should be made here regarding the primary axis of the cylinder trap. The strong-axis of the trap actually points along the x-axis, and not, as would be expected for Helmholtz loops, along the z-axis. This is a result of the current-flow as discussed in Fig 3.5, and has a natural consequence on the choice of light polarization in order to achieve the correct addressing of the magnetic sublevels shown in Fig. 2.3. Specifically this means we must switch the circularity of the light for z- and x-axis.

A field gradient of $10\text{G/cm}$ is achieved for an input current of $14\text{A}$ thus meeting the empirically set target, and in agreement with the finite element calculation, $-7.8 \times 10^{-2} \text{Gmm}^{-1}\text{A}^{-1}$, while still providing a significant range of currents, $1 \sim 50\text{A}$, for optimization and testing within the range of negligible Joule heating. Measurements at currents up to $50\text{A}$ with corresponding gradient of $37\text{G/cm}$ have been performed, which confirmed the expected linear relationship between field gradient and current.
3.5.3 Cylinder trap inductance

The sensitivity of the trapped atoms to magnetic fields is critical to trapping them, however they are just as sensitive to extraneous stray fields. These could be from an environmental source or experimental noise. Of particular concern to experimenters are those generated from eddy currents induced from the inductive properties of the trapping structures or even their housing, i.e. the vacuum system itself. A key advantage of any trap designed to be housed within the vacuum system is that one need not consider eddy currents induced within the chamber walls. However, internally mounted chips, coils and the cylinder trap will have a characteristic decay time which must be understood. Magnetic fields generated by the structure(s) after switch-off can limit the experimental cycle length in typical cold atom devices.

To characterize this switching process, the voltage across the cylinder was measured along with the current flowing through it using a current clamp (Chauvin Arnoux P01120043A), as a function of time after opening an insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT). In addition, the magnetic field inside the cylinder during the switching was measured using a Hall effect Gaussmeter (Hirst GM08) and its derivative with a small single-turn pick-up coil. Both the Hall probe and the pick-coil were
oriented along the strong eigenaxis of the quadrupole field, at the position of largest field. The results are shown by the signal traces in Fig 3.7, obtained for a current of 15 A, corresponding to a magnetic field of $(6.2 \pm 0.6)$ G at the position of the Hall probe.

Shortly after opening the IGBT, a large fly-back voltage develops across the cylinder, as expected when switching a current through an inductive load. Some oscillatory behavior can also be seen, arising due to contact resistances and small parasitic capacitance and inductance within the circuit, which are non-negligible in comparison to the impedance characteristics of the cylinder itself. Following the initial transient period of the switching process, the magnetic field measured with the Hall probe is seen to decay below 10% of its initial value within $(13.0 \pm 2.3)$ µs.

Finally, in order to determine the inductance, $L$, of the cylinder the resonant frequencies, $f_{\text{res}}(C)$, of a parallel $LC$ circuit for various known capacitances, $C$, were measured with a network analyzer (Mini Radio Solutions miniVNA). Fig. 3.8 shows a plot of $f_{\text{res}}^2$ against $1/C$, and using the relation $f_{\text{res}}^2 = 1/(4\pi^2LC)$, a value for the inductance of $(0.49 \pm 0.05)\mu$H is extracted from the gradient of the linear fit.

### 3.6 Experimental system

The architecture of nearly all cold-atom research-based experimental systems is very similar and well established. We can subdivide experimental systems into three sub-systems connected by overall purpose: a vacuum chamber consisting of multiple components for the production and maintaining of ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions; an optical bench for the preparation of many laser beams with precise frequencies, polarization and power; and finally structures to generate magnetic, electrical and/or radio frequency fields. Supplementary to all of this are supporting electronics racks and computer-based control systems.
As we aimed only test the cylinder trap against the requirements listed in Sec. 3.2, we opted to build a relatively simple experiment with well understood equipment to limit the number of potential variables and hurdles. Where possible, newer models or techniques were used with the general motivation being to reduce the overall experiment volume and/or simplify the construction.

3.6.1 Vacuum system

The presence of undesirable atoms, molecules and particulates has a critically limiting effect on the production of a MOT, magnetically trapped clouds or BECs. Typically experiments are thus housed in vacuum chambers where the volume can be evacuated, providing an almost-empty space for the experiment to be carried out. All equipment, including the enclosing structures themselves, must also not outgas, that emit particles, and should provide a sufficient diffusive barrier that particles cannot desorb through the material from air into the vacuum. Other than the cylinder trap itself which as of yet is an unknown, all the vacuum housing and equipment used to ‘pump-down’ (the process of evacuating the vacuum chamber) are chosen as they are well established materials or processes for these purposes.

The cylinder trap was contained within a standard spherical octagon vacuum chamber [Kimball Physics, MCF600-SphOct-F2C8] (See Fig 3.9(a)) with optical access windows (two CF100 (100mm diameter) and eight CF40 ports) which aligned to the same common cartesian axis that the cylinder was designed against. All vacuum sealing surfaces are selected to be con-flat (CF) knife-edge sealing types, having good UHV performance with the flexibility of being removed easily unlike, for example, indium sealing. CF type sealing make use of copper, or silver plated, gaskets into which each of the two connecting components cuts into with a circular knife-edge and held tight with bolts, forming a physical barrier to stop leaks. The additional access ports not used for optical access are connected to vacuum measurement devices (Fig 3.9(g)), vacuum pumps (Fig 3.9(a-c)) or sealed with a blank flange. A CAD render of the system, is shown in Fig. 3.9 where optical equipment for lasers is omitted for sake of clarity.

Prior to installation all vacuum equipment, and anything to be installed within the vacuum, is ‘UHV-cleaned’ to remove dirt and, critically, residual oils from manufacture and handling. This process is carried out in a clean-room environment where components are submerged into an ultrasonic bath multiple times in various liquids, each time removing residual contaminants which would harm the vacuum. Whilst exact procedures depend on the component materials and how fragile it is, the overall process goes as follows; a warm soapy water bath removes most residual oils and rough particulates and is then rinsed with deionized water to avoid further mineral deposits; a bath of just deionized water to dissolve any leftover soap; a second rinse with deionized water; finally a bath of acetone, ethanol or methanol, depending on the material, breaks down and removes any persistent contaminants. Components are air dried in a filtered-air environment and wrapped in oil-free foil for storage.

Removal of extraneous atmospheric particles once the vacuum is sealed is carried out through a staged series of vacuum pumps\(^4\). The first of which, not shown in Fig. 3.9, is commonly a diaphragm pump [ours, Pfeiffer Vacuum MVP 040-2] which takes our small system from

\(^4\)The specific details of vacuum pumping is not in the scope of this work, however a reasonable reference can be found in [135]
atmospheric pressures, $1 \times 10^{-5}\text{ mbar}$ to roughly millibar pressures at which point the fluid-like flow of particles transitions to a projectile-like motion, where the pump ceases to work efficiently. Equally one can consider this a transition in regards to the particle mean-free path, going from several nanometers to one on the order of several meters. A turbo-molecular pump (turbo-pump, for short) [Pfeiffer Vacuum, HiPace 80] is then activated which makes use of specially oriented high RPM (1500 Hz) fan blades which preferentially redirect colliding atoms out of the system. In very clean systems it is possible to achieve around $10^{-9}\text{ mbar}$ pressures with just the turbo and diaphragm pump combination.

After the initial room temperature pumping, which typically takes only 1-2 hours depending on the system size, it is common to then bake-out the entire system at a high temperature. The main aim of which is to desorb material from all the internal surfaces of the vacuum system, while the secondary aim is to induce suffusion of sub-surface trapped gases throughout the material. In either aim, particles are to be removed via the turbo process and are both generally more efficient the higher the temperature is allowed to go, up to the limit of melting structures. The practical limiting upper temperature is most often optical viewports whose optical coatings generally are limited to up to around $180 - 200^\circ\text{C}$. In our case the 3D printed structure had to also be considered, see Sec. 3.3, luckily for the cylinder trap this was roughly the same limiting temperature as the viewports. Once the total system temperature is raised gradually to avoid mechanical strain from thermal gradients, to a steady $190^\circ\text{C}$, the system is kept there for several weeks. The ideal length of time is somewhat uncertain. Two weeks is a general guide but this is mostly a function of experimental demands and time constraints. Based on the empirical work done on similar systems, a bake-out of up to a month is more than adequate. However if the system has a lower limiting temperature or is physically much larger, one could envision a bake-out of several months to achieve a good vacuum environment.

The final stages of pumping to achieve what we now call ultra-high vacuum (UHV), or roughly $< 10^{-10}\text{ mbar}$ is mostly commonly reached through a combination of active ionization techniques.
and passive adsorption materials. An ion pump element ionizes the residual gases within the vacuum system, which are then accelerated towards a cathode and either sputter cathode material, generating a sticky surface (a getter) for particles to adhere to, or the ions themselves are buried deep within the cathode. In most systems a secondary additional passive getter pump is used to supplement the ion pump. Over the last few decades it has been common to see titanium sublimation pumps in experiments, which use a titanium emitter to coat the internal surfaces of a large (roughly one meter) cylinder for unwanted gases to adhere to. In our system we used a next-generation device which combines a small ion-pump element with a large surface area sponge-like getter material in a device on the scale of tens of centimeters [Saes NEXTorr D 100-5]. The combination of the two elements is sufficient enough to require only this one device, rather than two separate components. This also aligns with our aim to reduce the required experimental size and power consumption for such systems.

The NEXTorr device is kept in a hot-mode up to this stage of the bake-out, having been switched on once the steady-state system temperature had been reached. This avoids gradual contamination where particulates are retained rather than letting them be flushed out by the turbo. Prior to full activation of the NEXTorr getter element, we first must activate the rubidium dispensers. Alkali metal dispensers [ours, SAES Rb flat-terminal-type] consist of between $4 - 9 \text{mg}$ of active metal suspended in a reducing agent and sealed with a so-called activation layer to protect the dispenser from air contamination which can cause sudden and destructive oxidization. Once housed in the vacuum chamber and at around $10 \times 10^{-8}$ mbar during the peak chamber temperature, the activation layer is removed with a high-current and diffuses through the turbo. This process is highly contaminating to the ion and getter pump, and so must be carried out before any pump activation so the residual particles are removed. The current standard for such dispensers are non-ideal for small and portable systems due to their low material capacity, as the reducing agent is required, and high running temperatures can cause emissions of unwanted species. For our purpose it was sufficient, however we direct the reader to [79, 136, 137] for consideration.

In a similar process, the NEXTorr getter and ion elements are then activated by passing a high current to rapidly boil off particles. There is an issue hidden here, the getter/ion activation could also contaminate the now-exposed dispenser element. To mitigate this we mounted our dispensers onto the un-used pins of the feedthroughs, see Fig 3.9(h) which are ‘upstream’ to the diffusive flow of particles from the main chamber, to the NEXTorr and then out toward the turbo pump. After this final activation the system is closed with the angle valve and cooled down to room temperature, the background pressure rapidly drops to the desired $< 10^{-10}$ mbar as a result. Unfortunately in our initial experimental system the vacuum gauge to measure the pressure more precisely failed, and so we could only achieve this upper-bound reading from the NEXTorr device. The pressure achieved was believed to be sufficient for the production of a MOT, but perhaps not adequate for a long-lifetime magnetic trap.

### 3.6.2 Laser and optical system

#### Laser frequencies

The keystone of atomic physics experiments, and measurements making use of atomic species, is the homogenous behavior of specific isotopes of atoms independent of the exact location and time at
which tests are carried out. The cost for experimentalists however is that in order to probe, measure and make-use of such fundamental quanta requires the use of precise, coherent and stable laser with which to address them; the result being that laser systems have become the backbone of ultracold atom experiments [138]. For the purpose of laser cooling $^{87}$Rb there exists an adequate cycling transition, also called the cooling transition [103], on the D$_2$ line at 780nm, which is shown in Fig. 3.10. This is conveniently accessible through now readily available [139] semiconductor diode lasers, which were originally popularized through their availability in common household items like CD and DVD players. In reference to Fig. 3.10, in order to individually address the hyperfine levels of the D$_2$ line, which has a natural linewidth of $\Gamma \approx 2\pi \cdot 6$ MHz, we would require a laser linewidth on the order of $\approx 2\pi \cdot 1$ MHz. To this aim the raw output of the diode laser, with linewidths of several tens of megaHertz in the regime of higher power lasers [140, 141], are typically coupled into an external cavity, narrowing the linewidth to below 1 MHz [142, 143, 139].

In practice a single laser frequency is not sufficient for a cold atom experiment as multiple transitions, both desired and not, must be used; in Fig. 3.10 we show the full range of transitions used for the cylinder trap experiment. The main cooling transition on the D$_2$ line is the $|F = 2\rangle \rightarrow |F' = 3\rangle$ transition, which as discussed in Chp. 2 is typically red-detuned from resonance by $\Delta \sim 3\Gamma$. This is provided by a Toptica TA100, whose initial seed power of $\sim 40$mW is boosted with a tapered amplifier chip to powers up to 3W. Whilst this power (density) is much greater than the
saturation intensity of $^{87}$Rb ($I_{sat} \approx 1.67 \text{ mWcm}^{-2}$, where laser beam size is on order of 2 mm), significant losses occur in the preparation of the laser light.

The laser powers involved mean there is a finite excitation probability on the $|5^2S_{1/2}, F = 2 \rangle \rightarrow |5^2P_{3/2} F' = 2 \rangle$ transition. Once here atoms may then decay down to the $|5^2S_{1/2}, F = 1 \rangle$ ground state, where they will accumulate as the 6.8 GHz energy gap inhibits excitations. To combat this, a small fraction of the light is diverted for a ‘repumping’ laser. This is provided by a Toptica DLC Pro outputting up to 100 mW, which couples the $|5^2S_{1/2}, F = 1 \rangle \rightarrow |5^2P_{3/2} F' = 2 \rangle$ transition, allowing atoms to then spontaneously decay back into the cooling transition cycle.

Fine adjustment of the frequencies are made through implementation of acousto-optical modulators (AOMs) along each (cooling, repumping and imaging) laser line, which also provide control over laser power and fast switching ($\sim 10 \mu$s). AOMs [144] make use of piezoelectric components to induce acoustic (radio-frequency) wavefronts within an optically transparent crystal. Some of the light is scattered through the crystal and in turn absorbs (or destroys) a discreet quanta of phonons, given by the conservation of momentum, and thus affect the final photon frequency. A user controlled input RF frequency allows for precise control of the impinging radio-frequency of the crystal and so provides a tool to tune the laser frequency with the precision of 1 MHz; while by control of the signal amplitude one also gains a way to control the beam power and in tune also a method to ‘switch off’ the incident light. This switching is not perfect however, and slower mechanical shutters are required to completely extinguish the beam. In our system we implement a double-pass AOM configuration [144–146], which accounts for the dependence on the diffraction angle on the modulation frequency input into the AOM. At the expense of the additional beam power losses on the second pass, this scheme allows for the output frequency of the AOM to be varied without having to re-align and optimize the optical path, as the net angular refraction of the beam is zero. The incident light and the input RF signal both have a heating effect on the crystal and AOM casing which can alter the overall efficiency and performance, to account for this all of our AOMS are left on ‘hot mode’, i.e. their input signals are continuously running during experimental runs to avoid the sudden thermal shock that is associated with the switching on or off the impinging light or RF signal.

**Laser stabilization**

The presence of experimental noise is most obvious in its effects on the laser systems used within cold atom experiments, seen both through direct stability tests on laser power, frequency and polarization but also in the secondary effects this has on the trapped atoms. Most commonly observed in atom number variations, spatial oscillations of the cloud’s center of mass or in the worst cases in the destruction of the cloud itself. Noise and experimental drift must be mitigated and accounted for by experimenters.

Optics, including source lasers, are placed on large (meter long) optical tables, which themselves are ‘floating’ on gas-damped supports, which in turn are often placed on isolated foundations to minimize vibrational noise from and around the building. Where possible the bulk of the optics and laser setup are housed within matt black (to avoid strong back-reflections) containment boxes, which provide some thermal isolation, but more critically avoid vibrations and dust transmitted through air. Precision air conditioning units controlling both ambient temperature and humidity.
are common-place to avoid periodic drifts of temperature causing correlated mechanical drifts in optomechanics, e.g. mirror mounts, as well as protecting lasers from condensation forming on their critical components. The flow of air from these units is designed to be laminar and filtered, again to minimize dust and vibrations, however this still can cause disruption on the optical components, and so the isolation box also protects from direct air flow. Finally, electronics are installed in bespoke circuits to avoid ground loops forming, where noise and equipment signals can be transmitted into other more sensitive elements.

Despite the above preparations it is still necessary to provide active stabilization of the laser frequency to compensate for both slow (minutes to hours) drifts in temperature and faster (sub-second) oscillations from electronics, commonly referred to as ‘laser-locking’. A laser reference is created for this purpose through Doppler-free absorption spectroscopy [147] which provides a method to resolve the hyperfine transitions of the $D_2$ line of $^{87}$Rb [98, 99]. An example spectroscopy signal can be seen in Fig 3.11. As per the commonly described system setup [148, 99], this figure is obtained by passing a dithered (several MHz) pump beam through a $^{87}$Rb enhanced vapor cell (not necessary, but makes the $^{87}$Rb much stronger than the more abundant $^{85}$Rb isotope) with an intensity on the order of $I_{\text{pump}} \geq I_{\text{sat}}$, where $I_{\text{sat}}$ is the saturation intensity of the transition in question. In this regime one must consider both the inhomogeneous effect of the Doppler-broadening of atoms, due to their variation in velocity (equivalently, temperature) as given by the Boltzmann distribution, and the homogeneous broadening from spontaneous emission [99]. The combination of the two creates an absorption profile which is a convolution of a broad Doppler profile with a velocity-dependent selective delta-like function (in the limit of low temperatures); the latter which burns a hole into the profile which corresponds to an identical peak in population of the excited level. The power broadened width of this hole is given by $\Gamma' = \Gamma \sqrt{1 + (I/I_{\text{sat}})}$ [149]. When a secondary counterpropagating beam is included, the probe beam, of exactly the same frequency but generally of much lower intensity, $I_{\text{probe}} \ll I_{\text{sat}}$, and then overlapped near resonance a narrow (up to limit of the natural linewidth $\Gamma$) transmission line through the sample is observed. These can be readily seen in Fig 3.11(a) with peaks labelled $F' = 3$ and $F' = 2$. Crossover peaks, denoted in
the form in Fig 3.11(a) as $|F = 2\rangle \rightarrow |F' = n \otimes p\rangle$, result when the swept laser frequencies match exactly halfway between pairs of excited state levels. 

In order to lock our lasers we make use of the signal generated as in Fig 3.11(a) to carry out modulation spectroscopy [150]. The laser frequency is modulated and passed through a lock-in amplifier to generate an error signal, also known as a derivative signal, which can then be passed onto a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller to lock the laser frequency to the desired reference transition.

Our experimental setup made use of two individual laser outputs, each requiring their own reference cell for locking. The repumper laser is locked via an internally installed Toptica DL Pro Locking module as part of the DLC Pro Digital Controller. The repumping transition is $|F = 1\rangle \rightarrow |F' = 2\rangle$ line, however it is experimentally more convenient to lock the laser to the reference signal of the $|F = 1\rangle \rightarrow |F' = 1\rangle$ transition as the peak is marginally more resolvable by the locking software. We then shift the signal via the double-pass AOM system by $2 \times 78 \text{MHz}$, which also allows us some freedom to adjust the frequency and power using the AOM control parameters, as already discussed. The cooling transition is, for similar reasons, locked to the prominent crossover peak $|F = 2\rangle \rightarrow |F' = 1 \otimes 3\rangle$. We achieve locking of the TA100 laser via a Toptica Digilock Module [SC110] installed into the same rack as the main laser control unit, which provides its own separate control software and control over various PID settings. The locked reference laser is split across two AOM lines; one is red detuned for the cooling transition ($\Delta \sim 3\Gamma$) to the $|F = 2\rangle \rightarrow |F' = 3\rangle$ via a double-passed AOM set up $2 \times 96 \text{MHz}$. The second is shifted again by a double pass AOM by $2 \times 106 \text{MHz}$ to be on resonance with the same transition for use as the imaging beam.

**Optics distribution**

The preparation of the laser light for use in our experiment was carried out in a contained region of the optical bench, where the only inputs were power and control signals to the laser ‘heads’, AOMs, mechanical shutters and photodiodes; while its only output is a select number of optical fiber cables which pass on toward the vacuum system. This in effect created a literal black box where optically prepared laser light would output. There were a number of experimental motivations behind this: the stability of the laser beams in regard to thermal and airborne vibration noise; the freedom to position the laser system away from or even in a separate lab to the vacuum system; and the safety of users of the system. However in regards to the miniaturization of whole experimental systems this modular approach would allow for any compact source of laser light to replace the whole optical system, which is a stable requirement for any ultracold atom device [85].

The distribution of our laser setup can be seen in Fig 3.12; the two ‘laser heads’, one each for the TA 100 and the DL Pro, TA and DL for short, are shown in different colors which do not correspond to the actual laser emission color. Both have front outputs which are immediately controlled by a mechanical safety shutter, whilst the TA has an additional back output which we use for the cooler transition absorption spectroscopy reference. Across the whole distribution polarizing beam splitters (PBS) are paired with half waveplates ($L/2$) to control the power distribution between
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5 We have made a point here to avoid calling this process ‘saturated absorption spectroscopy’, as this has been shown in [149] to be a misnomer as one must consider hyperfine pumping resulting from multiple ground states in a non-equilibrium regime to fully model the transmission profile.
Fig. 3.12 Schematic of optical system used in the cylinder trap experiments. The three colors correspond to the three laser transitions of light used, and not to the actual laser color; green is the repumper, orange the imaging light and red the cooler. Dashed regions show where light is overlapped.
laser paths. As cold atom systems are particularly sensitive to both relative laser powers between counterpropagating beams, as well as laser polarization, particular care was taken to ensure all but the desired polarization was completely extinguished; this was done through various beam blockers (not shown) and by adjusting the angle of incidence for all components until a stable, definite polarization was fixed. AOM lines for each of the desired transitions can be seen with a number of cylindrical and spherical lenses ($L_{\text{cyl}}$ and $L_{\text{sph}}$ respectively) which ensure more efficient transfer of energy between the AOM phonons and the light by shaping the beam to match the crystal shape. On the each pass of each AOM, a quarter waveplate ($L/4$) is encountered forcing the now frequency adjusted light into a different path away from its original source pathway. Further PBS/waveplate combinations then equally divide, with respect to laser power, the beams for fiber coupling.

In our system we are limited in the number of optical input vectors as the cylinder trap itself blocks some routes, such that there are only six possible inputs to the vacuum system. This means that the total of nine beams, six for the three counterpropagating pairs of cooler light, two for a pair of counterpropagating repumper beams and a final imaging beam, must be overlapped where required. To achieve this, the linear light polarization for each input is specifically selected to align to either the fast or slow axis of the optical fibers, with particular care to then how this is then used on the vacuum side. As the PBS are significantly more robust for the transmission of light rather than reflection, the more critical cooler light is selected for transmission through a PBS on its final path leg and then be matched to the fast axis of the fibers with a half waveplate. The repumper and imaging beams are aligned, individually, for reflection into several of these PBS such that they are overlapping with the cooler light, and as a result align to the slow axis of the fiber once they have passed through the same half waveplate.

Using fiber optics provides a final stage of polarization and optical-mode cleaning, in the latter case meaning the final output is an almost perfect $TEM_{00}$ laser mode. However misalignment into the fiber, or poorly aligned optical components earlier in the optical path, transmit directly into the final output polarization quality and stability. This is particularly apparent when the fiber undergoes thermal changes or mechanical stress, which is advantageous as a tool to measure the amount of misalignment if done intentionally. As a rule of thumb we work with a less than 5% polarization variation, when fibers are purposely deformed/heated, in addition to insulating fibers to mitigate ambient temperature changes and avoid sharp bends along the fiber line.

**Vacuum-side light preparation**

With the six optical fibers pathed toward the vacuum system, it is necessary to have out-couplers to take the highly divergent light output from the fiber ends and shape, correctly polarize and trim it to match the desired laser field required in the magnetic field region. This is carried out using so-called ‘MOT guns’, the basic components of which are shown in Fig. 3.13. Light, which may contain two perpendicular linear polarizations, outputs from an optical fiber of numerical aperture $NA = 0.12$ and core diameter of $4.5 \mu m$ diverges strongly. It first is incident onto a quarter waveplate which transforms the linear into circularly polarized light with a handedness determined by the relative angle of the waveplate fast/slow axis to the fiber output; the required handedness is determined by
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6Thorlabs: Polarization maintaining single-mode optical fiber PM780-HP type, with jacket FT061PS.
the relative alignment of the beam to the magnetic quadrupole axes. Secondary beams coupled into
the same fiber along the other fiber axis will pick up opposite handedness.

![Diagram of MOT gun components](image)

Fig. 3.13 Main components of a ‘MOT gun’: Highly divergent linearly polarized light from an
optical fiber is pass through a quarter waveplate to create circular polarization and then shaped such
that it is collimated to a specific beam diameter.

The combination of specifically chosen biconcave [LD2060-B – N-SF11] diverging and plano-
convex [LA1401-B – N-BK7] lenses then shapes the beam output to a final \(1/e^2\) diameter of around
50 mm. The initial biconcave lens is in principle not necessary, however it further diverges the
initial beam output so it reaches the correct diameter in a shorter length, reducing the MOT gun size.
Five of the six MOT guns follow this schematic, with the six having the waveplate omitted due to
the imaging setup we used to measure our atoms, as explained in the imaging section following. An
additional iris is included in all the MOT guns so the beam diameter can be truncated. In regards to
the cooling light specifically, the raw output of the MOT gun is a \(1/e^2\) diameter of 50 mm with an
actual per-beam power of 8 mW and peak intensity of 4 mW cm\(^{-2}\), corresponding to \(I_{\text{beam}} \sim 0.5 I_{\text{sat}}\).

### 3.6.3 Imaging system

The development of atomic systems has accordingly pushed the development of quantifiable
methods to extract information about the trapped atoms, typically with destructive absorption
imaging or non-destructive dispersive techniques [151]. In this work we make use of the former
method, absorption imaging [152] in which a probe beam is passed through a cloud that expands
for some time after its trapping potential has been switched off adiabatically. The length of this
expansion time determines the extractable information imprinted onto the imaged atomic density,
whose negative ‘shadow’ is imaged on a camera. Clouds imaged at short times, almost immediately
after the potential is switched off, still retain the form of the potential and often will completely
absorb the incident light around the central region of the cloud. For longer expansion times the
momentum space distribution dominates as the cloud shape becomes Gaussian in the case of
thermal atoms; analysis of such images allows for atom numbers, atomic cloud dimensions and
temperatures to be readily evaluated over multiple experimental runs.

\(^7\)See appendix for methodology and optimization procedure for optics systems used
Imaging optics

The probe beam, also called the imaging beam, is provided as part of the TA 100 laser line which also serves the cooling transition. Picking off a relatively small amount of power (several miniWatts), the light is passed through a dedicated AOM line to shift the locked laser light across the transition $|F' = 1 \otimes 3 \rangle \rightarrow |F' = 3 \rangle$ such that it is on resonance. This light is then overlapped with one of the cooler beams, shown in Fig. 3.12, and then coupled into the optical fiber such that its linear polarization is perpendicular to that of the cooler light. Imaging occurs at the end of a typical measurement sequence and must occur whilst the MOT beams are off so not to saturate the camera; while the fiber is oriented to accept both cooler and imaging light, in practice this means only one beam is present at any one time. The imaging light goes on through a MOT gun as per Sec. 3.6.2, and then follows the trajectory as shown in Fig. 3.14, picking up circular polarization with the internally mounted quarter waveplate.

![Fig. 3.14 Schematic of the imaging system path within the cylinder trap experiment. Red shows the cooler light, whilst the dashed green shows the imaging beam path. The imaging beam is overlapped with the cooler, and picked off after interaction with the cloud by a beam-splitter quarter waveplate pair.](image)

The 15mm aperture of the cylinder trap sets a limit on the amount of time a cloud atoms would be visible in the field of view of the imaging beam and camera, with a rough estimate of the edge of the cloud passing by the aperture within $30 \sim 40 \text{ms}$. The effective measurement window would likely be even shorter due to scattering off the cylinder surface causing disruptive effects on the final image. We chose instead to measure vertically, i.e. along the gravity axis, such that the atoms would appear to fall into the cameras view. The path taken by the imaging beam is shown in the side and top-view profiles of Fig. 3.14. As the imaging light is of a different circular polarization with respect to the cooler, we can pick it off after interaction with the atoms by passing it through another quarter waveplate, which makes it linear, and optimize it for reflection through a beamsplitter to then be passed onto our camera. This same quarter waveplate provides the correct polarization to the cooling light emitted from the lower MOT gun in Fig. 3.14(a), so no waveplate is included within this MOT gun. Our imaging camera is a Imaging Source DMK 23U445 CCD (charged-couple device), with square pixels $3.75 \times 3.75 \mu \text{m}$ distributed across a
Sony ICX445ALA sensor chip, providing a 1280 × 960 (1.2MP) resolution. The beam itself had an initial total power of 2.5 mW distributed over the Gaussian profile of $1/e^2$ diameter of 50 mm, providing a peak intensity of $I_0 \approx 0.1 I_{\text{sat}}$. The lens distribution is set up in the afocal regime with a total demagnification of 0.5 such that even large clouds fit into the chip. The maximum resolution is set by the Raleigh criterion where $r_{\text{max}} = 1.22 \lambda f/D$, where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the light, and $f$ and $D$ the focal length and diameter of the first lens, respectively. However the actual resolution is unlikely to approach this; clipping from the cylinder trap aperture and vacuum viewports limits the solid angle of capturable emitted light, which is further diminished as the first lens cannot be any closer than the reflection surface of the beam splitter in Fig. 3.14. An estimate of the actual resolution is achieved through imaging of a standard resolution target in a test setup, which we measured to give a 56 µm resolution for our system.

An example of the response of the atoms to a frequency sweep of the imaging beam is shown in Fig. 3.15, which shows a clear Lorentzian profile. The width of this is a combination of the natural linewidth of $^{87}$Rb (6.1 MHz) with the linewidth of our incident laser ($< 1$ MHz).

**Absorption imaging**

Our experimentally accessible information is the intensity of a two-dimensional projection of a cloud onto the surface of a CCD camera, which itself is made up of a finite number of pixels with a specific size. In order to extract properties of our cloud we must then first understand how light propagates and is absorbed through the cloud itself, and how the remaining light is then measured by the camera.

For the purpose of this discussion we use an on-resonant beam of low intensity $I_{\text{in}} \ll I_{\text{sat}}$ light passing through the cloud. In the $\Delta = 0$ approximation, the atoms do not impart any phase shift on the light as it moves through the cloud, and we need only consider the attenuation of the light.
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intensity. This allows for a simple formulation of the scattering cross section of the atoms, as follows
\[ \sigma_0 = \frac{3 \lambda^2}{2 \pi^2} \] [99]. According to the Beer-Lambert law we may then write the transmission of the
imaging light, or probe beam, along the imaging axis \( z \) through the atomic cloud as [153, 154],
\[ \frac{dI}{dz} = -n_{3D}(x,y,z)\sigma_0 I, \] (3.1)
where \( I \) is the light intensity and \( n_{3D}(x,y,z) \) is the three-dimensional density of the cloud. By
integrating Eq. 3.1 along \( z \) and solving for the atomic density one gets,
\[ n_{2D}(x,y) = \int_{\text{cloud size}} n_{3D}(x,y,z) \, dz. \] (3.2)
This defines the column density \( n_{2D}(x,y) \),
\[ n_{2D}(x,y) = \frac{1}{\sigma_0} \ln \left( \frac{I_{in}(x,y)}{I_{out}(x,y)} \right). \] (3.3)
We have also defined the optical density \( \text{OD}(x,y) \) as
\[ \text{OD}(x,y) = n_{2D}(x,y)\sigma_0 = -\ln \left( \frac{I_{in}(x,y)}{I_{out}(x,y)} \right). \] (3.4)
Experimentally we see that the absolute intensity is not required, instead we just need the
relative intensities between \( I_{in}(x,y) \) and \( I_{out}(x,y) \). The full process of the absorption imaging
technique is shown in Fig 3.16. We first take an image of the probe beam attenuated through the
cloud which has evolved over some given freefall time, giving Fig 3.16(a) and providing an estimate
on \( I_{out} \). Fig 3.16(b) is an image of just the probe beam light after the cloud has been allowed to
dissipated to a negligible density relative to the background gas, as the cloud does not leave the
field of view in our system; this provides \( I_{in} \). Finally a background, or ‘dark’, image is taken with
no probe beam such that other constant sources of stray light can be removed as not to contribute to
the final image, giving \( I_{dark} \) and Fig 3.16(c). \( I_{dark} \) is then subtracted from both \( I_{in} \) and \( I_{dark} \) to get
just the attenuation effect from the cloud.
Our experimentally determined ratios of intensities, with the \( I_{dark} \) correction allows for the
optical density to be calculated as per Eq. 3.4, however we must take into account the finite pixel
size and optical magnification in order to relate this to the atom number. This can be shown to
be [100, 155],
\[ N = \int n_{2D}(x,y) \, dx \, dy = \frac{A}{M^2 \sigma_0} \sum_{\text{pixels}} \text{OD}(x,y). \] (3.5)
Where \( A \) is the pixel area and \( M \) is the system magnification. By carrying out a two-dimensional
Gaussian fit to the measured optical density, which is given by,
\[ \text{OD}(x,y) = \text{OD}(0) \exp \left[ -\frac{x^2}{2\sigma_x^2} - \frac{y^2}{2\sigma_y^2} \right], \] (3.6)
one can finally calculate the atom number with,
Fig. 3.16 Example absorption imaging process. (a) Raw image of atom cloud shadow taken by camera. (b) Atoms are left to fall out of view and a second light-only image is taken. (c) Light is switched off and a third, final dark image is taken. (d) Imaging processing allows for the atom spatial density to be reconstructed from (a-c).

\[ N = \frac{1}{\sigma_0 M^2} \frac{A}{2\pi\sigma_x \sigma_y \text{OD}(0)} \]  

(3.7)

Where \( \sigma_x, \sigma_y \) are the clouds two dimensional widths and \( \text{OD}(0) \) is the peak optical density, determined from the fitting process. Implicit within Eq. 3.7 is the assumption that the atoms behave as a purely thermal cloud trapped within a harmonic potential, which well describes both a MOT and magnetically trapped atoms [156].

3.6.4 Light-induced atomic desorption

With the development of portable and compact systems there has been the growing requirement for methods to improve the loading rate and final achieved atom number of atomic vapor traps, both to increase the measurement cycle rate or to improve final signal to noise ratio. However this must be done while not impeding the lifetime of the resultant trap, especially in the regime of background-gas collision losses. Typical methods make use of dual chambers where atoms are pre-cooled and shaped in two-dimensional MOTs in a chamber of high background pressure, and then pushed into a science or measurement chamber via a differential pumping canal which limits diffusion from background gases [157]. Similarly, Zeeman slower style device paired with microfabricated chips connected via differential pumping passages [79] allows for atoms to be pre-cooled from dispensers, or an oven, before moving on to the loading region. These methods show promise but find their limits in the requirement for alkali dispensers to be left on for a
significant fraction of the experimental cycle, and so continually load into the background vapor after the initial trap, or add undesirable experimental volume.

The desire for the total system size to be reduced has pushed some towards single-chamber architectures [78]. To balance the need of high rubidium partial pressure during loading whilst maintaining a relatively low pressure otherwise, light induced atomic desorption, LIAD, has become a leading technique [158–160]. This method makes use of pulses of high-frequency light, typically in the ultra-violet region, to desorb atoms from the internal surfaces of the device during the loading period of the trap. This causes a sharp increase in the rubidium partial pressure as unused Rb which has adhered to the chamber is released, without any increase in dispenser current and so in turn avoids emissions of undesirable particulates or too hot to trap atoms. After loading the LIAD source is switched off during which the background pressure sharply drops, in principle then allowing for a longer lifetime trap. Using a similar system as described in [78] we installed a LIAD system below our main chamber to supplement our dispensers, as well as improve the lifetime of any magnetic traps added later to the design.

3.6.5 Determining MOT temperature

As mentioned in the beginning of Sec. 3.6.3, the projection of the cloud density distribution calculated from absorption imaging is dominated by differing macroscopic properties of the cloud depending on the length of time that has passed since the trapping potential was removed. The relative timescale is determined by the expansion time relative to the original oscillation time in the trap, \( t \ll \omega_0 \), in the limit where the trapping potential is removed effectively instantaneously [161]. Assuming an initially Gaussian shape, when \( t \ll \omega_0^{-1} \) the imaged density can be considered close approximations of the initial spatial extend of the cloud; in the \( t \gg \omega_0^{-1} \) the ballistic expansion of the atoms dominates and the distribution can be used to directly infer the cloud temperature [161–163].

We can formulate the above for a cloud with an initial size \( \sigma_i(0) \) and temperature \( T \), then the time evolution of the cloud width \( \sigma_i \), for \( i = x, y \), is given as follows:

\[
\sigma_i(t) = \sqrt{\sigma_i(0) + \frac{k_B T}{m} t^2},
\]

(3.8)

where for large expansion times, now given as \( \frac{k_B T}{m} t^2 \gg \sigma_i(0) \), the initial size can be neglected and one finds,

\[
T = \frac{m \sigma_i^2(t)}{k_B t^2}.
\]

(3.9)

Example plots showing the evolution of \( \sigma_i(t) \) in the cylinder trap system are shown in Fig. 3.17. As the imaging process is destructive successive images must be taken of new clouds with identical experimental settings, except for varying the time of flight; each point is an average of five such measurements. These particular measurements are for a cloud with no additional cooling other than that provided by the MOT trapping fields and give a final temperature of \((T_x, T_y) = (170 \pm 30, 180 \pm 10) \mu \text{K}\). As the cloud appears to the camera to be normal to the viewing plane, no adjusting of the viewing window had to be made, however there was likely some loss of optical focus as the cloud fell away from the focal point. Without a perpendicular view for comparison, it
Fig. 3.17 Time of flight measurements used to determine the average MOT temperature for a given set of system parameters. (a) Plots of the measured x and y spatial extents of the cloud. The solid lines show a fit of the data using Eq.3.8. The y data are vertically offset by 0.2 mm so it can be seen more clearly. (b) Optical density examples at various time of flights. Note that for TOF ≈ 1 ms and below, the cloud is not Gaussian, and so Eq.3.8 does not hold, and so such data are not included in the fit.

is hard to estimate how much of an effect this had on the final temperature, however it likely caused a small over-estimate as the apparent cloud size would be bigger if the edges blur.

### 3.6.6 Control system

In order to generate, control, and experimentally test a cloud of atoms in a MOT, a fast and reliable computer-run control system is required. This must provide, at the very least, a number of transistor-transistor logical (TTL) signals which in their simplest are on-off switches for hardware and software triggers. Further a number of analogue signals are desirable to ramp experimental parameters such as, in our case, the optical detuning or cylinder current. Traditionally this relied on expensive hardware running bespoke user created software or scripts developed in environments such as C++ and LabVIEW, which require significant expertise in software development.

To provide a low-power, small-volume (1.2 l), and low-cost portable solution, we instead implement a master-slave configuration comprising of three micro-controllers. One master [Arduino Leonardo] provides twelve fast digital TTL signals, two of which trigger two slave [Arduino Due] devices which each provide two further analogue signals. A simple overview is shown in Fig. 3.18. A compact battery array can service the three 5 V micro-controllers and attached simple 12 V step-down and amplification circuits.

The accessible high-level integrated development environment (IDE) provided as part of the Arduino devices allowed for fast prototyping of experimental sequences, being similar enough to Python, Matlab and C to present only a minor learning curve. However we found it beneficial to use specific bit addressing within the IDE rather than top-heavy (and so slower) high-level if-statement based functions. This allowed us to cut the on-off pulse width from 5 ms to 100 ns. The resultant combination of the three units and the above pulse-width reduction provided a flexible enough
3.7 Performance of Cylinder Trap

The goal of the cylinder trap experiment was to test the feasibility of additive manufacturing as a technique for the production of quantum devices. Specifically it was investigated if metallic printed components would survive within a UHV environment, but also whether the structures themselves would impede the production or sustaining of the vacuum. Further, a number of comparative measurements were desired such that the device could be compared to similar structures producing large clouds of (ultra-)cold atoms. This section presents the major results for the cylinder trap in relation to the passive performance of the structure in UHV, and its active performance in the production of cold atoms.

3.7.1 MOT loading rate

The rate at which atoms are loaded into the trap is a critical number for systems which hope to have a short sequence cycle time, however it is also experimentally interesting as it reflects various properties of both the trapping fields and the background vapor pressure in which the trap is formed [164–166]. It is possible for the loading of atoms into a trap to be measured in situ via fluorescence imaging, collecting a fraction of the atom’s spontaneously emitted light. This technique is particularly sensitive to scattered light and requires a clear light of sight to the clouds, both of which are issues for the rough diffusive surface of the cylinder trap and its limited optical pathways. Instead we measured the loading of the trap through absorption imaging, as discussed previously.

A selection of typical loading profiles can be seen in Fig. 3.19 for our cylinder trap in the regime where only the dispensers are used, i.e. no LIAD is implemented. Each data point is the average of five repeats of experimental parameters, and the light colored lines are fits of the system with the equation \( N(t) = N_{eq}(1 - e^{-t/\tau}) \). Here \( N_{eq} \) is the equilibrium atom number, \( t \) the experimental varied
Fig. 3.19 Plots of typical loading curves found for the cylinder trap for differing cylinder currents, which is directly proportional to the magnetic field gradients. Curves are fit with $N(t) = N_{eq}(1 - e^{-t/\tau})$ to extract the final $N_{eq}$ atom number and the characteristic loading time, $\tau$. No LIAD was used during loading.

loading time and $\tau$ the characteristic loading time of the trap. For the cases shown here with cylinder trap currents of $(5, 25, 50)$ A, the fitting provides $N_{eq} = (10.6 \pm 0.6, 7.1 \pm 0.7, 2.2 \pm 0.2) \times 10^7$ atoms and $\tau = (6.1 \pm 0.7, 4.3 \pm 0.9, 2.5 \pm 0.5)$ s. We see there is a clear trade-off between the final achieved atom number and the characteristic loading time, which from [164, 166] we see are determined and related as follows: $N_{eq} = \alpha P_{Rb} \tau$ and $\tau = 1/(\beta P_{Rb} + \gamma)$, where $\alpha$ relates to the MOT trapping cross section, $P_{Rb}$ is the partial Rubidium pressure, $\beta P_{Rb}$ relates to collision losses with other Rubidium atoms within the MOT and $\gamma$ similarly relates to collisions with all atoms in the background gas, including stray hot rubidium atoms. It is the balancing act of these loss terms with the trapping cross section which determines the behavior that we see in Fig. 3.19 and the values we find for $N_{eq}$ and $\tau$.

Making use of the calculated characteristic loading time $\tau$ allows for a more efficient time scale to be set for typical system settings. That is to say there are diminishing returns in the atom number when $t \gg \tau$, within just $3\tau$ 95% of the final equilibrium atom number is reached so there is little gain in loading the trap for much longer. In the case of high frequency measurement scans it may then make sense for a system to only be run between $\tau \leftrightarrow 3\tau$ to maximize the ratio of $N_{atoms}/t_{loading}$ and so overall reduce the full measurement time.

### 3.7.2 Cooler frequency scan

In the basic theory of a MOT [96, 99], it is the interplay of magnetic field induced Zeeman-shift, velocity-driven Doppler-shift and laser detuning which allows for a simplistic determination of the capturable velocities class. This in turn can be used to generate an estimate for the optimum laser detuning and magnetic field gradient. However, the full dynamics of a magneto-optical trap are elusive and various other experimental factors make it very difficult to generate a reliable prediction for the resultant atom number for a given atomic species, laser system and magnetic
Fig. 3.20 Demonstration of the variation in the achieved atom number as the frequency of the cooler light is red detuned away from resonance at different cylinder currents, which relates to the magnetic field gradient at the trap center. (a) Selection of data showing the profile of the atom number as the detuning is changed. Solid lines are for visual aid and do not correspond to an analytically derived fitting equation. The negligible error bars are omitted to avoid cluttering the plot. (b) A cubic interpolation (Matlab) demonstrates the 2D profile of the atom number. See text for further details. Note that the maximum atom number in (a) is lower than measured in Fig. 3.19, as dispensers were run at a lower temperature (current) to avoid burning them out.

potential. These relationships must be at least explored experimentally such that at least a rough understanding can be gained to predict the achievable trap properties as systems reduce in size.

As such, Fig. 3.20 shows the resultant steady-state ($t \geq 2\tau$) atom numbers achieved for a specific cylinder current/magnetic field gradient as the cooler light frequency is red detuned away from resonance. There is a clear peak in the atom number for a given current and detuning, with a maximum being found at $\sim 20\,\text{A}$ at $18\,\text{MHz} \sim 3\Gamma$, corresponding to $\approx 14\,\text{G/cm}$. The full range of data include currents from $1 \rightarrow 50\,\text{A}$ in steps of $5\,\text{A}$. In order to better visualize the two dimensional dependence of the atom number on current and detuning, we interpolate the data with a cubic-method, provided within the Matlab function interp2, in a grid of 0.5 unit steps within the data range. From the interpolation we see there is a rough higher atom number region between $8 \leftrightarrow 18\,\text{A}$ and $18 \leftrightarrow 28\,\text{MHz}$. As a benchmark, currents of $\sim 10\,\text{A}$ correspond to $\sim 7\,\text{G/cm}$ along the strong axis of the quadrupole. Data points in Fig. 3.20 which appear to show zero atoms are a result of the limitations of our camera system. Clouds of this size are to small to generate reliable absorption images, causing our fitting procedure to fail.

3.7.3 Atom number versus power consumption

No two ultracold atom experiments at the same, various experimental settings, procedures and architectures generate a parameter space of results which are difficult to compare directly without specifying individual, or several, metrics which are critical to the individual applications or measurement regime. One such metric is the initially trapped atom number. Many of these atoms are lost during the experimental cycle during which atoms are spatially translated, compressed and/or cooled, and so a value of $\sim 10^8$ atoms is desirable to correspond to the standards set in existing thermal atom quantum devices [33, 167, 168]. As one of the key aims of this device (See Sec. 3.2) is the electrical power consumed to produce these atomic clouds, we must consider the achieved
Fig. 3.21 Maximum atom number as a function of cylinder electrical power dissipation (current) for three beam diameters. The current range 4 A to 50 A corresponds to the magnetic field gradient range 3.2 G/cm to 40 G/cm.

atom number in parallel to the power consumption. The overall reduction of the latter without significantly lowering the former is a key hurdle in the development of small, portable systems.

Our metric of performance is chosen to be the final atom number achieved measured against the required electrical power necessary to generate the trapping magnetic potential. Measurements are taken of the atom number via absorption imaging, for varying cylinder currents $I$ which has a corresponding Ohmic power consumption $P = ZI^2$, where $Z$ is the device resistance shown in Sec. 3.5.1 to be $(640 \pm 4) \mu\Omega$. Experimental settings are selected to best optimize the final atom number as discussed in Sec.’s 3.7.1 and 3.7.2, and the results are shown in Fig. 3.21. Data are collected in sequences of current scans, with ten runs alternating between scanning up or down in the cylinder current. These data are then analyzed and ‘cleaned’ such that null results and unrealistically high values ($> 10^9$) from incorrect fitting or other experimental faults are removed. As a result, averages are calculated using at least, based on the data removal, seven data points with error bars adjusted accordingly. In Fig. 3.21 the specific interpretation of the beam diameter perhaps needs clarification, as it is actually an indication of the aperture of an iris which is mounted onto the MOT guns. When fully open the aperture is 50 mm wide, matching the second lens in Fig. 3.13. As the cylinder itself clips the beam the largest possible aperture is the cylinder borehole diameter 15 mm, then the true $1/e^2$ beam waist would be found from a calculation of a clipped Gaussian beam initially having a $1/e^2$ diameter of around 50 mm. The iris is reduced to 15 mm to avoid excessive scattering of the waste light off the surface of the cylinder and other internally mounted vacuum equipment.

Let us first consider the attributes of the device in the case of maximum beam diameter, 15 mm by measurement of the energy dissipation across the cylinder itself. Atom numbers just
under $10^8$ are reached for power dissipation levels of 30mW, where the typical gradient of 10G/cm corresponds to $\sim 100$ mW. We see a broad plateau which tails off above 300 mW and below 10 mW, where in the latter case atom numbers stay well above $10^7$ even down to the lowest measured power of 4 mW. Values quoted here are specifically for the power dissipation across the cylinder itself; however, if all the connecting leads are considered, and so contribute to the total contact and material resistance, the power increase was found to be less than 50%. In comparison to standard atom traps which can require up to 10 W of Ohmic power, such as externally mounted coil systems we will consider later, the power reduction is substantial. The atom number achieved as well as the electrical power consumed would be more adequate for a regime which eventually required a BEC, where in the subsequent experimental sequences after the MOT nearly all the initial atoms to be lost in evaporative cooling and inefficient transfer between trap minima.

**Beam diameter** The exact correlation between the achieved atom number $N$ and any of the experimental variables, here now including the beam diameter $D$, is largely dependent on the specific experimental system. However building from the conceptual discussion of the device size in relation to the power consumption, and the experimental findings in Fig 3.21, it could be extrapolated that further miniaturization would lead to ever decreasing power consumption. As per the discussions in [99] regarding an upper bound on the capture velocity $v_c$ [165, 166] and regarding the inclusion of the MOTs effective capture cross-section, there is some understandable uncertainty as to the exact lower limits on the volume of a viable MOT device for a cold atom source. The physically important volume, in regards to laser cooling, defines a trapping region given by the overlap of the six cooler laser beams, providing an optical field, and the linear magnetic field region, see linear region and effective volume discussions in Sec. 3.4. The coupling of these two regions is significantly more important as devices get smaller. In other words a smaller magnetic field generating architecture reduces the possible beam size; this critical when it has been shown that laser cooling with smaller beam diameters becomes increasingly inefficient where strong power laws have been verified, e.g. $N \sim D^{5.82\pm0.05}$ [169]. Allowing a sufficient, clear, aperture in the trapping geometry for larger laser beams is therefore a limiting constraint on the overall reduction in system size. It is the desired application, e.g. the choice of quantum sensing scheme, which drives the choice of aperture size. Our final prototype dimensions were chosen to guarantee the production of atom numbers in excess of $10^7 - 10^8$ atoms, so we chose the 15 mm diameter which puts the atoms cloud in that range while still keeping (Ohmic) power levels in the lower mW range.

With the above caution in mind, in order to empirically explore the lower limits of the aperture size, and consequently the prospect of significantly reducing the electrical power consumption (scaling with the cube power law as discussed), we perform a series of measurements with varying beam diameters with the cylinder trap the results of which are shown in the same Fig 3.21. Again these diameters are created from a clipping iris starting from an initial $1/e^2$ diameter of around 50 mm. We see that a 20% reduction of the beam diameter from 15 mm to 12 mm still yields more than $10^7$ cold atoms. If a corresponding scaling is done with the trap dimensions, a 50% power reduction is achieved for the production of the same gradient. A further reduction to 9 mm, 60% of the original size, achieves atom numbers of $(2.0 \pm 0.1) \times 10^6$. In this case an equitable shrink in the trap size would produce the same gradients at just 20% of the original electrical power consumption. For all cases the atom number plateaus at currents of $\sim 10$ A, corresponding to field
Fig. 3.22 Maximum atom number as a function of electrical power dissipation (current) in the cylinder trap (a) and an externally mounted coil system (b) for three beam diameters. The current range 4 A to 50 A corresponds to the magnetic field gradient range 3.2 G/cm to 40 G/cm.

3.7.4 Comparison with contemporary systems

While different experimental systems have variations we can use a contemporary set up evaluated under the same metrics as in the previous section to provide a clearer context to the cylinder trap results. In Fig 3.22(b) we show a similar set of measurements for a system with externally mounted coils, a standard six-beam MOT and dispenser-only sourced thermal atoms. Fig 3.22(a) is included again for clarity. Both systems have identical MOT guns designs (Sec. 3.6.2) which output Gaussian beam laser fields $1/e^2$ with diameters of 2 inches (50 mm), which are then truncated with iris diaphragms to the chosen diameter. Unlike the cylinder trap the external coil system can make use of the full range of the laser beam as there are no internally mounted structures within the main chamber to further clip the beam path.

In the coil case one sees a clearer peak around the 10 G/cm threshold for all beam diameters, with a small trend towards higher field gradients as the beam diameter is reduced. This gradient bears some agreement with the cylinder trap as to being a somewhat optimal target for MOT systems. However there are some obvious differences between the systems. The range in achievable gradients is significantly reduced for the coils. While they had the same range on input currents, they had a non-optimal geometry due to system constraints and were not in the ideal anti-Helmholtz configuration. Being externally mounted to a chamber identical to that which housed the cylinder also required that the coils be much larger, reflected in their electrical power consumption. To generate the same magnetic field gradient of 10 G/cm along the strong axes of the quadrupole, one requires 14 A and 36 A for the cylinder and external coils, respectively. In a crude comparison where one assumes both systems have the same Ohmic resistance, the coil system dissipates almost seven times as much power to create the same magnetic field gradient. This is however a severe
underestimate, and a calculation of the minimum resistance of the pair of externally mounted coils gives a $R_{\text{coils}} = 0.06 \Omega$. In a direct comparison to the cylinder we find $R_{\text{coils}}/R_{\text{cyl}} \approx 100$, which does not include contact resistances nor joule-heating related resistance changes. In regards to power to generate 10G/cm we find the ratio $P_{\text{coils}}/P_{\text{cyl}} \approx 100$, which is somewhat reassuring that this confirms the Ohmic resistance power scaling law of $P = ZI^2 \sim R^3$ for the cylinder trap length scale of 15 mm and the external coil radii of 12 cm. This readily compares with BEC experiments and other similar devices for quantum applications, where the power consumption can be up to 10 W.

It should be emphasized here that whilst we compared the produced magnetic field gradients for a given power consumption, a direct comparison of achieved atom number in the cases of Fig 3.22(a) and Fig 3.22(b) is highly ill-advised. Experimental variations such as the effective capture volume; the use of LIAD when paired with dispenser loading; the geometry of the magnetic potential, and the relative positioning of devices, effecting the local vacuum properties in the trapping region, to name a few, have a significant weighting on the final resultant atom number, cloud size and temperature. The final dynamics and behaviors are too multivariable for the analysis and measurements carried out in this work. We see this most prominently in the relative change in atom number as the beam diameters are reduced, for the cylinder trap a 20% reduction in $D$ leads to almost an order of magnitude drop in the atom number when the peak values are compared; while for the coil system the 50% from 50 $\rightarrow$ 25 mm is match by a half drop in the atom number. The changes vary with field gradient too, indicating a more complex interplay between the beam diameter and the magnetic potential environment within which the atoms are captured.

3.7.5 Sub-doppler cooling procedure

To restate the adage of this work, the desired experimental protocol determines many of the targeted properties of the quantum resource. In this regard, the achieved temperature of the atom cloud is second only to the atom number in its importance, as colder atoms can enhance the performance of the sensor [170, 73], typically allowing increased trap lifetimes and interrogation times during the measurement sequence. Typically one considers the lower bound of the achievable temperature within a MOT as given by the Doppler limited temperature, $T_D$ which for $^{87}\text{Rb}$ $T_D(^{87}\text{Rb}) = 146 \mu$K, with any temperature below that arising from natural sub-Doppler cooling effects [96, 98, 99].

Without any additional cooling we produce a MOT with a temperature of $(170 \pm 4) \mu$K, an example optical density image of which is shown in Fig 3.23(a), which is slightly above the Doppler $T_D = 146 \mu$K. In principle natural sub-Doppler cooling effects, such of polarization gradient effects, should have produced an even lower temperature. We suspect that slight deformities in the cylinder causing it to bend, and so affect the magnetic potential profile; misalignment of the optical beams, and finally poorly compensated stray fields limited our final achieved temperature. In the latter case, this is seen in a visual inspection of the expansion of the cloud on a fluorescence camera once the magnetic field was switched off. In this we clearly see, in a $\sim 1 - 2$s window, the cloud expand and move down in the lab reference frame. Undesirable stray magnetic fields altering the effective magnetic environment experienced by the atom are typically a result of the Earth’s magnetic field, but can sometimes be pinned down to local electronic equipment, and are generally removed with a set of compensation coils. These consist of three pairs of Helmholtz configuration
Fig. 3.23 Left: Optical density images of a cloud of atoms in three cooling regimes. Each single shot measurement is taken after 12 ms time of flight. Right: Vertically integrated optical densities (blue) with superimposed Gaussian fits (red). (a) A typical MOT cloud, (b) a MOT cloud after Gray MOT cooling (see text), (c) a MOT cloud after molasses cooling. The Gaussian width $\sigma$ is indicative of the cloud temperature.
coils to compensate field discrepancies in each cartesian axis; at the time of measurement we did not have suitable coils to do this and so could not achieve a more reasonable sub-Doppler temperatures.

To reduce the cloud temperature further we employ more intentional sub-Doppler effects. Fig 3.23(b) shows an example optical density image taken following a simple ‘Gray MOT’ sub-Doppler cooling sequence carried out at the end of MOT loading, for full details see Sec. 2.2.4. This effect, in brief, makes use of the coupled effect of a spatially varying polarization gradient in the overlap of two counter-orientated circular polarized beams, and Sisyphus cooling [108, 26, 112]. In practice the optical field is detuned away from resonance while the magnetic trapping potential is unaltered. A frequency ramp of 6 µs to a maximal red-detuning of 10Γ yields a cloud of (3.7 ± 0.2) × 10^7 atoms at an average temperature of (29 ± 1) µK. We achieve even lower temperatures implementing a molasses (i.e. the optical field is ramped after magnetic confinement is removed) cooling scheme involving a 3.2 µs ramp to a maximal red-detuning of 10Γ after MOT loading. An example from the molasses scheme is demonstrated in Fig 3.23(c), showing a cloud of (4.0 ± 0.2) × 10^7 atoms at a temperature of (20.1 ± 0.2) µK. We found the variation in final temperature for Gray MOT cooling much smaller than for the molasses technique, for uncertain reasons. It is possible that switching off the magnetic field to carry out the detuning ramp (for the molasses case) somehow imparts a random thermal kick to the cloud, which we then see as a broader standard deviation in our measurement; however, this is purely speculative. It would also be worth investigating if the (quite small, relative to the optical) magnetic confinement during the Gray MOT cooling ramp means atoms are denser about the origin. Any misalignment of optical beams or stray fields would be more uniform across the spatially denser ensemble, which would be measured as a smaller standard deviation. Any improvements in the trap robustness and reliability would be important for portable systems, which may not be re-calibrated at all after production. It should be noted that the change in frequency, provided by the AOMs, also in turn reduces the overall peak intensity of the beam due to the efficiency profile of the AOM devices.

Chapter summary This chapter has introduced additive manufacturing (AM) as a method to produce a device to generate the necessary magnetic fields to trap atoms as part of a magneto-optical trap. A set of design considerations were outlined with respect to the limitations of AM, alongside which by consideration of common experimental parameters, a set of performance metrics were developed to test the device. These metrics and design considerations fed into a prototyping cycle within which field-generating structures were developed in 3D computer-aided design packages and tested in finite element software to both iterate and optimize design features. A proof of principle device called the cylinder trap was designed and printed. This also underwent a postprocessing procedure to improve electrical properties and improve the likelihood of survival within ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) environments. The trap was placed into a simple experimental setup, where atoms clouds of up to 10^8 atoms were generated with temperatures on the order of (20.1 ± 0.2) µK following molasses cooling and minimal electrical power consumption ~100 mW. These trap properties were achieved without any measurable effects on the quality of the vacuum, with UHV measurements being taken of < 10^-10 mbar. The device paves the way for further exploration of this new technology as a method to generate quantum devices, as well as rapid prototyping of experimental
Statement of contribution  The research carried out and presented in this chapter was a significant portion of the author’s research, and was done in partnership with fellow researcher W. Evans. As such it is difficult to draw strict divisions of contribution in regards to the experimental work. The design evolution of the cylinder trap was carried out by the author, with the original concept from P. Kruger, M. Fromhold and Y. Zhou at the beginning of the authors time at the University of Nottingham. Design iterations in CAD and calculations in finite-element software packages were carried out by the author, with discussions with our Additive Manufacturing partners to help guide the design aims. Similarly design and testing of the 3D printed vacuum flange was done by the author.

The experiment optical layout was design by myself, as were the early designs of the vacuum system. The construction of the experiment as a whole was done between the author and W. Evans, with data collection equally split. The initial drafts of our publication were created by the author. Initial measurements of the switch-off time were carried out by myself, however the significantly more thorough measurements presented were by W. Evans and T. Barratt. The comparative measurements shown in Fig. 3.22 were taken by the author, using a sister experiment with a similar set up. The Arudino control system was set up by W. Evans, with the author helping in debugging and testing of the sequences for our experiment.
Chapter 4

Blueprint for a Cold-Atom Source

4.1 Pathway to an cold-atom source

The primary goal of this work was the investigation of novel techniques and processes as stepping stones to the creation of a compact cold-atom source. This source would produce atoms for use in a stand-alone experiment, or would provide a flux of atoms to feed into a secondary experiment or measurement device. This is not a novel idea in itself, however there have been differing approaches chosen depending on the desired final application. We begin this chapter by reviewing some of these methods, in the context of working towards a next-stage device as a successor to the cylinder trap.

Cold atom sources  In regards to the preparation of atoms in regions preceding the measurement location, it is common to see two-dimensional magneto-optical traps (2D-MOTs) [171–173] which are formed in bespoke vacuum chambers or glass cells. The cylindrical-shaped clouds form in regions of higher rubidium pressure and are then transported to regions of lower pressure, where the pressure gradient is maintained through a tight differential pumping tube. The cloud is typically then caught by a secondary three dimensional MOT configuration. The preparation of atoms in 2D-MOTs has a clear advantage in regards to its significant size reduction when compared to contemporary Zeeman slowers [174], but they require radial optical and magnetic confinement along its length and so adds further experimental bulk. In parallel single beam MOTs making use of concave reflective pyramidal, tetrahedral or conical surfaces [58, 60] milled into planes have existed for two decades now, and have shown promise for interferometric or gravitational sensors [57, 61, 62]. Viewed retrospectively, the arrival of planar grating structures, as opposed to structures milled into planes, developed naturally with this work. These single-beam grating devices [63, 65, 66] (or GMOTs) show great promise, generating all the necessary optical fields for a MOT trapped above the surface, so they can be interrogated with other probe beams readily, and integrated with other planar structures. GMOTs have been shown to achieve comparable sub-Doppler cooling [175] to our own cylinder trap. The very first reflectors and grating-based devices suffered from limited atom numbers, generally forming clouds in the range of only $10^5 - 10^6$ atoms, though recently $10^7$ has become more standard.
Experimental limits on temperature  In the techniques discussed above, including the cylinder trap work from Chapter 3, there are a number of hurdles to overcome. We consider first the limit of the temperature achievable by devices which solely produce atoms in magneto-optical traps, physically described as the recoil-limited temperature, see Sec. 2.2.4. This is a natural consequence of a system which applies optical fields to atomic systems. However, as described in Sec. 2.2.4, when transferred to a magnetic trap, atomic ensembles can be compressed and cooled via evaporative cooling, entering phase space densities not accessible in the MOT regime at the cost of atom number. The common end goal being the creation of a Bose-Einstein condensate, though this particular limit won't be explored in detail here. This cooling process is costly both in time, but more critically in atom number. Losses are inevitable as hot atoms are ejected and further losses can occur from background collisions, see below, during re-thermalization time. It is worth noting here that one can achieve smaller temperatures in a MOT simply by having a shallower trap, at the detriment of atom number, as the average temperature of the ensemble will then be naturally lower. This goes against our overall aim to have a large initial trap size.

Cycle time limitations  Realistic field-based applications of quantum devices require that the total measurement cycle, from hot atomic vapor to the measurement of atoms is as short as possible. One approach is to improve the loading time of the MOT itself, arguably the largest allocation of time in the cycle, which for the cylinder trap we found a characteristic loading time $\tau \approx 2 - 6$ s, see Sec. 3.7.1, agreeing with contemporary work [51, 100]. To this aim, recent work [79] has shown promise in improving MOT loading times by creating an approximate Zeeman slower plus MOT in a compact hybrid package, recycling the same single beam used for the grating based MOT for the Zeeman slower. Alternatively, though not necessarily mutually exclusive, improvements can be made on the efficiency of transfer between the MOT and subsequent stage(s) of magnetic trap(s) [75, 176]. In doing so one can cede the desire for large atom numbers and settle for quick sub-second MOT loading times. Through the correct matching of trap properties, called mode-matching, atom numbers can be retained while the cloud is manipulated and transferred prior to evaporative cooling.

Trap lifetime  In the techniques discussed, there is the mutual issue of trap lifetime [75, 79, 176]. It has been known since the early days of magnetic trapping [177] that the background pressure, or specifically collisions with stray background atoms, is one of the biggest limiting factors in regards to the retention of atoms within a magnetic, or even magneto-optical, trap. Early magnetic traps achieved on the order of 1 s trap lifetimes with a background pressure of $10^{-7}$ mbar, with the lifetime improving as the background is reduced. To complicate the matter, the background pressure of rubidium is required in order to generate the MOT itself, and typically the MOT location is by design overlapped with the position of the magnetic trap. Once the optical beams are removed and the magnetic-only part of the cycle begins, residual background atoms continue to interact with the cloud and cause losses. The need for a high-repetition rate limits the effectiveness of pumping processes to remove these atoms, and there is an argument that portable systems must recycle unused atoms to increase the device lifespan. Bespoke dispensers, as described in Refs. [77, 79] or
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1Ignoring, of course, collisions with other trapped atoms in the trap itself.
LIAD based regeneration of adsorbed atoms [158], potentially offer solutions to the problem of both unwanted background atoms as well as device longevity. While 2D-MOTs offer a solution by pre-loading in a separate cell or chamber, this adds device size and additional complexity with additional optics.

**Chapter outline**  In this chapter, I will discuss aimed at offering a solution to the issue of background pressure, whilst still outputting a reliable, high rate and high-number source of cold atoms. I will first give an overview of the ‘timeline’ of an atomic cloud as it progresses through the stages of an experimental sequence, up to measurement. This will seed the discussion of the design of a new cold-atom source, with the aim being to improve on the issues described in the introduction to this chapter.

### 4.2 Timeline of an atomic cloud

We introduce our atoms into the vacuum system via heated rubidium dispensers, which emit at a peak temperature in the range of $450^\circ C^2$, putting the upper thermal RMS-velocity at $v_{th,Rb} \approx 460 \text{ms}^{-1}$. As discussed in Sec. 2.2.3, for a beam diameter of 50mm, the MOT capture range is on the order of $v_c \approx 10 \text{ms}^{-1}$. Even though the capturable velocity is significantly lower than the RMS, we know empirically that there are still a sufficient number in the lower velocity classes to generate a MOT. As we are building on the cylinder trap, we will take its results compared against contemporary results in [75] to extract target values for the MOT. From the atomic vapor we hope to capture a cloud of $10^8$ – $10^9$ atoms. Estimated from Fig. 3.23 for a cloud with temperature $10 – 30 \mu K$, we expect a $\text{FWHM} = 2\sqrt{2\ln 2} \sigma$ in range of $1.0 – 1.5 \text{mm}$. Without fixing any strict experimental parameters just yet, we then aim to mode-match the magneto-optical trap to the preliminary magnetic trap such that there is an efficient transfer not only of atom number but also of phase-space density [178].

As we are building on the cylinder trap, we will take its results compared against contemporary results in [75] to extract target values for the MOT. From the atomic vapor we hope to capture a cloud of $10^8$ – $10^9$ atoms. Estimated from Fig. 3.23 for a cloud with temperature $10 – 30 \mu K$, we expect a $\text{FWHM} = 2\sqrt{2\ln 2} \sigma$ in range of $1.0 – 1.5 \text{mm}$. Without fixing any strict experimental parameters just yet, we then aim to mode-match the magneto-optical trap to the preliminary magnetic trap such that there is an efficient transfer not only of atom number but also of phase-space density [178]. This is done by matching the aspect ratio and spatial distribution of the energy potential generated by the magnetic trap to the kinetic energy distribution of the MOT, though strictly we mean of the molasses-cooled cloud instantly after the optical and trapping fields of the MOT are removed. Assuming that the MOT cloud is spherical and that it is being moved into a purely harmonic trap, we can use the 1D case of Eq. 2.24 to calculate the *effective* frequency of the MOT. Having carried out similar sub-Doppler cooling processes, we take the hypothetical MOTs temperature and size to be, again from Fig. 3.23, $20 \mu K$ and $\sigma = 0.3 \text{mm}$, such that $f_{MOT} \approx 20 \text{Hz}$. Based on the temperature, we aim for the magnetic trap to have a very comfortable depth of 1 mK. The phase-space matching of the traps should make such a depth unnecessary, however experimental noise is unavoidable and could cause unwanted heating.

The final magnetic trap, if we consider it separately from the trap loading from the MOT, is determined by the final application of the atom source. However, the design intention is to produce an atom flux with a phase-space density beyond that achievable within a magneto-optical trap, and so the final trap must be sufficient for evaporative cooling, which we discussed in Sec. 2.5. Considering the work done in Refs. [27, 75, 100], we see that it is desirable during evaporative cooling to have a tight trap in regards to the frequency. The trap tightness determines the resultant
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rethermalization time of the atoms, however it must not be too tight such that atoms enter the regime of three-body or higher order collisions, causing significant losses [75]. There is an unavoidable increase in the trap depth when the tightness is increased, however this is not necessarily a negative, as during manipulation into this deep trap the ensemble will gain energy. Based on the work referenced in this section, trap frequency values of up to $\sim 2\text{kHz}$ are desirable. As we saw in Sec. 2.6.5, it is not possible to have an equally high trapping frequency in each cartesian direction and so we should expect one of the three trap frequencies to be significantly lower.

### 4.3 The Funnel Trap

This section presents the funnel trap design, a multi-stage device which would trap and cool atoms in a staged series of magnetic potentials, and are then propelled into another region for measurement. Each stage will be discussed, outlining the potential advantages when compared to previous work. Figure 4.1 shows an illustration of the basic elements of the structure, not showing the housing vacuum chamber, electrical connections or any mounting structures.

![Fig. 4.1 Illustration of a multi-stage cold atom source. Each stage is not to scale. Stage (1): Atoms are first trapped in a MOT (MOT coils not shown), such that their center of mass exactly matches the position of the field minimum which is generated by an initial magnetic trap. Stage (2): Atoms are pushed down the funnel by successive coils, gradually being compressed by radially shrinking conductors. Stage (3): In the tightest end of the trap atoms can undergo rapid evaporative cooling, and then are propelled into the science region or chamber.](image)

**Stage One**  
Atoms are first loaded from a background pressure in a standard magnetic optical trap consisting of six counterpropagating beams, or at least three sets of reflected beams, in order to ensure optimal optical fields for capture. The magnetic field is generated by a simple set of MOT coils, or a structure with an equivalent current path as per the cylinder trap. An Ioffe-Pritchard style magnetic trap is proposed, designed such that its trap center spatially overlaps with the center of the MOT. Using the typical spatial extents of a MOT, one can calculate the optimal geometric properties the IP-trap should have to best mode-match. The conductors for this initial magnetic trap are constructed such that they do not overlap any of the MOT beams, which will naturally form a lower limit on their distance to the trap center. Critical to this ‘Stage One’ in the device, is that the background pressure does not need to be tightly managed other than what is possible through current vacuum pumps, as once trapped in the first magnetic trap, atoms are pushed into ‘Stage Two’.
Stage Two  After the first magnetic trap, atoms are pushed through manipulation of the trapping coils into a funnel-like structure, several are shown in Fig. 4.1. This essentially consists of four tapering conductors of the same orientation as standard IP-trapping wires, providing gradually increasing radial confinement. This compression acts both to increase the atomic density, but also increases the radial trap depth. The rate of this tapering is somewhat arbitrary, as the transport through the funnel would be steered by the iterative control of the circular coils, similar to work carried out in Refs. [51, 179]. However the length of the funnel acts as a guided differential pumping tube, so there is likely some empirical optimum which balances out the passage of stray background fields to the lifetime of atoms as they are pushed through the guide.

Stage Three  The final magnetic trap is loaded directly from the funnel transported atoms. Without the restrictions of the optical beams, as in the initial trap, this last stage can have more optimally designed conductors, such that a high-frequency, sufficient depth trap can be made with the benefits of three-dimensional conductors (see Sec. 2.6.1), hopefully with low electrical power. Without the presence of the hot vapor background atoms the trap lifetime should be improved. Atoms can either then be interrogated here for measurement, or propelled into a secondary zone, providing a flux of sub-microkelvin atomic ensembles. The independent stages of the funnel trap have an additional benefit. Once an ensemble of atoms has been produced and is pushed into the tapered transport region, the next magneto-optical trap can be formed. This would increase the average production rate of the source.

4.4 The coral chamber

Distinctly absent from the illustration in Fig. 4.1 is the housing vacuum system. During the work of the cylinder trap in Chapter 3.1, a simple off the shelf chamber was chosen to expedite the measurement. More important however was to ensure that any measured outgassing or vacuum pressure issues could be isolated to the printed structure itself. With the success of the cylinder trap, specifically in showing that SLM printed materials would survive and not detriment UVH environments, there is a natural question as to whether the same technique could produce a vacuum containing structure. If proven to work more exotic vacuum chamber designs would be possible, potentially reducing overall system size and mass. The pursuit of this proof of principle was the main output of collaborative work, awaiting publication (see preprint [95]), under the umbrella title of ‘The Optamot Project’.

After an iterative design process, a simple chamber architecture was outlined consisting of two parallel CF40 (38mm bores) sized viewports and eight CF16 (16mm bore) viewports arranged around an octagonal perimeter. This would provide enough optical access to be somewhat flexible, as multiple identical chambers were printed for several groups. An internal skin of 2.5mm is kept vacuum-side forming the backbone of the structure, with the thickness chosen to match the wall depths of commercial chambers. The core structure was then passed on to an optimization algorithm bespoke to our industry collaborators (Added Scientific) which aimed to reduce the overall object
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mass whilst still retaining structural integrity, the result of which is shown in Fig. 4.3 which we have dubbed the ‘Coral’ chamber, in reference to its sea coral appearance.

The full breadth of the results are presented in Preprint [95], but here I will present some of the major results relevant to this work. The chamber itself was printed using the same technique and material compound as the cylinder trap\(^4\) and underwent a similar post-processing treatment. Vacuum knife edges, as per Fig 3.1, and threaded bolt holes were machined after printing and were tested for longevity and durability by W. Evans at Sussex. Torque tests to failure on the threaded holes showed the material held up to torque requirements from contemporary vacuum manufacturers (in the range of \(100 - 200\) mtextkg) and repeated sealing of the knife edges (up to ten cycles) revealed no obvious degradation when tested with a leak tester. One of the three identical chambers printed was installed into a trial system, as in Fig 4.2(c), and baked out at the relatively low temperature of 120°C over 120 hours. This temperature limit was a result of a cautious approach by our additive manufacturing partners, who were concerned that higher temperatures could induce undesirable mechanical deformation and softening as a result of micro-structural changes due to heating. Softening in particular would reduce the ability of the flange to form a sufficient knife-edge cut into the sealing gasket. The system was pumped down using the same staged-process of vacuum pump as described in Sec. 3.6.1.

Fig. 4.3 shows scanning electron microscope images of the surface of the coral chamber. As in the cylinder trap, a major concern with the printing process was the presence of micro-voids or
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\(^4\)Al-Si10-Mg powder-alloy of chemical composition Al 88.9 wt%, Si 10.7 wt%, Mg 0.5 wt%
Fig. 4.3 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the surface of the coral chamber, taken from reference [95]. (a-b) The surface prior to post-printing heat treatment, showing the surface roughness typical after printing. This is in comparison to (c-d), which shows the surface after post heat-treatment and having had the knife-edge machined. Inset of (c) shows the profile of this knife edge. Of particular note is the uniformity of the surface, with no air gaps or voids, and the sharpness of the knife edge.

Fractures within which air pockets could form, significantly reducing the quality of the vacuum. Larger voids and fractures would also inhibit the effectiveness, or completely ruin, the sealing surface of the knife edges machined after printing. Figs. 4.3(a-b), showed the un-machined surface which had a measured surface roughness factor $S_q = 5 \mu m$ measured as the RMS height over the sample area, with lateral features in the range of $1 - 10 \mu m$. Figs. 4.3(c-d) show the surface after having been machined for the knife edge. Across all the images there is no evidence of significant cracks, tears or deep pores. In particular the machined surface features are purely a result of the machining tools, with no material details orthogonal to the machining direction and critically, no evidence of cracks across the knife edge itself. This result further corroborated the outcome of Chapter 3, and paves the way for more complex architectures.

The stand-out result of the printed chamber is achieving an upper pressure reading of $< 10^{-10}$ mbar, limited by the measurement capabilities of the NexTorr ion pump filament. Whilst a pressure of $10^{-9}$ mbar is maintained for 48 hours with no active pumping. This is of particular interest for portable applications, as it significantly reduces the overall electrical power requirements of any future devices. The chamber itself weights 245 g, making it 50% lighter than similar commercial products\(^5\). The durability of the material in regards to knife edges and bolt holts also bodes well for the chambers longevity as a reusable component.

\(^5\)Kimball Physics, MCF275-SphHex-Cc2A6
As a final note on the coral chamber, evidence from x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), carried out in the University of Nottingham by R. Campion, suggested the untreated and un-machined surface of the material had a protective top layer, composed of a disproportionate amount of magnesium. This layer is removed evaporatively if temperatures exceed 350°C, but also through material post-treatment or machining. Significant outgassing of magnesium is found once this critical temperature is reached, but this is generally well beyond functional temperatures of common chambers which are usually limited to no more than 200°C. However, local hot spots do occur due to dispensers and vacuum pump elements, and so this should be taken into account for future designs.

4.5 The magnetic traps

4.5.1 Trapping regimes

In the discussion of the Ioffe-Pritchard in Sec. 2.6.2, it was put forward that through specification of the desired trapping regime it would be possible to design an optimal configuration for a simple stick and loop case. This will be the starting point of our funnel trap discussion, and will then go on to feed into a realistic design which fits our aims, whilst being experimentally feasible.

In our simple model, laid out in Fig. 2.8, the four wires are straightforward to define in regards to the resultant depths and trapping frequencies they generate, using Eq. 2.35 and Eq. 2.34. We instead look to fix the geometry of the Helmholtz loops, and can consider these independent from the fields generated by the wires, the basic layout is shown in Fig. 4.4(a).

We can then define four regimes for consideration, with the aim being to improve the overall field quality and output whilst minimizing the required electrical power. For comparison, the first is the Helmholtz regime \( d = R/2 \), where \( d \) is the total separation of the coils and \( R \) the coil radii. The second regime is maximum curvature, which from Eq. 2.23 we see directly relates to the trap frequency. Thus we can find the maximum trap frequency by maximizing the curvature at the trap center (\( z = 0 \)) with respect to the coil separation, i.e. solving the following for \( d \).
\[ \partial_d (\partial_z B_z |_{z=0}) = 0, \]  

which gives the null solution \( d = 0 \), and \( d = \pm (\sqrt{3}/2)R \), where we can take the positive solution as the system is symmetric. Whilst the curvature has a direct impact on the trap frequency, the presence of higher order terms of the field when expanded can generate complex behavior potentially limiting the quality of the magnetic trap produced. Higher order terms of Eq. 2.31 only exist for even terms, and contribute less. We chose then to zero the fourth order term in the expansion, which we shall call the non-quartic term regime, and find solutions of the form \( d = \pm \sqrt{3} \pm \sqrt{7}/2 \), where again we can take the positive solution. The final regime considered is in which the trap depth provided by the coils is 90\% of the maximum. This balances the requirement for the magnetic trap to have a non-zero minimum, whilst having sufficient depth to confine the atoms axially. This is done numerically and one finds that \( d = (5/2)R \) to reach this regime. The four regimes are easier to compare numerically, as follows: \( d = (1/2, \sqrt{3}/2, \sqrt{3} \pm \sqrt{7}/2, 5/2) R \sim (0.50, 0.87, 1.19, 2.50) R \) for the Helmholtz, max curvature, non-quartic term and 90\% depth term in order.

**Consequences of MOT geometry**

We have already discussed, see Sec. 2.6.5, how such idealized regimes are difficult to implement in reality as the cost of optimizing one parameter, e.g. curvature/frequency, can make others, depth, impractical. However the calculations in Sec. 4.5.1 provide a guideline for what is achievable when one or several parameters are relaxed. This becomes particularly apparent when a restrictive geometry is put into the framework, as will be discussed here.

As outlined in Sec. 4.5.1, stage one of the funnel trap consists of a magnetic trap whose minimum is overlapped with the central position of a magneto-optical trap. The presence of the MOT beams (as this is a six beam configuration) restricts the available volume to the magnetic trap. This problem is similar to that of the design of the cylinder trap, in that we are trying to efficiently use the space not occupied by beams for conductive material.

The MOT geometry is defined in Fig. 4.5(a), showing two pairs of orthogonal beams in the plane, with the third pair not shown but going into and out of the plane. In the standard alignment, all three pairs of beams are orthogonal, however MOTs are possible when the relative angle of the planar beams is reduced [100]. In this picture, the system is completely determined by the beam radius, \( D/2 \), the angle \( \theta \), and the application-defined value \( a \). Considering our case of two loops, one each in the upper and lower whitespace in Fig. 4.5(a), the value \( a \) defines the minimum radius that can exist whilst allowing the passage of atoms through the loop itself. We can then write the total separation, \( S \), as \( S \geq D/\cos \theta + 2R\tan \theta \). Which, since \( D \) is already greater than zero, implies that \( S > 2R\tan \theta \) Using the regime calculations from Sec. 4.5.1, we have expressions relating the separation \( S = 2d \), to the radius \( R \), and so can derive maximum angles for \( \theta \) below which each regime is geometrically possible. This is done by calculating the threshold such that \( 2R\tan \theta = AR \), where the factor \( A = (\sqrt{3}, \sqrt{3} \pm \sqrt{7}, 5) \), giving \( \theta_{\text{max}} = (40.9, 50.0, 68.2) \)°. Which suggests that it is not possible to reach the maximum curvature regime when using the standard geometry where \( \theta = 45° \) without the loop entering the forbidden region of the beam paths.

In these calculations a different process is required to solve the problem of designing the initial trap with a minimal power consumption, given a particular regime. As our aim is to mode-match this
first trap to the MOT shape, we can instead try to find solutions which fit the geometric constraints whilst providing a specific trap frequency, e.g. 20Hz. This is done by reformulating our system in terms of the current required to achieve a specific trap frequency where the frequency is found from Eq. 2.23, and then minimizing this current with respect to one of our geometric parameters (\(S, R\) or \(a\)), where the choice of which is arbitrary as they are dependent on each other. The final expressions have numerical solutions and give the following, for a choice of standard beam size \(D = 25\) mm: 
\[
\theta = 45^\circ \text{ gives } S = 25.6\text{ mm}, R = 7.9\text{ mm} \quad \text{and} \quad I_{45} = 4040\text{ A}; 
\theta = 35^\circ \text{ gives } S = 38.9\text{ mm}, R = 7.3\text{ mm} \quad \text{and} \quad I_{45} = 4640\text{ A}.
\]
For either case, these currents are incredibly impractical for single loops, which suggests a final design will require circulating of the current.

### 4.5.2 Spatial alignment of traps

Attempting to optimize our system for a specific regime within our system bounds has not been fruitful so far, and so here we will try to calculate the regime under which the magnetic trap minimum position is exactly aligned to the geometric center where the MOT will form. In an unrestricted system, which we consider here to inform our understanding of our own system, the solution is trivial. Consider a single isolated loop, arranged such that gravity points down along the loop’s axial center. Atoms will be trapped, or levitate, above the loop with minimal current at the point where the maximum force due to the magnetic field generated by the loop is equal and opposite to the force due to gravity, which occurs at \(z = R/2\). The current at this minimum can be found to be 
\[
I = \left(\frac{m_{\text{Rb}} g}{\mu_0 \mu_B}\right)^{5/2} R^2,
\]
where \(m_{\text{Rb}}\) is the mass of rubidium, \(g\) the acceleration due to gravity, \(\mu_0\) the permeability of free space and \(\mu_B\) the Bohr magneton. All such solutions however would clash with the optical beams in our case.

Solving for the single loop with the boundary condition \(S \geq D / \cos \theta + 2R \tan \theta\), provided by the MOT geometry, requires numerical evaluation of the system. We can evaluate it for the following system where \(D = 25\) mm and \(\theta = 45^\circ\), and minimize the current with respect to the choice of radius \(R\), which gives \(R = 11.7\) mm, \(S = 48.4\) mm for a current of \(I_{\text{min}} = 637\) A. Whilst this is high, we are starting to approach a region in which multiple recirculated loops may be able to achieve an approximation to such a system. The introduction of gravity into our formalism highlights the considerations of gravitation sag on the cloud once it is loaded into the initial trap. So far the funnel trap has been defined without regard to its relative position with respect to the directional force due to gravity, however from now we will assume it points along the axial direction of the funnel. A truly portable device would have to be much more flexible, however as we will see later, it is only a significant problem for the initial capture of the cloud, as once compressed the effects due to gravity are outweighed by the local magnetic field strength.

### 4.5.3 Stage one trap: recirculated current

The position-matching calculation from the previous section gives us a baseline with which to calculate a recirculated-loop system in which we approximate a coil with a series of stacked, concentric loops. To make this calculation more realistic, a choice of wire diameter is required such that the thin loops can be stacked with the appropriate separation. A 1.1 mm max diameter UHV
compatible, Kapton-insulated wire was selected\(^6\), which has a max load of 10A. The stacking pattern of the circular ‘inner’ coils is shown in Fig. 4.5(b). A Matlab calculation was then carried out in which, from a single pair of thin loops, the number of loop stacks and concentric rings was increased, calculating the magnetic field and effective energy profile each time with gravitational effects included. By using a minimum energy search algorithm [core function Matlab inbuilt \texttt{fminsearch}] about the geometric center of the trap, the trap minimum was found. Knowing the position of the trap center then allowed for a Hessian calculation of the magnetic field magnitude curvature, and so then a calculation of the traps frequencies and depths.

The results are the recirculated calculation are shown in Fig. 4.6, with the following parameters:

- The four wire current was fixed at 150A, to be recirculated later, with the wire positions on a square fitting a circle of radius 12mm.
- The number of layered stacks, \(n_{\text{layer}}\), and number of concentric loops \(n_{\text{loops}}\) is increased from \((n_{\text{layer}}, n_{\text{loops}}) = (1, 1)\) to \((n_{\text{layer}}, n_{\text{loops}}) = (50, 6)\) symmetrically (on top and bottom).
- The maximum radius is \(R = 11.2\)mm, shrinking down to \(R = 5.7\)mm for the smallest sixth concentric loop, leaving an narrow passage of about 10mm diameter for atoms to be transported through into the funnel region (Stage Two).
- The stacks vary from 29.5mm to 56.5mm measured from the geometric origin of the loop geometry.
- The current in the lower set of loops is fixed at 20A per loop, with the upper loop having exactly 2/3 of this value. The exact ratio of currents will be best determined experimentally to ensure the trap center is at the origin, as there will be imperfections in the winding of the loops.

Considering Fig. 4.6(top), though it is true for all three plots, there are diminishing returns for the improvement of the trap position as the number of layer stacks is increased. This is a natural consequence of the \(\sim 1/z\) relation for the field strength of a loop relative to the distance away from it. Or simply put, it is more efficient in regards to the current density to pack in more current closer to the region of interest, which in our case means more concentric loops are better than more layers. Based on this, we chose a recirculated design of 12 layers and 6 concentric loops which gives the following trap properties: \(f_{(x,y,z)} = (17, 20, 8)\)Hz at \(r_{\text{min}} = (0, 0, -3)\)mm and a smallest depth of 1.7mK. These numbers are quite promising for our application, however we must now recirculate the four wire structure to get a final design. As a note, we have overshot the maximum current of the commercial wire, however from experience this can be done somewhat confidently if only done for a short time and with enough heat sinking of the coils.

**Recirculating the four wires**

A similar procedure was then carried out for the four wires in which pairs of wires were connected to form rectangular loops, the side profile of which is shown in Fig. 4.5(b). The addition of loops and

\(^6\)Allectra, 311-KAP-100
concentric ‘rings’ in this case required a careful consideration of the geometry of the MOT beams, leading to a tapered design where the rectangular area defined by each loop had to increase further away from the trap center, to allow for the spreading MOT beams. To complicate the previous calculation of the circular loops, the upper and lower ends of the rectangular loops contribute to the field along the z-axis. Specifically the lower structure contributed with the circular loops, pointing along the same direction as can be see in Fig. 4.5(b), while the upper connections worked against the circular loops.

This interplay between the two sets of conductors had unforeseen consequences on the effective trap depth. The trap depths calculated in Fig. 4.6 assumed that the minimum energy barrier existed along one of the cartesian axis, which for the case of the circular loop optimization was along the z-axis. However, the combination of gravitation sag and the more complex geometry with the rectangular loops shifted the minimum energy barrier out of the x-y (or radial) plane. In order to find the ‘hole’ in the trap three dimensional energy iso-surfaces were created, by setting a specific iso-temperature value, e.g. 1 mK it is possible to then visualize the appearance of holes in the surface through which atoms above the set iso-temperature would escape. An iterative process was then carried out in which the number of rectangular loops and stacks were varied until the iso-surface was closed for a specific energy/temperature value.

Fig. 4.7 shows the final result of such a process, with the central blue region depicting the z-x view of a 950 µK isosurface. The lower loops carry 13 A, and the upper 1 A. The square conductors are six concentric rectangular loops of five layers, carrying 20 A. Two dimensional cuts of the isosurface are shown in Fig. 4.7(c-d), showing this particular configuration of currents gives an effective depth of about 900 µK. Trap frequencies are calculated to be \( f(x,y,z) = (18, 22, 5) \) Hz, at a trap position of \((0, 0, -1)\) mm. In order to avoid to detrimental interference of the upper rectangular loops with the circular coil stack, the rectangular profile is stretched up. This effectively creates a U-shaped profile for what was originally the four Ioffe wires.

The achieved frequencies, trap positions and depth of this circulated trap all fall surprisingly close to the original aims of the stage one trap. Whilst we were unable to put design the trap exactly within one of the optimal regimes as shown in Fig. 4.4, we were at least able to approach the mode- and position matching requirements. As a last note on this model before moving on to the final trap design, it is clear from Fig. 4.7(a) that a cloud of a temperature even well below the isosurface value will lose some atoms if it is pushed down through the inner radius of the lower loops. To test the compression of the cloud, Fig. 4.8 shows the same set of calculations for an increase in the rectangular loop current to 30 A. The effect is to increase the frequencies to \( f(x,y,z) = (5, 27, 32) \) Hz and lift the trap position to \((0, 0, 1.5)\) mm, whilst the 950 µK surface at its broadest spans now \(~ 7 \) mm, fitting into the 10 mm inner diameter of the lower coil.

### 4.5.4 Stage three trap: the final magnetic trap

The design and modelling of the final trapping region in principle follows the same procedure as the initial trap, without the geometric restrictions of the MOT beams but requiring significantly higher trapping frequencies, on the order of \(1 – 2 \) kHz from Sec. 4.2 and depths in the region of \(1 – 2 \) µK. However, as we can now move the conductors much closer to the trapping region it is no
longer appropriate to use the approximation of infinitesimal wires and loops as the cloud center of mass position will be potentially less than a millimeter away from the conductor surface.

We take the situation in which the Ioffe-bars (up to now the wires) are within the radius of the loops, as depicted in Fig. 2.8. We define some central cylindrical volume which the atoms occupy, where the cross section diameter is given the label \( t_g \). The four Ioffee bars can then occupy any of the space around this forbidden region. The standard wire cross section is circular, as in Fig. 4.9(a), with each ‘bar’ having a radius \( R \) with their relative centers on a standard square of diagonal length \( t_g + 2R \). Using \( t_g \) and the cross sectional area \( A = 2\pi R \), we can then define other conductor shapes in terms of the same area \( A \) with the same fourfold symmetry around the forbidden region. Three such alternative conductor shapes are shown in Fig. 4.9(b-d). Each design has potential advantages in regards to the optical access it provides, e.g. for imaging beams, or the efficient distribution of current density.

As the Ioffe bars are free-standing, they cannot be too small otherwise they are likely to bend or warp during installation. A diameter of 1 mm was chosen, as this would be the smallest feature size with \( R = 0.5 \) mm. The internal void where the atoms would reside was then chosen to be 550 \( \mu m \) which should be sufficient based on the typical atom cloud sizes for these frequencies, as shown in Ref. [75].

Each cross section was then constructed within a finite-element package (Comsol) and the current density calculated and exported for field calculation into Matlab with currents of 35 A passing in the bars. In each case axially confining loops of \( R_{loop} = 1.5 \) mm used with a total separation of 16 mm found through manual adjustment to improve trap frequency and depth. Of the four conductor cross-sections, the segment-styled cross section out performs the others very slightly. The trap frequencies found were \( f_{x,y,z} = (1000,1000,200) \) Hz, with minimum depth of 4 mK and a \( B_{min} = 1 \) G at the energy minimum location which is effectively at the geometric origin. The numbers for the cloverleaf style trap are very similar; however, the nearest surface to surface distance in this cross section is 0.05 mm which would be very restrictive to optical access even for highly divergent imaging methods. The segment variation had instead a smallest distance of 0.1 mm. The current of 35 A is potentially a source of experimental issue when actually implemented, however when compared with the conductor area of similar-sized wires [see again, Allectra, 311-KAP-100], the total cross-sectional area \( A \) is roughly three times the size of the 10 A limited wired used in the initial magnetic trap. With sufficient heat-sinks, this still puts the model within the realms of possibility.

4.6 Funnel trap model

With the calculations and models calculated in the previous sections (4.5.3,4.5.4), this chapter will conclude with a realistic design of the funnel trap. A selection of CAD renders are shown in Fig 4.10. Experimental design is an iterative process, with various unforeseen constraints and hurdles, and so this will likely only form the ‘core’ architecture of a final model.

The main chamber of the trap is roughly equivalent to the coral chamber, with six viewports designed to match the CF16 standard aligned on the main plane of the chamber, and two further orthogonal viewports of the same size pointing into and out of the page. Six of these make up the
three pairs of optical access ports for the magneto-optical trap, with two ‘spare’ ports for imaging, vacuum connections and/or electrical feedthrough connections to air. The fluting of the viewports allows for fastening bolts to be accessible by hand, however a similar analysis could be carried out, as per Fig. 4.4, so that bolt-holds can be sunk into the main chamber volume with sufficient structural strength to sustain the fastening process. In interior skin of at least 2 mm is maintained throughout.

Two MOT coils with a roughly 40 mm radius and in the ideal anti-Helmholtz configuration of \(d = R\) exist in the X-Z plane, however they are omitted from the figure for visual aid. The recirculated circular and rectangular loops of the initial magnetic trap, designed to capture the MOT efficient through positional and geometric mode-matching, are approximated in the design with block conductors. These are highlighted in Fig. 4.10(C-D). The circular loops are supported by the monolithic chamber design by symmetric fluted mounts. In the upper-coil case this mount is solid, however in the lower coil this mount is hollow, providing the magnetically trapped atoms passage over 20 mm through to the main funnel region, while also acting as differential pumping between the higher-pressure main chamber volume to the lower-pressure funnel-region. The diameter of the passage is 8 mm, which based on work in Ref. [100], will likely be too wide. A graduation could be added to shrink the diameter, with the confining currents compensating for this and compressing the atoms. A similar scaffolding-like structure supports the rectangular loops, partially visible in Figs. 4.10(C-D) as the V-shaped arms, arranged such that the optical access from any of the viewports is not blocked. All of the structural mounts provide a frame upon which the coils can be constructed, but also act as heatsinks to the main body of the vacuum chamber.

The conical appendix to the lower end of the chamber shown in Fig. 4.10(E), similar to conical vacuum adaptors, contains Stages Two and Three of our funnel trap design, including to the length of the differential pumping tube. The wider and upper part of the coil appears to be directly connected to the main body of the chamber; however, the cone is a separate monolithic component fastened against the upper body with a standard knife edge seal. This is necessary so the conductors in the highlighted area can be installed. These conductors consist of four tapered Ioffe bars with the cross section, see Sec. 4.5.4, banded by a series of shrinking coils which help transport atoms along the axial length of the funnel. The structure ends with a straight set of conductors spanning 5 mm to make up the final, high frequency region of the trap. An access port is provided below either to emit the atoms or for imaging purposes.

A number of experimental hurdles present themselves when the design in Fig. 4.10 is considered. Across both regions of the two-chamber design, what is not shown are connecting wires and structures to mount conductors to feedthroughs. The omission avoids a complex mess of conductor geometries, most of which will be reliant on the actual commercial or bespoke-made product used. In regards to constructing the coils in the upper chamber, a larger access port may be required in the plane of the small viewport.

During the atoms passage through the differential tube they must be compressed to avoid them hitting the inner diameter of the tube itself. This is straight forward with Ioffe-like structures, however there is a region between lower cone chamber and the upper where conductors cant pass without through holes, which would act as additional differential pumping passages. In custom commercial chambers it is possible to have feedthroughs installed which span chambers whilst
maintaining a vacuum seal, and so would solve this issue. It is not clear yet if this has been accomplished with 3D-printed materials, and so would require further investigation.

Finally, in the cone chamber there is currently no structural support, and consequently no heat sinking, to fix four tapered conductors and the circular loops. It would be possible to have additively manufactured supports, however the sizes of the structures would mean difficult aspect ratios for the printing process, resulting in many of the supports themselves snapping during printing or post-processing. Since the cone volume requires little optical access, one potential solution would be to suspend the various loops and tapering bars into a layered, non-electrically conductive but highly heat-conductive material. This would appear similar to a many-layered sponge cake, with hollowed regions in which conductors would be placed in order and having a central void in which the atoms would exist. Common UHV-compatible solutions used in atom chips and PCBs [51, 100] are materials such as Polyether ether ketone (PEEK), Rogers (commercial name, used often in radio frequency circuitry), or a machinable glass-ceramic (commercially known as Macor). The benefit of one material over another is often driven by what is locally manufacturable, and would require significant investigation to test the feasibility of such a structural design.

Chapter summary In this chapter we have investigated a next-generation atom source which would output a flux of sub-millikelvin atoms. The proposal has multiple stages, the first of which is designed to best capture atoms from a magneto-optical trap by matching the spatial distribution of the ensemble with a magnetic trap. The layout of this first magnetic trap was driven by a series of calculations to try and optimize this mode-matching. After this trap, atoms are compressed and transported along a guided three-dimensional funnel, through a differential pumping aperture, into a tight trap. Here rapid evaporative cooling can occur, whilst benefiting from a minimal background pressure. simultaneously to this cooling, the next MOT can be formed in the high-pressure region, reducing the average cycle time. A model is presented, consisting of a two-volume printed vacuum chamber with internal supporting struts, providing both support and thermal dissipate channels. This design was encouraged by promising results of the coral chamber, an additively manufactured miniature vessel tested down to <10^{-10} mbar.

Statement of contribution In regards to the non-OPTAMOT part of this chapter, the authors contribution was 100% of the research, calculations, modelling and design presented here. This included building of a Matlab toolbox to calculate the unusual geometries presented in an iterative way, allowing for fast calculations of different schemes. However, this work was presented multiple times to my peers and so was helped by discussions with W. Evans, F. Orucevic and P. Kruger.

The initial conception of the OPTAMOT project came from the printed vacuum flange, and the author presented several speculative designs to Additive Manufacturing group. W. Evans build on these primarily with L. Coles of Added Scientific (a spin out of the research group), though with some input from myself, and developed the coral chamber design presented here. The author contributed to the experimental testing of the coral chamber, including designing the optical systems used in the ‘Blue Lab’ at Sussex University.
Fig. 4.5 Designing the initial trap for atoms to be efficiently captured from the MOT. (a) The geometry of the MOT beams, which determines the available volume for the magnetic trapping conductors. (b) An idealized Ioffe Pritchard trap can be constructed in the available space around the MOT beams. The inner conductors form the Helmholtz loops and thus the axial confinement, and outer structures provide confinement in the radial plane. Arrows indicate the direction of additional loops or additional layers to improve the field properties and reduce the required current.
Fig. 4.6 Calculations of trap properties for the design for the stage one trap, specifically the circular loops, see text for details. Numbers 1 – 6 indicate the number of concentric loops, started from the outer loop of \( R = 11.2 \text{mm} \) to an inner loop of \( R = 5.7 \text{mm} \). Top image: Position of energy minimum of the trap, offset from geometric center at 0mm due to gravitation sag. Bottom left: Trap frequency (along z axis) calculated via Hessian method at the energy minimum. Bottom right: Depth of trap along the z axis, calculated by \( E_{peak} - E(r_{min}) \), where \( r_{min} \) is the position of the energy minimum and the subscript peak indicates the energy calculated at the lower of the energy peaks along the z-axis.
Fig. 4.7 Demonstration of a realizable conductor design to capture atoms more efficiently from the MOT through mode-matching of the trap geometry. (a) A composite image showing the position of the MOT beams overlapped with a 2D projection of a 3D energy isosurface of 950 µK generated by the magnetic trapping structure. The MOT beams are shown to illustrate how the conductors must fit their profile, but would not be active during magnetic trapping. The Helmholtz loops consist of six concentric rings in twelve layers, the lower carrying 13 A, and the upper 1 A. The square conductors are six concentric rectangular loops of five layers, carrying 20 A. (b) Energy profiles along each cartesian direction, originating at the position of the energy minimum which for this structure is at −1 mm. (c-d) Energy contours in the XZ plane (c) and YZ plane (d) in units of µK.
Fig. 4.8 Demonstration of the initial magnetic trap after radial compression such that the cloud can be pushed into the funnel structure. The geometry is the same structure as in Fig. 4.7, however the rectangular loops current has increased from 20 A to 30 A. (b) The energy profile, as in previous figure, measured from the energy minimum at $-1$ mm. (c-d) The energy contours measured in $\mu$K in the XZ plane (c) and YZ plane (d).
Fig. 4.9 Conductor cross sections examples for the lower end of the funnel trap. In order to have a like-for-like comparison, the geometry of the profiles are derivative of the first circular design. (a) Circular cross sections of radius $R$, with an internal void of $t_g$. In the limit of minimizing the distance between conductors in a four-fold symmetric design, these two parameters completely determine the geometry. (b) A square design where each conductor has an area $A$, as in the circular. (c) A clover-leaf design which has a more optimal current density distribution. (d) A segment design, which may be more useful for highly divergent imaging techniques.
Fig. 4.10 A render of the proposed composite design for a funnel trap. (A-B) Exterior view of simple chamber design with fluted connectors for viewports. MOT beams are shown in red. (C-D) Section view of inside of main chamber. (1) Green outlines/arrows indicate the circular coils used in initial magnetic tap. (2) Blue outlines/arrows indicate the rectangular coils used in the initial magnetic trap. (E) Section view, zoomed into the area of the funnel-like region of the trap. Yellow region outlines region of lower pressure, ending in the final magnetic trap. The design aspect ratio is quite different to the schematic presented in Fig. 4.1, which is not surprising considering the orders of magnitude of temperature, magnetic field strength and cloud spatial extent spanned by each experimental stage. The results in a ‘top-heavy’ scheme in regards to the MOT and initial magnetic trap.
Chapter 5

Conclusion and Outlook

5.1 Thesis retrospective

The last 120 years has seen explosive growth in our understanding of atomic systems, the properties of light, and the interactions between the two. A century after the revolutionary development of quantum theory and quantum mechanics, experimenters now have the foundation and tools to cool and trap clouds of weakly interacting atoms. With this, we have seen the recent creation of Bose-Einstein Condensates, putting the field of ultracold atoms at the forefront of physics research. Ultracold atom laboratories, which we define as those concerned with the manipulation of individual or clouds of atoms at sub-millikelvin temperatures, are now a global feature in the physics landscape. However, their aims and techniques are often distinct, arguably because there is still uncertainty as to the best way to achieve their goals. This is especially true within the field of quantum simulation and quantum computing [180, 181].

The work presented in this thesis looks to explore moving what were traditionally lab-bound experiments towards devices which are portable. Analogies are often drawn between this miniaturisation and the development of computer hardware over the years. The scope of applications for atomic systems outside of the lab are those which may be solved through precise measurement of magnetic, electric or gravitation fields; or which require the stability and accuracy of atom-based frequency standards. I direct the reader to the introduction of this thesis, or the major reviews in Refs. [32, 33, 73].

The main body of work in this thesis was the investigation of novel manufacturing techniques for ultracold atomic systems. Specifically, we considered how the relatively new process of additive manufacturing, or ‘3D-printing’, may be used as a tool with which experimenters can produce complex and bespoke components. We can group the methodology followed into the production of conductive structures, the production of vacuum architectures and the development of a cold atom source.

In this final chapter we will give an overview of the processes and techniques used, with an emphasis on specific results obtained. This will be compared against the aims of the work, followed by a discussion of the areas where improvements could be made in future devices.
5.2 Thesis content overview

5.2.1 Cooling and trapping of atomic species

This chapter covered the physical background required to understand the basics of cooling and trapping of atomic species, specifically $^{87}$Rb. Much of this physics is now well established, and so the topics followed the presentation as is common in typical texts on the topic.

The quantum picture of atomic structure was given, up to and including the nature of the hyperfine lines and Zeeman splitting. This allowed us to describe the semi-classic model of light-matter interaction, where light is considered a classical wave impinging on the quantum atom. Through addressing an appropriate choice of hyperfine levels, one can then use the scattering force to generate optical molasses, which when paired with magnetic fields allows for magneto-optical trapping. Purely magnetic trapping is then introduced, allowing for evaporative cooling to be carried out and finally, with some significant experimental work, Bose-Einstein condensation.

A review of various magnetic trapping structures is given, compared for the properties of the trap geometries they produce. Although it is difficult to predict exact atom cloud properties from such calculations, they provide a framework with which to consider the pros and cons of different architectures.

5.2.2 The Cylinder Trap

This chapter covers the design and testing of the cylinder trap, an additively manufactured structure built to generate the magnetic fields necessary for a magneto-optical trap. This work contributed to the publication 3D-printed components for quantum devices [94].

The goal of this section was to develop a proof of principle experiment making use of additive manufactured structures as part of a quantum system. Two proposals were tested. In one a very simple CF16-compatible vacuum flange was printed using selective-laser melting techniques in an Al-Si-Mg alloy, with an ultra-high vacuum sealing knife edge cut into it in post-processing. The flange also underwent a post-processing treatment, called solution-heat treatment, which altered the microstructure of the material, depicted in Fig. 3.2, improving rigidity. This was placed onto a simple test vacuum setup, leak tested with a helium-based leak detector and then pumped down to UHV ($< 10^{-11}$ mbar) in a standard bake-out and cool procedure. No leaks were detected and UHV was achieved as measured on a standard low-pressure vacuum gauge.

The second proposal was to design and print a structure which would exist within a UHV environment and generate the fields necessary for a magneto-optical trap. With portability in mind, the following design aims were outlined:

- Production of $\sim 10^8$ cold atoms.
- Minimal electrical power consumption.
- Produces a close approximation to a quadrupole field.
- A mostly linear magnetic field in the trapping volume.
- Design achievable with standard 3D-printing capabilities.
• Connection to electrical feedthroughs.

• Adequate thermal mass to minimize deformity from joule heating.

These design aims were then evaluated against the considerations and constraints of additive manufacturing. As in production process, there are limits in what is achievable in terms of surface quality and feature resolution. As the process is a by-layer construction, one must also consider overhangs, warping and removal of excess power/material after printing.

An iterative design process was then carried out, between computer-aided design (CAD) software and finite-element calculations, to develop a structure which would fit around the volume defined by the three pairs of counter propagating beams. A design was settled on, which we now call the cylinder trap, having the best per-ampere field properties such as magnetic field gradient and the extent of its linear regime, while still fitting the above listed design aims. The design is shown in Fig. 3.3, showing simulations and measurement of the magnetic field it produces.

To test the structure, a simple cold-atom experiment was designed and constructed from scratch. While the flange test was successful, there was still some doubt as to whether the cylinder trap would outgas or survive the bake out process. To minimize the uncertainty in the measurements of the vacuum quality, the experiment used well known commercial laser systems and vacuum equipment. A compact optical breadboard of optics was constructed, and a simple imaging system designed for measurement. A low footprint, simple computer control system was designed and implemented by laboratory partner W. Evans, making use of Arduino microcontrollers. This allowed significant time and power savings in comparison to common cold-atom control systems using often difficult to learn LabView software.

The vacuum system, shown in Fig. 3.9, was pumped down successfully to UHV pressures with the cylinder installed. The cylinder trap was measured, through absorption imaging, to capture upwards of $10^8$ atoms with sub-Doppler temperatures on the order of $\langle 20.1 \pm 0.2 \rangle \mu$K following molasses cooling and minimal electrical power consumption $\sim 100$ mW. By shrinking the optical beam size, down to 9 mm a miniature system was simulated for a speculation on future work. A brief comparison with a contemporary experiment was carried out, with uses externally mounted coils, to show the significance of the improvement.

**Cylinder trap: discussion**

The results of the cylinder trap experiment were very fruitful. They demonstrated, as far as we are aware, the first application of 3D printed conductors for use in a quantum device, both trapping a large atom number, and critically not being a detriment to the UHV conditions required in ultracold experiments.

Retrospectively it was disappointing that the failure in our vacuum gauge stopped us from producing an accurate measurement of the pressure. Additionally, it is likely that a slight beam misalignment inhibited us from reaching lower molasses temperature. Nevertheless as a proof of principle, the trap’s success helps pave the way for additive manufacturing to become a common feature or method for ultracold and quantum devices. A more thorough discussion on the technique will be left until after the summary of the next chapter.

---

1Imaging systems were designed and optimized using OSLO optics software.
5.2.3 Blueprint for a Cold-Atom Source

Following the cylinder trap, this chapter considered a next-generation device with the specific aim to generate an even colder source of atoms. These atoms would be then transported or emitted to a secondary science chamber. This begins with an overview of atomic sources in general, highlighting how common issues with the background pressure, cycle time and final achieved atom number and temperature of such designs is limiting.

By describing a timeline of an atom cloud, starting with the emission of atoms from a dispenser to near-BEC phase-space densities, I discuss how mode matching of a magnetic trap to the MOT geometry could help improve atom-transfer efficiency. At each experimental stage example trap properties are given. These are collected either from the cylinder trap work or from contemporary sources, with the goal being to develop a set of design targets. This feeds into the introduction of the funnel trap: a three dimensional, multi-stage trap which more optimally traps atoms from a six-beam MOT, transfers to a pure magnetic trap and then transports atoms through a funnel-like structure to a region of very tight confinement where fast evaporative cooling can occur.

In parallel, the coral chamber is presented. This work was part of a larger collaboration between Sussex, Nottingham and industry partner Added Scientific. As the spiritual successor to the vacuum flange and cylinder trap, a vacuum containing structure was developed to test the principle of a fully printed component holding UHV conditions. The results are awaiting acceptance in a journal, but with an ArXiv pre-print available under the title Additively manufactured ultra-high vacuum chamber below $10^{-10}$ mbar [95]. The main result being the successful pump-down of the chamber to $<10^{-10}$ mbar, and holding of $<10^{-9}$ mbar for twenty-four hours with no active pumping. The unique coral-like outer skin allowed for a 50% mass reduction when compared to similar chamber sizes.

Continuing with the funnel trap, a series of calculations were carried out to design more optimal trapping geometries. Regimes such as maximum trap curvature, suppression of quartic field terms and fixing of trap depth were considered and compared. By then fixing a MOT geometry, it was quickly shown that most of these regimes were impossible to achieve without allowing conductors in ‘forbidden’ regions where beams would pass, or without significant currents.

A somewhat simple recirculated design was created instead. By successive calculations of coil density variations, an achievable design was reached which would magnetically capture atoms from a MOT. In-keeping with the aim of maximizing transfer efficiency, the trap designed has geometric properties comparable to that of a MOT of temperature 20 µK. Specifically the magnetic trap properties were: $f(x,y,z) = (18, 22, 5)$ Hz with a minimum depth of $\sim$ 1 mK with an Ioffe-Pritchard style trap configuration carrying 20 A and 13 A for the long and circular conductors, respectively.

In the highly-confining region, the conductor shape would likely be more significant as the atoms would be less than a millimeter away from the conductor surface. Finite element simulations were carried out with four conductor profiles, shown in Fig. 4.9. Effective trap properties were calculated and a concentric segment-like design was found to perform marginally better than other designs. This final trap region had the following calculated properties: $f_{x,y,z} = (1000, 1000, 200)$ Hz, with minimum depth of 4000 µK and a $B_{\min} = 1$ G.

Finally, a speculative CAD model was designed and is presented in Fig. 4.10. An additively manufactured chamber is suggested for the main volume, allowing for supporting structures to be
created for the initial magnetic trap. A second conical-like chamber is connected, via a differential pumping tube, and contains the funnel structure and the final trapping region. Such a design would allow for a high vapor pressure region to exist where a MOT can be formed quickly and transferred to the first magnetic trap. Atoms can then be compressed and pushed through the tube and the funnel. The hottest atoms will likely be lost to the edges of the tube. The cloud will be then transferred to the highly confining final trap region where evaporative cooling occurs. Atoms can then either be propelled to a second region, or be interrogated in this secondary volume, benefiting from lower background collision rates.

**Atom source: discussion**

The specifics of additive manufacturing for quantum technology I will leave for the following section. Here I will discuss the outcome of the calculations and design work carried out in this chapter.

In retrospect, and considering the work in grating and reflector single-beam modes, it is highly possible that the funnel-like structure may be over-engineered. In technology it is often the case that *good enough* is often superior, in the end, to optimal or better performing devices.\(^2\) The funnel trap very well may have a higher MOT atom number, and perhaps may achieve a final lower temperature, but the additional complications of more conductors and precise engineering require may make it prohibitive to construct.

However, the principle of a funnel to taper atoms is interesting and has been around since at least the turn of the millennium [83]. If proven to work experimentally with the suggested benefits of background pressure and final temperature, there would be a clear pathway to then integrating a grating-MOT to simplify the system further. With the recent improvements in vacuum material technology, in particular for atom chips, the highly heat-conductive substrates now available, discussed in the very end of Sec. 4.6, could make the design very achievable, both providing structural support to the three-dimensional funnel as well as quickly dissipating heat.

### 5.2.4 Additive manufacturing for quantum technology

Considering the work carried out in Refs. [92, 93], and through discussions with our peers in the field, it seemed that additive manufacturing would not at all be suitable for UHV applications. Uncertainties on material and surface quality, structural resilience, outgassing and air pockets were prohibitive to many to even attempt the technique. Especially considering that well established techniques already work.

The work presented here, and the papers derived from it, provide clear evidence as to the suitability of additively manufactured materials in ultracold atom experiments. We have shown not only that the structures printed can conduct sufficient currents to generate magnetic fields for a magneto-optical trap, but also that during operation there is no measurable pressure increase from outgassing. This was taken further with the coral chamber, proving that the components printed can be structurally sound enough to match up to commercial vacuum chambers, as well as being dense enough to block the diffusion of air through the material itself.

\(^2\)See the Betamax vs VHS competition of the late 1970s to 1980s.
Considering the outlook of additive manufacturing in our field, there are distant prospects of combined ceramic and conductor processes, and there is the even greater goal of 3D-printed circuitry. One could envision chamber geometries where conductors and insulators are printed together as one monolithic component, combining trapping and vacuum structures in a miniature device.

A more realistic prospective today is the development of even more detailed vacuum systems for implementation into smaller devices. The proof of principle of additive manufacturing has been established. However it is still not completely clear of the importance of the post processing techniques employed to results, not to mention the outgassing detected at high temperatures in Ref. [95]. There is the scope for atomic magnetometry to provide the answer to some of these material questions [51], which can then be fed back into the manufacture process. Other printed materials are still yet to be tested too, such as titanium, stainless steel or even silver. The author hopes that the outlook of 3D-printing in application to quantum devices is significantly more optimistic than perhaps was the case at the beginning of the research.

**Vacuum Pressure Retrospective** While we have discussed vacuum pressure in regards to its effect on the trap lifetime, it is worth at this point having a brief retrospective discussion on the vacuum pressures actually required by quantum technology applications. The typical pressures aimed for in this work, $\sim 10^{-11}$ mbar, were originally driven by the highly sensitive work done by our research group as a whole. Each experiment depends critically on the lifetime of a BEC which is being used as a measurement tool. So the work in regards to the Cylinder Trap, Coral Chamber and Funnel Trap used this very high benchmark. However, such pressures are not at all necessary for ‘good-enough’ sensors which make use of thermal atoms trapped in MOT-environments with vacuum pressures on the order of $10^{-7} - 8$ mbar. The author would like to emphasize that if the pressure requirements are relaxed, the cautious bake-out of the coral chamber may not be required at all. Without the risk of thermal-induced changes during bake-out, one could envision more adventurous exploration of other available materials and printing techniques.

The author speculates that it is in the region of $10^{-7} - 8$ mbar that 3D printing could see significant gain in quantum technology, especially in regards to incredibly weight restrictive space and aerospace applications. The freedom to explore the broader catalog of materials available to SLM and similar printing techniques could allow researchers and product-designers to make significant mass reductions, and provide a pathway to exploit the ceramic-metal combinations discussed above. There are also potentially exciting advancements in polymer printing methods for vacuum applications discussed with our research partners in Added Scientific.

### 5.2.5 Results summary

**The Cylinder Trap**

- Production of a printed flange, leak tested without failure and pumped down to UHV successfully.

- Design and printing of monolithic structure, the cylinder trap, for in-vacuum use, producing fields for a MOT.
• Design of cold-atom experiment to test the cylinder.
• Capture of up to $10^8$ atoms with sub-Doppler temperatures on the order of $(20.1 \pm 0.2) \mu K$.
• Minimal electrical power consumption achieved for the trap, $\sim 100$ mW.

**Funnel Trap and Coral Chamber**

• Design and production of printed chamber, the coral chamber, as part of a larger collaboration.
• Chamber achieving $< 10^{-10}$ mbar pressures.
• Calculations of optimal trapping regimes for a next-generation device.
• Design of a recirculated-coil based magnetic trap to capture MOT atoms efficiently.
• Design, in CAD, of a multi-stage trapping ensemble, from MOT to ultra-cold temperature atoms, making use of a tapered funnel and differential pumping tube.
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